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My MOTHER AND SISTEIl. 
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THREE loVING WOMEN, 

To WHOSE DEVOTED CAllI! AND MniISTRATlONS 

I OWl! IT, THAT IN MY 76TH YEAR I All ABLE TO 

OFFER THESE THOUGBTS 'fO JIY JELLOWS. 



" Get (eave to work I 
III this world, 'tis the best you ever get at all. 
For God in cursiug gives as better gifts 
Than men in benediction. God says • ,Sweat 
For foreheads,' men say • Crowns,' and so we are crowaed 
Ay, gashed by some tonnenting circle of steel 
Which snaps with a secret spring. Get work, get work. 
Be sure 'tis better thaD what you work to get." 

E. B. BaoWNING--" Aurora Leiti." 

•• Genuine Government 
Is but the ""'Pression of a Nation, good 
Or leso ~ as all Society 
Howe'er unequal, moastroas, crazed aud cursed, 
Is but the expression of men's single lives, 
The loud SWIl of the sileut IlDits." 

E. B. Ba_G-" A ....... lAiI~ ... 



PREFACE 

EARLY in xC)Zz I published a pamphlet entitled A F~"f: 
Eda"f:e<m41lte Remedy. It was an immature production, but 
in the confusion then prevailing in every department of produc
tion, commerce and finance, it was di1Iicu1t to find reliable data 
on which to found convincing 8IgUIIlents, or to serve as a basis 
for reform. ' ' , 

Following the publication came a long threatened bieak
down, and for the last five years I have been practica.lly bed
ridden, and so many have been the physical interruptions that 
the book is a veritable ~ Benoni.' By slow degrees its plan and 
scope took shape. It was not to be a history of currency nor a 
treatise on financial economics, but a simple enquiry-~t 
Credit and Currency were, whence they derived, and how, after 
lengthy development, they came to fulfil, or failed to fulfil their 
purpose and to function as designed. III the course of my 
enqniries, I was led to ask myself, and later to put the question 
to others-What constitutes a sound money? The oft-expressed 
opinion that it was 'currency based on gold' failed to satisfy 
the essential of stability, and so I was led to formulate the three
fold definition herein expressed. 

The object of the book, therefore, is to diagnose the monetary' 
ills from which the world is suffering, with a view to snggest 
a remedy at once sound, practicable and universal-no other 
can avail The method adopted was to start from indisputable 
fact and; working by a process of deduction coIlfiIv1ed by other 
facts, to demonstrate when and where the original purpose !)f 
currency had been lost sight of, and money finally. transformed . 
from servant to master. The language has, been, kept simple 
and free from technical terms, that readers without. previous 
knowledge of the subject may be able to follow the line of 
reasoning. 
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I agree with Browning-" The best way of removing abuses 
is to stand fast by truth. Truth is one, as they are manifold; 
and innumerable negative effects are produced by upholding 
one positive truth." There is no defect in ourtsocial economy 
which may not be remedied by a careful enquiry into· truth 
and referring its development step by step to the economic, 
principles which truth reveals. Thus adherence to the prime 
purpose and functioning of currency has disclosed wherein it 
has failed to' fulfil them, and, until these defects have been 
remedied, finance will CODtinue to dominate production and 
commerce. The duration of that period it is in the hands of the 
public to determine. There is no defect in social or political 
economy for which the members of the body-politic are not 
individually and co1le!:tive1y responsible, and this responsibility 
cannot be devolved. As a preventive 10 unemployment, and 
as a bond of international peace, a stable medium of exchange 
is alike to be desired" to be fought for and achieved. 

The book has its imperfections, but these, I trost, will prove 
DO hindrance either to the acceptance of truth or to the earnest 
endeavour to achieve such reforms as the truth demands. 

I would avail myseH of this opportunity to tender sincere 
and grateful thanks to the many Embassy and Departmental 
officials, bankers and others, who have most kindly supplied 
facts and figures, or throwft light on points of procedure and 
other matters. 

But specially am I indebted to Mr. 0lar15 Alexander 
Buckmaster, lIf.A., J.P., for his kindness in reading the typed 
sheets, and for bestowing valuable holm; in the investigation 
01 points for which DO books 01 reference were at hand; to Miss 
Elizabeth Pike, who most kindly gave of her scant 1eisure to 
typing the earliest chapters; to Mr. H. H. Gray, who, as aD 

uninitiate, read through the typed copy and pointed out sen
tences which for such readers needed c1earer expression; and 
last, but by no means least, to Capt. G. F. Jeanes, for literary 
criticism of the book and, speciaDy, for hls valuable assistance 
iB arranging its publicaticm. 

WALTER GOODLIFFE. 

ILFOIID, lUlU, 1926. 
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CHAPTER I 

CREDIT 

.. You caJlDOt create a Credit."-D~. W ... A. S .... w. 

TBERE can be little doUbt that the economic science and practice 
of earliest days might be summed up in the lines-

.. That they should take who have the power, 
And they should keep who can." 

It is matter for regret that so many traces of those ancient 
economic doctrines should still be found in the tenets and 
practice of modem commerCe . 
. The earliest commercial transactions must have been in the 
Dature of barter-the direct exchange of goo& and services 
for services or goods. The parties to the transaction being 
present, and the goods in evidence, the exchange value would 
be mainly determined by the respective needs of the principals, 
and the fitness of the commodities to satisfy them. The question 
of the exchange value of the one expressed in terms of the other 
would not necessarily come to the front, being' overborne by 
the more important consideration of the needs and their satis
faction, It was, and is now, the degree of fitness of a commodity 
to satisfy a felt need or requirement, which constituted the 
abstraction, which in economics we now style' value: or in the 
process of exchange, • credit: if expressed in terms' 'of money. 
Since, then, the intrinsic worth of a commodity depends on its 
degree of fitness to satisfy the need or requirement which ca\ls 
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it into being, and this intrinsic worth-inherent in the com
modity-also constitutes its exchange value or credit, the credit 
must derive from the commodity and be proportionate to the 
fitness of the commodity' for the purpose deigned. Money, 
therefore, which is a medium designed to represent exmange 
values, must depend for its actual value on the asset-commodity • 
or service-which it represents. < 

A brief consideration will demonstrate this. 
A traveller, shipwrecked and raft-borne, may have on his 

person thousands of pounds in money value, but if water and 
food be spent, they will avail him less than a slice of bread or 
a cup of fresh water. 

Yau cannot create a credit-' ex nihilo nibil fit: and apart 
from its basic commodity or service, credit-a.nd money which 
is credit made visible-is nothing worth. There must be an 
exchangeable something from which a Credit derives, and any 
medium representative of such credit can only be valuable while 
that something exists, and is available. 

The first step in the development of commercial credit no 
doubt arose from deferred payment. A day came when • A • 
required immediately some possession of • B: who was not at 
the moment needing anything which' A • could offer in exchange. 
To meet this difficulty • A' gave a verbal undertaking in the 
presence of witnesses-usually persons in authority, see Genesis 23 
-for future delivery of such commodities as were agreed upon as 
a fair exchange. 

Snch a verbal covenant, being personal and expressed in terms 
of the agreed commodity, would, as the range and sphere of 
barter extended, prove highly inconvenient, and a written 
undertaking would take its place, the wording of which would 
sooner or later render it transferable. 'But even a written and 
transferable covenant would entail disadvantages compared 
with the direct exchange of commodities, and would tend to 
fetter the action of the holder, since it could only be dealt with 
as a whole, whereas commodities could be dealt wit4 in such -
quantities as need required. 

This difficulty was ultimately overcome by the adoption of 
a standard medium to represent any and an values, and of a 
fixed quantity of that medium, defined by legal convention, 
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as the unit of value to measure them. The medium genem1ly 
took the form of metal, a given weight of which constituted 
the unit of value. As time went on, the selected medium was 
found to vary ptly in value, and might at any time be depre
ciatec:\ by the admixture of an al1oy. To remedy these defects 

... coinage was introduced, a given weight of the metal medium 
-~ minted into ·a definite number of coins. The fineness of 
~ metal was regulated by decree of the Sovereign-the issue 
of coinage being then a royal prerogatiVll-ilDd in more recent 
time by statute, and the metal content of i certain coin was 
adopted as the unit Of value, by which all credits were to be 
measured, and the results expressed in terms thereof. 

At the time of the Conquest the selected metal in England 
was silver, and the original unit was the Tower or Rochelle 
pound of nl ounces, to which, as it was minted into 20 shi.llings 
of :t2 pence of 24 grains each, I ounces of alloy was added. 
This gave IS parts of silver to I of alloy, which constituted the 
National standard for over two centuries. 

Edward );. debased the pound by coining it into IIOS. 3d., 
Edward m. by three reductions bronght it to IISS.; Henry IV. 
to 3°S.; Edward IV. to 375. 6d.; and Henry VIII. to 428. 1I1d; 
in I527. Subsequent to this date the pound troy of I2 ounces 
has been nsed, and from I560-the Second of Elizabeth's reign
has been coined into 72 shillings of millesimal fineness 925, 
3 parts of alloy being mixed with S7 of silver.· . 

Gold coins were introduced into England towards the end 
of the reign of Henry m.-circa:l26o. These were debased 
either by a decrease of weight or an inaease in denomination, 
but principally in the latter way, with the view of adjusting 
them to the value of the silver corrency during its successive 
changes. 

The violent changes in our monetary system at the middle 
of the sixteenth centwy consisted in alterations of the standard. 
By three several debasements Henry VIII. reduced the standard 
from n ounces 2 dwts. of silver and 18 dwts. of alloy. to 4 ounces 

"of silver and 8 ounces of alloy; and Edward VI. reduced it further 

• By an amending Act of r920 the miIlesimal finen ... of" iltvercoins 
:::ilJj':.~c:ed to ,.... 10 that r2 oz. of pure silver ?- DOW coined into r,2 
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to 3 ounces of silver and 9 ounces of alloy. Nor was ally attention 
paid to the relative values of gold and silver during these altera
tions. The ratio of these in 1545 was 9 to II, in 1550, 170 to 33, 
and in 1552, only 7 to 3. Enormous profits were made by melting 
and exporting gold coin, with the result that it sean disappeared 
from circulation. , 0 ~ ,.,. 

It is to be noted that the unit was still a weight of metal" 
and that no attempt was made to stabilise the unit by restricr.ng 
the market price of the metal. The fixi ty of value derived from 
the decree or statute which made it current at a given value, 
not from the material of the medium, and was controlled by the 
Authority of Issue for the time being, whether the King or 
Parliament. 

It will be seen that throughout the earlier period of develop
ment~xtending over many centuries-the credit medium 
always depended for its intrinsic valUe on the commodity or 
service which it represented, and intlie absence of which this 
intrinsic value was ' nil:, and its monetary value potential only. 

I The original form of currency-circulating credit-was, as we 
have seen, a spoken or written undertaking to deliver certain 
goods or to render specified services, when called upon to do so, 
and apart from the commodity pr service there could be no 
credit and no agreement. When this form of credit instrument 
was superseded by metals, the intrinsic value of the metal 
medium was its value in goods, no matter what its statutory 
value might be as money. The fact that the money value was 
often above or below the market value of the metal made no 
difference either to the statutory value of the unit as the measure 
of exchange values, or to the value of currency as the repre
sentative medium of credit. 

Nor did the substitution of gold for silver as the material 
of the credit medium effect any change in this direction, until 
the Bank Charter Act of 1844 destroyed the free market in gold 
by authorising its purchase and resale in unlimited quantities 
by the Bank of England at the Statutory pri~ IIld per 
ounce fine. This destroyed the free market in gold as a metal, 
and substituted a free exchange in it as money valued at an 
arbitrary price-the amount which it represented when minted 
into coin under statutory conditions. By this means not only 
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was the true nature of money as a credit medium Iost-being 
supen!eded by a fixed value assigned to money' apart 
commodities-but, a far more important and disastrous feature, 
the control of a national cmrency as an l!id to commerce " 
taken from th~ legally vested with the same, and handed over 

.. to that nation or financial combine which urlght for the time being 
• control the larger portion of the world's currency gold.- Mon 

ceISed to be the handmaid of commerce and became lord para 
mount of production, exchange and every phase of h 
activity. It ceased to be the representative of commodity 
credit, and itself became a commodity, to be bought -and sold 
as a means of individual enrichment at the cost of the community 
at large. I 

'The provisions of the Act were an attempt to achieve the 
impossible-to measure the value of a substance in its own' 
medium, for the substance will remain identical in its charactex-

- ist:i.G-structur, weight, value:-in whatever fonD and under 
whatever name it may appear. This we shall see evidenced 
when we come to treat of the Exchanges. You may take a 
1 lb. loaf of bread, divide it into sixteen slices of exactly 1 oz. 
each and denominate each slice a penny, but each slice will still 
retain the characteristics of the loaf from which it was cut, 
nor will its exchange value as food be affected in the smallest 
degree. In the same manner you can mint 4 oz. of pure gold 
into 17 coins and call each a sovereign, but, notwithstanding the 
admixture of the statutory alloy, the pure metal still remains 
4 oz. of gold, and its value as metal is unchanged. 
of As a matter of fact-save for the arts-gold is the most useless 
Of metals, for there is no process contributorY to the support 
and comfort of life which cannot be more efficiently effected by 
other means at once more durable and less costly. 

The fact that the value of gold as a currency medium entirely 
depends on the free circulation of commodities had been per
sistentlyoverlooked, until post-war events in America brought 
it home to us most clearly. - It is incontrovertible, that unless 
its demand for foreign produce exceed in value the surplus produce 
of its own nationals in regulaT work, no nation' can be s,n effective 
centre of cmrency control The surplus products mu!jt find a 
market before their exchange value can be realised, and where 
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foreign products are not required, they must be paid for in the 
mouetary medi11lll:-g01d. ThiS gold, accumulating in the 
aational coffers, -ceases to be currency-since its cirouIation is 
IUTeSted-and becomes a dead weight al metal, profitable only 
for purposes al uswy. Thus, by the Act al J:~, money ceased 
to be representative credit and became itself a conuhodi.ty, , 
lIUbject to the economic laws which govern commodity exchange. , 

The transition was attended by a further and grave \lis
'&dvantage--4t brought credit into premature touch with currency, 
a relation which it would not ordinarily assume until the com
modity became.the immediate subject al exchange. Interim 
dealings in a credit must inevitably be a disadvantage to the 
ultimate purchaser for use or corisumption of the commodity 
whence it derives, since it involves the making of a profit without 
adequate service rendered. By assigning to money-metal a 

• value distinj:l.from that derived from commodities, it is trails
formed from an ~ into an arlicle of .commerce. The, 
expression • a free market in gold' is a misnomer, and means 
nothing more than a free circulation of the metal at its fixed 
monetary value; and this, as we have just seen, depends ab-
8Olutelyon the free exchange al the commodities which it 
represents. The buying and selling al money-the credit 
medium-is a form al exchange, from which commerce and 
humanity would be the bettea' if freed. So long as the monetary 
value of gold is correctly viewed as the exchange value of 
oommodity-credit, the market in the metal may be and remain 
absolutely free. Restrict the circulation al the credit medium 
to its legitimate sphere, both economically and geographically
to markets within the confines of the nation al issue-and the 
rise or fall al gold in the metal market must be without effect. 
This is oonIirmed by the experience al the last ten years. The 
metal value of the gold backing al our £290,000,000 al currency 
notes-viz., £27,000,000, has recently been replaced by Bank 
of England Notes with DO more effect on the circulating medium 
than is effected by the W1!eIdy variation in the ratio al a Bank's 
cash to its total liabilities. This must always be so wherever 
a statute al Jegal tender is enforced. 

The fact is, that so long as currency is confined to the country 
al issue, it makes DO difterenCle--ilUB money-.wbether the 

" 
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medium be mebI or paper. nor.is any aavantage to be derived 
from stabilising the price of the material. The statUtes. which 
define the value of the national unit and constitute money 
legal tender fOJe commodities. are the souree of ,all monetary 
value. p ,commodities are of the credit which it represents. 

10 So long ~ those statutes stand the purchasing power of money, 
-can only vary in respect of quantity. never'in respect of value. 

Th: function of the unit is to determine the variations in com~ 
modity value. in the same way ~ the yard determines the 
variations in the dimensions of a plane superficies. The function 
of currency is to represent such values in terms of the monetary 
unit until redeemed by the c:ommodity itseH. 

Once its function ~ the statutory representative of commodity 
value is lost sight 'of, cUrrency 'circulation no longer depends 
solely on the requirements of production and exchange. ,but is c 
influenced by innumerable iact01'!l--5peculation. usuIy. financial 

"policy, etc.-with which it has n,o \Xlncem, and from the influence 
of which, in its' proper .functioning, 'credit is immune. From 
an useful ministrant to the commercial needs of daily life, it is 
,made the means to harness the world's activities to the chariot 
of finance, and to bring human effort into a condition of economic 
helotry. 

One seeks in vaUt to discover any benefit which humanity 
derives from this neglect ,of the true character and functioning 
of money ~ a credit medium. and its transformation from the 
measure and representative of value into a commodity. 

It is remarkable how largely abstractions-time. space. 
capacity, weight. value, etc.-figure in the transactions of every
day life. abstractions which can be comprehended only by 
reference to lin artificial unit. designed to ~erentiate them 
under varying conditions and to record their findings. Thus 
we in ~ngland have adopted the hour. the yard, the pint. the 
pound, and the sovereign ~ national units, to enable us to 
m~ and record temporary variations of the abstractions 
named abo\>e. Each of these units in everyday use is by law 
referred to a fixed standard. and so long ~ each several unit 
corresponds approximately to the legal standard it i& 4eemed 
valid. The Use of any unit which does not meet • standard', 
requirements is by'law, prohibited. 

• 
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Is it conceivable that anyone would deem the validity of 
any unit· to depend on the material from which it is fonned? 
The hour is the 24th part of the solar day. Is the duration of 
the hour influenced by the material of the tille-piece or dial 
which records its passage? Does it make any difference tooa valid 
yard whether its material be tape, wood or metal ? Is the t' 

capacity of a valid pint altered because it is constructed of &lId, ' 
silver or pewter, instead of glass, earthenware, or wood? Does 
a valid pound avoirdupois vary according as it be made of iron 
or brass? Why then, should a valid sovereign be deemed to 
change its monetary value if represented by paper instead of 
gold? Only because we have erroneously assigned to gold a 
fictitious monetary value-under the impression that we were 
thereby stabilising our unit of valll&-QJld so restricted its 
market as a metal. The unit of value, properly regarded, was 
already stabilised by the Statutes of legal tender .• 

A rain-gauge is a simple contrivance for measuring the down
fall of rain over a limited superficies, thereby enabling us to 
record the depth per acre at any given time and place. Does 
anyone imagine that the record will be varied if the gauge be 
made of gold instead of zinc? If we modify the instrument 
from time to time that the records may be constant, will the 
actual rainfall be affected, or its distribution? Is it not, then, 
irrational to maintain that price records are affected by the 
material of the credit medium; or that by varying the qtIll!ltity 
of the material in the unit you will secure uniformity of value 
in the commodities? Price-the monetary equivalent of 
commodity value-is determined by dividing a unit of value 
by the number of units of quantity obtainable in exchange, 
and expressing the result in terms of money. In economic 
Iangnage, price is the ever-varying ratio of quantity to value
or of value to quantity, if regarded from the buyer's point of 
vi~ressed in terms of currency. Uniformity of price
record implies that this ratio is constant, an assumption wholly 
at variance with daily experience, which proves it to be in a state 
of perpetual flux. It is the function of a monetary unit to 

• Th ... are the Bauk of England Act of ,833; the Coinage Act. ,870; 
.... d the Bauk and Cunency Not<s Acto, 19140 
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measnre ~d record the variations from the norm" which, may 
be defined a\ the average ratio over a long period. 

In practical exchange the variation in price is marked by 
varying the nUltlber of units of quantity-or fraction of that unit 
~btainable for the statutory unit of value; because all price 

It quotations--which express the exchange value of the COIII-
• mt¥lity-are defined in terms of that unit. The units themselves 

remain constant and function free -and untrammell~ What' 
possible advantage can be gained by changing one or oilier unit 
to secure constancy in price? The 1ength of a • piece' varies 
with the t~, calico, silk, wool, etc. Imagine the 
utter confusion in a draper's shop if the yard needed to be 
adapted to each texti1e that the 1ength record of all pieces might' 
be constant. The Present system of establishing price by means 
of stable units· is difficult enough under the ever-varying CQIl

ditions-natural and artifi~f production, but who can 
picture the confusion worse CQDfounded which' must result if 
one or both of the units,were made variable to secure uniformity 
of price. . 

The difficulty of those uninitiated in the mysteries of financial' 
eCQDomics is this-if the gold con~ in the unit of value is to 
vary in ratio with the commodity price, how is the latter to be 
determined? Since price denotes the ratio of the unit of value 
to the unit of quantity, if the former be a variant, what is to 
determine price ? ADd if the variation in price is to regulate the 
degree of variation in the unit of value, how is this to be done? 
The puzzle is insoluble. 

The truth is that all fluctuations in price of finished products 
are determined by conditionS antecedent to their actual exchange 
for the purpose of distribution or consumption; and it is not till 
this position has been reached that the fiirlshed product properly 
comes into contact with currency. . It is on the exchange or 
marketable value of a finished product that price depends, and 
this is determined by the current cost of materials, power, 
labour and transport, and the current ratio of supply to demand. 
These are the factors which determine the excliangll value of 
finished products, and the latter will not be altered Ollll iota by 
varying the gold content of the unit of value, in order to make 
the pric,e records of to-day tally with those oflastmonth or last year. 
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ThiI fact Is constant. Be the value of the materIBl whatever 
the Statute may declare, the exchange vallie can ~ver exceed 
the day'. estimate of the intrinsic worih or the commodities It 
represenfl, be they In quantity milch or HUI" YOII cannot 
regulate raInfaH by varying the diameter of yonr gallge, ngr can 
you regulate purchasing power by increasing or decreasing the C 

statutory value of .yonr unit, which, like the rain-gauge, Is me~1y , 
a measnrlng and recording Instrument. 

The needs of humanity are perpetual and increasing, and 
until the production of necessaries is scientifically adjusted to 
those nee~d this involves control of natural forces-varia
tiOD8 in commodity values are unavoidable. The influence 
of finance on these variations-by interim speculative purchases, 
by the holding up of supplies and the many devices possible 
when commodities are brought 'into' premature touch with 
currency---can largely be avoided by rendering illegal the handling 
of commodities without rendering service necessary to the con
sumer, and by retaining a form ok currency which represents 
value in the direct form of credit, as do the Currency Notes now 
in usc. 

NOTE.-In this chapter the matter of cndit Is regarded solely from 
a national standpoint, because a national currency being regulated by 
Statute Is of necessity confined to national bounds. The relation of one 
currency to another Is a distinct matter. and will be considered later ia 
the Chapter on Foreign Exchange. 



CHAPTE~II 

CUJUlENCY 

.. Com -cos tor a city-state, copper for a omaIl group of cities, ailvor 
for an isolated country, gold far an empire, paper far tile ..,laacra • 
between empires." , 

r W. M. FX.mDlElIS PEnm. 

IN the preceding chapter it was demonstrated that every com- , 
modity possessed an exchange value, the representation of which 
needed no material medium until 'delivery' of its equivalent 
was deferred by one or other party to an exchange. ,In this case 
a representative medium became Imperative. The development 
of the medium was sketched from its beginning in a verbal 
promise, through yarious stages, to its final form as .currency, 
It was shown that for commercial purposes, money in the absence 
of commodities possessed potential value only, so th;lt, econom
ically it could only be regarded in the same light as the verbal 
or written promise--ils, a credit-~ent representing a • 
specified quantity of exchange-value redeemable in commodities, 
if and when avaiJable; that the form or the material of the 
credit-instrument made no difierence to the commodity-valu~ 
which it represented; that monetisation of gold-by assignin&: 
to the metal a fixed value apart from the commodities whence its 
exchange-value derived-was a step in the wrong direction •. 
since it enabled those who could command the possessionlof gold 

. to dominate not only the control of currency, but the whole field 
of production and exchange, and every phase of human activity. 

It was also demonstrated that as fluctuations in price are 
due to conditions antecedent to the actual exchange, ally attempt 
to attain uniformity in price by varying the unit or value to 
aecord with the variations in price was an economic vagary, not 
to say an impossibility. 

II 
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In the present chapter it is proposed to trace t~ economic 
origin and development of currency as represent/live credit. 
There is no need to consider at length the history of Currency, 
but in the quotation which "stands at the head Iff this chapter, 
Mr. Flinders Petrie sums up his deductions from facts and.social 
features revealed in the histories of Egypt and Mesopotamia. 
He finds that the beginning of the political life in Egypt arqse , 
from the invasion of a race from the West, bringing with them 
the practice of agriculture. By this means, supplies in excess 
of immediate requirements were regularly furnished, and the 
excess, being stored', at once supplied capital and a means of 
extending power and control, by utilising that capital as circulat
ing credit. This paved the way for the City~tate. He finds 
confirmation for this deduction in the remarkably similar dis
tances between the early nome CapitalS of the Delta-2I miles 
on an average-and of the early Cities of Mesopotamia-averaging 
20 miles. Thus every part of the City~te was brought within 
practical range of the civic centre, thus facilitating the Collection 
and distn1>ution of the grain. The exchange medium, therefore, 
was originally a commodity, on which the continuance of life 
depended. He argues that no further development was possible 
until a Jess bulky form of Currency was provided for the purposes 
of taxation and the payment of services. With the advent of 

"large supplies of copper-testified by .the large tools dating 
from the close of the pre-historic age-united dominion or 
grouping of cities became possihJe, and thenceforward, down to 
Ptolemaic times, values were reckoned in copper. The next 
stage was silver, which, being more portable, allowed of extended 
dominions. The use of silver in Egypt together with gold became 
fairly general about I500 B.C., and synchronised with the immense 

• territorial expansion of Egypt. In Mesopotamia, the advent of 
silver is recognised on the Obelisk of Manishtusu, where land is 
valued both in com and silver, the old com just giving way to 
metal. A century later came the first great unification by 
Naram Sin. Mr. Petrie gives other historical illnstrations, 
which those interested in this subject may find in his' SotialL~f. 
u. A acienI Em': Otapter I. 

, The point to stress is the fact that, in earliest barter, the 
exchange medium was actually supplied by a commodity, and 
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that when metal was adopted it was originally one needed foci wi 
useful purp.\;;; by the members of the community, and,derived 
its exchan;~\;;iue from its utility. 'The introduction of the more 
rare and pre~us metals synchronised with the development 
and extension of the State itseH and later of its trade. This 

.. thro~ light on the early development of a credit medium, 
Since every credit derives from an asset, the possessor of an 

as!et possesseS a credit limited to the exchange-value of his 
asset, but unless there exists a market for the asset, the credit 
will be poten:tial only. Given a market, the potential value 
becomes realisable, but will vary directly or indirectly with the 
constancy and extent of the demand. By many this wi1l be 
deemed an economic heresy, but'in the present stage of world 
production, producers are finding it more and more imperative 
to adapt the rate and character of production to demand, and the 
crisis in the Coal industry now prevailing-August, I92S-is 
due largely to the neglect of this common-sense precaution. 
It is evident that if production is exceeding demand, all productive 
effort ,thus bestowed is waste, and while it does nothing to enrich 
the community, does much to impoverish. Whenever production 
exceeds demand a halt must be called, and either fewer hours 
must be worked or fewer hands employed in the industry, either 
of which courses involves a reduction in gross earnings, or new 
uses discovered for the products. 

It needs a close and constant watchfulness on the needs of 
the world at large and a more ready adaptation of production 
and transport to supply them. The real commercial success of 
production lies not in the cheap and rapid output of goods on 
the off chance of a.sale, but in the careful observance of the trend 
of human life, a personal study of the ever varying requirements 
of humanity in a given habitat and the utmost endeavour to 
devise a means to satisfy those requirements, not with an e~ 
to the amount of profit, but to the quality and workmanship 
of the goods and. their fitness for the purpose designed. In other 
words, it m~ Mr. Henry Ford has SO persistently preached, 
and so successfully demonstrated-that the aim. of business 
shonld and must be not profit but service. The " better the 
service, the more perfect will be the product, and" the more 
perfect the product, the better return will it bring in kind to the 
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community at large, as soon as the monetary estizte of value 
is abolished.' , 

There is no one-not even the babe in arm&-' ho does not 
possess assets with an exchange value actual ~ potential. So 
long as life persists, everyone has powers of mind an4 body 
which may assist and benefit his fellows, and add something to • 
the general well-being. A man's muscles and brain-Na~'s 
gifts-are assets, and though individually these may be constant 
in quantity and quality, none the less their exchange value at 
any given time will vary with the demand for their employment. 
Even with\,the best machinery available to adjust wages to a 
fixed standard of living, and, when private employment is 
scarce, to ensure sectional employment on public works lest any 
become unemployable, the exchange value of labour must depend 
on the economic conditions resulting from the combined and 
reciprocal action on production, exchange and transport. 

The remedy lies in the better co-ordination of the three ia!=tors 
and the prompt removal of every obstruction to their regular 
and harmonious action. We need the more careful adjustment 
of productive energy to demand-and this involves a preliminary 
study of conditions on the spot-the removal of any and every 
obstacle to the free and equitable exchange of products botlr 
nationally and internationally, and the co-ordination of transport 
to ensure prompt and regular delivery, and to decrease the 
waste, delay and overlapping which result from excessive com
petition. The more dependent any nation may be on the 
products of other countries, the more imperative it becomes 
to avoid every flaw which ~ds to waste in production, inequity 
in exchange, delay in delivery, and above all, unfitness for the 
purpose designed. 

We have seen that every credit derives from an assei, since 
it represents the exchange value of that asset assessed by a 
national unit of value and represented by a national medium. 
These media, whatever be their form or material, we style in 
general terms .. Currency." 

We have now to consider whence currency derives, by what 
anthority it is issued, and the manner in which, and the limits . 
within which it functions. • 

Currency being the generic name for all credit media, and 
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every credf\ being based on an asset, the first step must be to 
determine 0,\ what assets national cunency is based. 

The assets of a Nation may be defined as the sum total of its 
wealth. This IlcJudes the extent and variety of its natural 
featun:5 and resoun:es, the characteristic- traits of its nationals, 
and the savings of past production. The latter may be invested 

• as .Capital in productive 1Uldertakings for the benefit of the 
community at large, or in those--such.as usury-which benefit 
mainly the individual. Over the former man has little or no 
control, since they include climate, rainfall, soils, minerals, 
forests, harbours and the like, All of these are Nature's gifts, 
though some may need the application of hU!IlaD effort anel 
intelligence to adapt them better to man's' purpose, or to convert 
them into forms which contribute more freely to the support, 
comfort and enjoyment of life. For the other sources of wealth 
man is more or less responsible, seeing that the character of 
man pepends largely on the education and training he receives, 
and the savings of pas.t production on the' thrlft thereby en
gendered. 

All sources of wealth are now held to Pe national property; 
and as in the body physical the governing brain controls every 
c!rgan and directs every function, even to the regulation and 
distribution of the output and the disposal of the waste, so in 

., the body-politic the Govemment-constitutionally framed and 
maintained by the body-politic as the brain is by the body 
physi~ to control its nationals in person and property, 
and stands pledged to administer the output for the benefit 
of all, as it now endeavours to provide for the waste Which 
results from its mode of operation. One often hears it said: 
.. A. owns such or such property "; it would be more correct to 
say : .. A.' is the life-tenant of the property." The State affirms 
its ownership of all property by imposing a tee for the transfer 
of the tenancy at each death, and claims priority over the income 
for such sums as it may need-and Parliament sanction-for 
the protection and development of the country. The Govern
ment practically says te every member of the body-politic: 
.. We will guarantee to. you free enjoym<;nt of your'li~e interest 
in this property, provided you hold yourself and the property 
at the service of the State as need requires "--and it does this 
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under powers ceded to it by its constitution. ~ing, then, 
that in a free democracy the Government is v ild with the 
Control of all property held by its nationals, the s total of the 
national wealth expressed in terms of the natiollal unit of value 
constitutes the basis of National Credit. Economica1l~ how
ever, National Credit may be more correctly defined as the total 
value of national wealth assessable to taxation, since taxation is' , 
the instrument by which Government control is generhlIy 
exercised. 

(a) Private Credit-the exchange-value of an individual's 
property, assessed in terms of the national unit of value. Com
mercially it includes only such portions as are exchangeable, 
but non-transferable assets can always be rendered transferable 
by pledging them for a loan of Bank Credit. 

(b) Public or National Credit-the sum total of all individual 
credits. This includes credit deriving from Capital, and also 
that deriving from commodities with which currency is alone 
concerned. 

(c) Bank Credit-which is based solely on the convertible 
assets of the Bank of issue, including its holding of national 
securities and of currency. The cheques by which it circulates 
are a product of Banking_ part of its machinery, designed 
to restrict the quantity of Currency employed in its operations. 
For this form of credit the Government incurs no liability, unless 
and until the cheques be presented at the Bank for payment in' 
cash.· 

In a free democracy the safe-guarding- of the national credit 
vests in the people. and is entrusted by them to their elected 
representatives. The Government of the day-4Cting under 
mandates from Parliament-4lone possess the constitutional 
right to control and pledge that credit. It is for this reason that 
the consideration of the Budget and of the Finance Bill, which 
authorises its provisions, are debated only in the House of 
Commons. It is important to stress this fact, as it should bring 
home to every unit of the body-politic his own responsibility 
for the, soundness and correct functioning of the currency he 
employs in daily ex~e. From this it follows that any fonn 

• This will be more fully dealt with in the Chapter 011 BaDkiDc. 
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of curren~based on the National Credit must be· issued by 
constitutio~~ authority with Parliamentary sanction,· and, in 
token of such authority, bears impressed upon it the King's 
effigy or some olher national emblem. The fact that the form 
and m~erial of any credit medium are most carefully defined 
and regulated by statute, and severe penalties imposed for any 

- breach of statutory provisions, is ample evidence of this. 
since the control of Currency has vested in the people, any 

form of credit medium privately put into circulation, on demand, 
must be redeemed in currency. This is indirect evidence that 
the monetary value of a currency depends for its stability on the 
Statute of legal tender, and no matter what form or material 
the currency may assume, the statutory value is a constant 
equivalent for its face value in commodities. This, however, 
by no means implies that a sovereign should always purchase 
a constant quantity of goods. The mere idea is precluded by 
the fact that the sovereign is the unit of value-not of quantity
and its only connection with the latter is to difterentiate, as 
the price current, the vaiue of an unit of quantity under varying 
conditions of production and exchange. The' Price Current' 
denotes the ratio of the unit of quantity to the unit of value at 
a given date, and by dividing tIijl price current_ variant...-into 
the unit of value, you obtain the quantity of articles or units " 
pi quantity which a sovereign will then command. As legal 
tender it will always command :aD shillings value in commodities 
at the price current. How large or small a quantity that value 
will represent will depend wholly on the cost of production and 
marketing, the quality of the product, and always-but especially 
so if the product is perishable-upon the ratio of supply to 
demand, but not one iota on the material of the credit medium. 
So long, therefore, as a currency· circulates within nationall 
bounds-where alone it is legal tender-there can be no variation 
in its value either as money or as representative of commodities. 

It may be asked, how is this to be reconciled with the expres
sions .. dearer" or .. cheaper money "-so frequently used. 
These expressions are never applied to money in the proper use 
of the term, but only to .. Credit" redeemable in C6l1l1Jlodities 
which the money represents in visible form. They are· usually 
employed to denote the charge made by Banks and others for 
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the loan of their credit. and could correctly be appI/d to money. 
only if on presentation of the' credit-instrumenYfor cash. the 
currency unit should then be variable. 

Being measured by a constant unit. money ~ot vary within 
its legitimate sphere of operation. and beyond that sphere it is no 
longlll' currency.· 

Prior to the passing of the Bank Charter Act in 1844. tire D/.eta!' • 
value of a coin might vary as circumstances occasioned. but for 
true monetary purposes-as representing commodity Credit-
its value was constant. provided it circulated in the fonn and 
manner prescribed by Statute or by some fonn of credit instru
ment redeemable on demand in currency. With the passing of 
that Act the conception of money wholly changed. and from an 
overhead carrier of values in the commeICial factory. it became 
a new source of power. driving production. exchange. transport 
and every phase of .human activity as it wouid. Those who 
supported the Act appear to have forgotten that constant value 
in the material of the 1:l'edit medium was quite a minor con
siderationso long as its constant value in commodity credit 
was assured. and this had already been effected by the Act 
of Legal Tender. The m.surewasretrogressive, for the develop
ments in Banking and financial policy genera1ly pointed to an 
extension of credit usage rather than of the material medium .. 
Force of circumstances in 1914 compelled the adoption of a purely 
Credit instrument as the currency of this country. and so satis
factory has its adoption proved, that a reversiOIl to a metallic 
medium would be a decided reversal of normal development. 
Even the transfer of the Currency Notes to the Bank of Eng1and
thus tacitly placing our National Currency OIl a gold basis-is 
a step in the wrong directiOIl. We need not a backward step 
and the resumptiOIl of a metal medium for domestic currency, 
bnt a forward movement extending to commerce universally 
the advantages of trading by a purely credit-medium which, 
as wiD be shown. is of such advantage to ourselves natiOIially. 
As Mr. Flinders Petrie puts it : .. Corn suffices for a city-state, 
copper for a sma1l group of cities, silver for an isolated country. 
'gold for an empire, paper for the relation between empires."· 

• It ahould be DOted that in all _ Jelating to the individual NatiOD 
~~ medium is adopted. but. pare-_t mediam beyODd N.tioDa1 
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Provided ~ paper be based on sound credit. all must agree. 
Economists ~ slow to realiSe how potent a factor in promoting 
the world's pelce. the international use of a Credit Currency 
may become. 'ftle history of finance 9rroughout the period of 
the War.and later has all gone to prove this. A national Credit 
circulating by a paper medium, has proved to be as effective 

"as gold in every market in the Kingdom. 
S~ce the suspension of gold-coinage. the total of Currency 

Notes to cIrculation-approxi.mately 13oo.ooo,ooo--has been 
issued against direct hypothecation of the National Credit. 
The internal trade of the country in no way h:p been hampered( 
thereby, for, though prices' have generally advanced, this has " 
been due to economic CODdi~ions-mostly alien to currency, and 
not to any change in the circulating medium. 

As will be seen later, the adoption of gold for national currency 
involveS the National Credit to an even greater degree than a 
circulation based directly thereon, and can in no way amend the 
security. The whole of our financial complications spriug froIll 
the monetisation of gold; which by giving a fixed value to the 
material of a currency, enables it to function beyond its sphere 
and without the control of those responsible for its issue. Thus. 
though the direct use of a National Currency abroad is illegal. 
a credit-instrument, drawn in terms of that currency and deriving 
its exchange value therefrom, is there negotiable on terms 
dictated solely by financial considerations, and its face value 
is varied to suit the conditions. 

Enough, however, has been written as evidence that within! 
' its proper sphere, a form of currency circulating solely as a credit 

medium, based directly on those commodity values which 
constitute the National Credit and rendered constant by Statute, 
is at once the most equitable, self-contained and scientific that 
can be devised, and at the same time it is the most simple in 
operation. It contains the three essentials of a sound cUrrency
it is issued by Constitutional authority, it is constant at its face 
value in every market, and that face value can only be varied 
by- the authority of issue acting by p~blic decree. It possesses, 
moreover, three advantages over gold-it is based directl;y on the, 
National Credit, it entails no wasteful and purposeless alienation 
of productive energy, but tends to economy in taxation, and 
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depends on the fixed value in commodities for wtich it is legal 
tender, not on the ascription of an arbitrary valu~to the material 

1
0f the medium. Ci:urrency in the one case is the trained servant 
of free production, in the other the mercenarytforce of financial 
overlords dominating a world of commercial helots. • 

As demonstrating the lengths to which economists may be 
carried from erroneous views on or entire disregard of the o.rigin'" ". 
and function of money, due to the adoption of gold at a fixed 
value as the credit medium, one may instance two points elaborated 
by Mr. J. M. Keynes in his T,ad 011 Monetary Reform.· In the first 
chapter Mr. KeyRes comments on the inequity of a currency which 
fails to maintain a constant relation to commodity prices. He 
ao-gues that a national lending money to his Government when the 
sovereign will command • s' commodities at the price current, 
suffers a financial loss, if, at the time of repayment it will com
mand only ~, where' y' represents the decrease in quantity 
consequent on an increase in price. 

It would appear that here Mr. Keynes is confusing Capital 
with Currency. The one represents a fixed credit, the other 
credit in circulation as an aid to exchange. All loans represent 
Credit put out on usury, which is Capital, and since National 
Currency, as we sha1l see, is limited in amount to the normal 
requirements of daily exchange, loans can only represent Currency 
in the form of Bank Credit_ substitute. Even interest on 

. the loan is paid in Bank Credit, and has no direct connection 
with Currency-with which alone price is concerned-unIessand 
until it be encashed for purposes of exchange. 

But apart from this, the whole contention is a fallacy. There 
is but one method of measuring the value of national property
by means of the national unit. The basis of value may be 
furnished either by its assessment to taxation, by its average 
yield if invested, or by a comparison with the value of similar 
property recently offered in open market. Grant, however, 
for the sake of discussion that, as it is possible to convert Capital 
into C1IITeIlCY" through the intermediary of Bank-Credit, and,
so, to bring it into indirect relation to price, we may adopt the 
price basis for assessing Capital values. We may then measure 

.J.:lUYHA~, " A Tract on Mooetary Reform. - (lIbcmillaD.1923). 
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the value 0\ the loan to Government in two ways-the first, by 
the National unit, the second, by its relation to the current 
index of pri~. But whichever method we adopt we must 
apply it to the \ohole property of which the loan forms a part, 
and jU(jge the value of the whole by the same method, both 
at the time of lending and at the date of repayment. 
~ Ioan-whatever its amount-must represent a definite 

fraction of the lender's whole estate, and-excluding interim 
variations--will, if intact, bear the same ratio to the whole at 
the time of -repayment. Any change in the ratio must result 
from increase or decrease in the corpus of the estate and not 
from the loan, which is constant. Assuming the fraction to be 
constant, the loan measured by the Statutory unit call. show 
no variation between the value lent and that returned. If, 
on the other hand, we assume the property to have been valued 
in terms of the price index, tIie part loaned will still bear the 
same ratio to the whole as before, and so long as that ratio is 
constant, the value cannot possibly be affected by variation in 
the price index. Grant that the ratio of the loan to the whole 
estate be as I : 10, and that the price index rises from 100 to 170. 

-The ratio must still remain the same for I x 100 : 10 x 100:: 

I x 170 : 10 x I7O-01le-tenth. Again, if the lender is justified 
in the one case in demanding an increase in amount because 
prices rise, the State with equal justice, would claim to pay less 
if prices fell. The purpose of the argument is to support the new 
economic craze, to stabilise price records by falsifying the un1t 
of value, by which price is measured. 

As shown in Chapter I, _ 
•• !:.:!~~ •• = price current per unit of quantity, 

and this price current _ is admittedly a variant, even 
when the units of value and quantity are both constants. It 
is not conceivable that price can be stabilised by rendering 
either of these constants a variant. Nor is it conceivable how 
price is to be determined if the unit of measurement is to be 
continually in a state of flux. 

So far as can be judged, Mr. Keynes has taken lIS his determin-I 
ing factor the price ruling in that country which, for ~e time .f 
being dominated the international exchanges-then America. 
But what right has America to dictate the value of the British 
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unit? It is fixed by Statute law, and if this is tol.be set aside 
to meet the requirements of the American dollar price, to what 
lengths may not American interference in B~tish affairs be 
carried? It may be urged that the interferenlk is involuntary, 
and results from abnormal working of the existing wstem
an International exchange based on the Gald Standard-reacting 
on domestic prices. An argument admittedly sound for a com- r. 
plete revision of our present system of international fina'itce, 
but certainly not for the interference of one or more nations 
in the domestic concerns of another. The extent to which such 
interference may go was well exemplified by the issue of the 
Austrian loan in 1922, under the auspices of the League of 
Nations. In that issue no less than eleven nations were in
valved either as subscribers or guarantors, or both, thongb under 
a proper system the issue sbould have concerned Austria and a 
Central Authority alone. Such methods make not for the peace 
of the world, the promotion of which is the raisoN l' eire of the 
League. 

In these proposals, Mr. J. M. Keynes would seem to follaw 
Professor Irving Fisber, whose suggestions were dealt with and 
illustrated in Tile S~, September 24th. ICJ2I. pp. .¢6-8. 
The result of the proposals must inevitably be the introductioo 
into National CIIlTeDcies of the speculative features from wbicb 
in their proper ~ and functiming they are at present im
mune-thanlts to their stable units. Under our present system 
the units of wlne and quantity remain mnstant. and variations 
are met by excbaDging more 01" less of the ~ 01" the other- unit,. 
as the ClIIDditioas of prodoctima and cfistrilJatDo require. \\Bat 
-.l aokan. is to be gaiDed by ~ witIa NatioBal 
decftes to msme unifonaity of prioe reconls JaBaiDs a ..,-y; 
.... if price is to be a ~t. it CiIIl be as .-iily ~ ia 
Mas of a ~ -.it as ~ tIIose 01. a~. 'Doe ely sesd: 
..ust be to riwt __ doeeIy the Iottas iIIapJeEd _ iadIIStry 

by ......... 
netnd is that. ... ~~ widl.-l~ 

Ia_ '-aly abz' . - :::d...,. ~ ia the s.:u-y ... 6 
~ -=-y. 'Doe....cl arises .q .... a ~ 
~ is ~ _ '-:tiaa.-side its ~ ~ 
n.e --.iy .... doat is .. _Ialsi.fy ... is ____ ia _ 
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currency sy\tem. but to reform the system with a view to 
eliminate those features and possibilities which evoke the need. 

Before. hOWEfer. making any suggestions in this direction. 
it will be necesslry to see how National currencies are brought 
into commercial touch with one another. and this brings us to 
Banking: the agency through which it is done. 



CHAPTER III 

BANKING 

" The bankers who do straight baDkiDg should reprd themae1v .. as the 
fiJst mea to probe and understand our monetary system-instead of 
being content with the mastery of local hanking-house method •. " 

HBNay FORD, •. My Life and Work." 

FEW business men would seem to be aware that banking, like 
brewing, is a licensed industry, altbough the conditions which 
attend the issue of cunency require that it should be 50_ Currency, 
being part of the National Credit made visible in order to facil
itate daily exchange, its issue naturally vests in the Government 
as guardians of that Credit; and, inasmuch as the handling of 
money is a most profitable business, no Government would be 
justified in parting with any portion of its monopoly, save for a 
consideration of value an'd on terms dictated by itself. 

The charge for a Bank License is 1.30 per annum, and in these 
hard times there would seem to be reason for a substantial 
increase in the fee, considering the very large return on the 
Capital employed, and, a far more important consideration, the 
fact that in adverse circumstances the risk involved in their 
methods of business must be shouldered by the Government
witness the events of September, 1914- It may be questioned, 
too. whether the dividends distributed on Bank shares are not 
unduly large, and suggestions have been made to restrict the 
dividends derived from a State-controlled and State-insured 
convenience-in the same way as is already done in the case of 
water, light and power_ 

A Bank, on commencing business, has first to secure its license, 
and, this being granted, to purchase from the Bank of England
the agents of issu~ supply of currency, which is its stock-in-

24 
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trade. ~ posits that the Government has already issued a 
National Currency. 

Since the obi.ect of this book is to diagnose the monetary 
ills from which"\:ommercial exchange at present is suffering, 
with a view to suggesting a sound, practicable, and universal 
remedy,'a clear comprehension of the origin and function of a 

. National Currency is of the first impD1tance if the diagnosis is 
to re sound and coned. 

In the preceding c;hapter it was shown that the three essentials 
of a sound currency are :- ' 

I. That it be issued by Constitutional authority and 
based on National credit. 

2. That it be constant at its face value in every market. 
3. That such face value be variable only by the 

authority of issue. 
Unless a currency possess these three essentials it contains 

withip it an element of unsoundness which is bound to develop 
under stress. 

The first step, then, in an issue of National Currency is Parlia
mentary sanction, which is given by a Statute defining the 
nature of the issue, the form in which it is to circulate, and the 
material of the circulating medium. If this is to be metal, the 
fineness of the metal-the proporuon of alloy pennissib~is 
clearly specified as well as the form and metal content of each 
ooin. Limits are also imposed to the variation in weight allow
able at the time of issue-' the Remedy: and during circulation
'the minimum legal tender.' If the currency is to circuIate 
as representative credit-by paper, ~ the same way as Bank 
Credit circulates by cheque or notes-the form and legend will 
also be prescribed, or authority given to the Treasury to approve 
the same. Be the material of the medium'metal or paper, it 
will bear the impress of the King's effigy or some other national 
emblem to signify that it is issued by Constitutional authority. 
The amount of the issue, as we shall see, will be regulated auto
matically by the requirements of domestic exchange. and these. 
in turn, by the national prosperity. industrial activity and the 
standard of living. 

The first point to note is that the circuIating mediUi:n-no 
matter what its material may be-acquires its monetary value 
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from the National Credit, though its intrinsic value !nust derive 
from the conunodities and services which constitute the assets 
on which that credit is based. Indeed, the fi~ credit-media 
known were com and copper, the former being g!tthered as taxes 
and re-issued as maintenance for those employed on GovI;rnment 
service; and the latter exchanged locally for other goods, at a 
value determined by its utility for tools and implements. .:;, 

In pre-War days, when the Gold Standard was in full for~,· 
the British unit of value was the Sovereign, a coin containing 
123.27447 grs. of monetary or Standard gold-a mixture of 
22 carats of fine gold with 2 carats of alloy. As the value of 
fine gold was fixed by Statute at 845. Hld. per ounce, an ounce 
of standard gold when coined represented 775. lold. 

How was this pure gold obtained? By pledging the National 
Credit. It matters not whether the .country produces gold or 
not, the State can only acquire it by purchase and must raise 
the requisite funds by pledging the National Credit. Great 
Britain possesses no gold in payable quantity. It must therefore 
purchase it from abroad, whether directly or indirectly through 
its own Nationals makes no difference to the fact. The National 
Credit must in any case be pledged eithet1iy the direct issue of 
Government securities to the vendor, or to provide funds to pur
chase obligations of the vendor's country. Under a gold standard, 
therefore, the purchase of gold must entail a charge on the 
National Exchequer equal in amount to the full reserve held 
by the Bank of England.to meet foreign commitments of Banks 
and traders. Other than the loss from usage, the gold coinage 
in circulation entails no cost to the Nation, since Banks can only 
acquire it by the surrender of National obligations of equal 
amount at current prices. In addition to the cost of reserve 
the Exchequer will have to meet interest charges on that amount, 
for the full term during which the securities run. It makes no 
difference whether the securities are issued to foreigners or 
nationals, save that in the former case the interest may go abroad, 
while in the latter it would probably remain at home. Nor 
will the interest charge be affected by the term the security 
has to run, though where the term is sbort-as in Exchequer 

• See Coinap Ao::t r870. Schedale r. 
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Bonds-th~ interest is usually deducted as a discount at the time 
of tendering, and varies with the current Bank rate. Pledges, 
however, haVt¥o be redeemed and securitiesmature,and since 
every form of' international boITOwing must ultimately be 
redeemed in commodities or services, it is" at once evident that a 
(>old Standard, sooner or later, must entail a charge on the 

"-productive energy of the nationals to the full value of the Gold 
" heTd. 

;\ comparison of a currency based on gold with one circulatin~ 
as pure credit in the !orm of notes will show that, for domestic 
circulation, the use of gold is wholly unnecessary and, therefore, 
gross waste. Between September, 1914, and the end of April, 
1925, the operation of the Bank Charter Act was suspended, 
the export of gold '\VllS forbidden, and Currency Notes took the 
place of sovereigns. On April 29th, 1925, the""export of gold, 
under specified conditions, was again Permitted, but the National 
Currency still remained a pure Credit, circuIating by notes based 
directly on the National Credit and equal in monetary value to 
the sovereign-a further- proof that monetary value derives by 
Statute direct from the National Credit. The total amount of· 

"Currency Notes has, of course, greatly varied with times and 
circumstances, and the demands for local expenditure occasioned 
thereby. A glance at the Currency Note Return issued every 
Thursday will disclose that for some time past it has stood in 
the neighbourhood of £300,000,000, and now stands approx
imately at £295,000,000. Against this total the Treasury holds 
£56,250,000 in Bank of England Notes, £7,000,000 in silver coin, 
and some £232,000,000 in Government Securities. Until April 
28th, 1925. the Bank of England held specially for this Note 
issue £27,000,000 in gold, but this has now been transferred 
to the Issue department, and replaced by Notes of equal amount
nominally repayable in gold. Thus five-sixths of our present 
currency is based directly on the National Credit, and one-sixth 
on Bank of England notes," representing gold purchased by 
hypothecation of that credit. 

It may be asked-If Currency Notes are a direct hypothecation 
of the National Credit, what useful purpose is served b'y holding 
other State obligations as cover for the notes in circuJation? 
This brings us back to Banking. 
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I 
When a Bank applies to the Bank of England for a stock of 

currency, it pays for it by the surrender of Exchequer Bonds 
or other form of National obligation, which oIJ" and all can'y 
a dividend and are, therefore, a source of profit to the holcter. 
Currency carries no dividend, 50 that the Bank pays for its 
stock-in-trade like any other trader by surrendering a source of 
profit, but, unlike any other trader, distributes it to its fU.'- .-: 
tamers without profie or charge. These securities are those which 
figure in' the Returns of the Issue Department of the Bank of 
England and of the Currency Note Department, and they furnish 
the direct evidence of the States' liability in respect of its 
Currency. They are the purchase price of currency issuing from 
the State Treasury, and, by substituting a form of Credit obliga
tion which bears no interest for one that does, the issue of 
currency as a pure Credit effects a saving and not an additional 
burden on the National Credit, nor does it lock up any portion 
of the National assets. 

These securities, however, serve another most useful purpose. 
They are practically placed on deposit, and, by making them 
redeemable at any time by the return of the currency issued 
against them, they act as a safety-valve to guard against in
flation of the circulating currency. Thl,lS the amount of currency 
circulating will always be controlled by the requirements of 
domestic trade. This helps us to appreciate not only the great 
convenience provided by a circulating Credit to assist domestic 
exchange and the care which is taken to protect it, but also the 

I service rendered by the Banks in purchasing~t a sacrifice 
to themselves-large stocks of the credit medium and placing 

• 'it within easy reach of their customers at their numerous 
, 'branches, at any time and in any quantity, free of charge . 
. ' By this ready and free provision of the Credit-medium, the 

whole community is spared the trouble and inconvenience
not to mention the risk_hich wouId necessarily be incurred 
under modem conditions had each to purchase supplies direct. 
It is due to this issue, too, that every worker is enabled to con
centrate his energies on a single employment for a single 
employer-both of his own selection-instead of distributing 
it among many and wasting much of his working day in journeys 
to and fro. He~ receives payment as wages in the current 
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• medium, and knows, when be amepts it. that be can exchange 
it at its face value for any commodity or service which be may 
select. '\ 

The last ~tial-that the face value can only be legit
imately altered by the Authority of issne-is evidenced by 
the stringent measures enforced to suppress infringement of 

;..Jhe State's prerogative, by coining, forgery, or depreciation or the currency in circulation. Nor do the severe penalties 
imposed on convicted offenders act wholly as a deterrent. 
Despite the most careful smveiJIance, forged notes and base 
coins find their way into circulation. The penalties are justly 
severe, for the act is a whol.esale fraud on the community at 
large, since it tends to shake public confidence in the medium 
of exchange, and the power of the Government to defend 
national prerogatiVes. Specifu:ally it is a malversation of an 
instrument, designed to benefit all, into a means of inflicting 
on all and snndry a far greater injury than that which results 
from the use of light weights or false measures. 

So far, then, as ow; domestic exchange is concerned, the 
medium now employed is sound in structure, convenient in its 
functioning and free to ail In its present form of Currency 
Notes it is also economical, and tends to reduce rather than 
enhance the National expenditnre. 

As a business ventnre no Bank can be expected to trade on 
other than economic Jines, nor to stock more currency than 
it can conveniently deal with. On the other band, the Bank's 
Credit depends on meeting promptly all requirements of its 
customers. What then should be the right proportion of 
currency to liabilities to hit this happy mean ? 

It is an axiom of finance that currency functioos five times 
a year. From this it might be inferred that Banks would need 
a stock of currency equal, say, to one-fifth of their liabilities 
to customers, or to meet all contingencies, say, one-fourth. 
Practical experience, however, proves this to be unnecessary. 
Provided that the issue of currency slightly exceeded the 
average domestic circulation, and that the Bank of England 
held a reserve of its notes, Banks were able to function on 
amounts varying from I21 to IS per cent. instead of, say, 25 per 
cent. of their liabilities, domestic and foreign. For domestic 
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needs alone a still smaller percentage would have sufficed without 
undue risk, seeing that so few of the cheques drawn on anyone 
day were ever presented for payment in cash, b)'.t were for the 
most part cleared by a transfer of Credit from one customer 
or Bank to another. Thus a large proportion of the domestic 
exchange came to be transacted by the media of cheques repre
senting Bank Credit, and, as a consequence, Bank Credit was.:. 
deemed quasi-currency. . . < 

It is most important to note that Bank Credit instruments 
lack the first essential of a sound money-they are not issued by 
Constitutional Authority, are not based on the National Credit, 
nor does Parliament exercise any control on their issue or amount. 
Hence it results that while under normal conditions Banks 
derive large profits from the issue of Bank Credit, the risks and 
difficulties arising therefrom in abnormal times must be shoul
dered by the State, and special provision made to obviate them, 
lest the National Credit should suffer .. It will be readily '9lder
stood that with a Gold Standard it is to the public ady4lntage 
to limit-so far as is prudent-the amount of coin in circulation, 
and the Treasury readily recognised the public saving resulting 
from the use of cheques in lieu of coin for domestic exchange, 
and extended to the instruments of Bank Credit the like protec
tion as was given to the currency itself. It is strange that it 
has never occurred to any Chancellor of the Exchequer or an 
able Treasury official that by circulating credit internationally, 
by credit instruments in lieu of gold they could adopt the system 
in its entirety. The origin and function of money has become so 
overgrown with the rank heresies of finance that men's eyes are 
blinded to its true purpose and design. So far as legal action 
can assure it, all instruments representing Bank Credit, are 
safeguarded against alteration of their face value by Statutory 
enactment. Hence the passing of a forged cheque, or one drawn 
on an account non-existent or not • in credit,' falls legally into 
the same category as the passing of counterfeit coin, and an 
alteration in the face value, unless initialled by the drawer, 
is equivalent to the sweating of gold coin. It is evident, how
ever, that being Statutory, any protection which the law can 
afford to circulating Bank Credit must be limited to National 
bounds. 
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Not only domestic exchange is transacted by means of Bank 
Credit, but the flJlwle of intei1lational exchange is effected on the 
basis of individtJal or corporate credit through the intermediary 
of Banks, and tile majority of the instruments are put in Circula
tion by the Banks. Every credit instrument expressed in terms 
of a National currency is payable in that currency, and in that 

.. alone, hence every credit instrument circulating abroad must 
b~retumed to the country of issue before payment can be 
c:laimfd. Since no Natinnal Currency is 1egal tender beyOnd 
national bounds, a State's obligations in respect of its Currency 
are limited to tliose tIounds and. its action in respect of that 
Currency mnst not only be wholly independent of, but can take 
no acoonnt of a use which is admittedly' u/b" vires.' 

This was recently demonstrated by the action of Germany 
who, finding herself unable to cope with the continued deprecia
tion of her currency-engineered by financial and commercial 
magnates, and eagerly seized upon by others for purposes within 
the letter but wholly adverse to the spirit of the law-put an 
end to the farce by the issue of a new currency based on a clearly 
defined property <;redit, measured in gold. The issue of paper 
currency was not wholly inflation in the truest sense of the 
word, because it was required by the wholly abnormal con
ditions resulting from financial scheming, though connived at 
and shared in by the Government as a means of dischaxging 
State debts to its own Nationals. As a result, both public and 
private debts were wiped out on the easiest terms, and in Germany 
taxation is to-day far below the level in our own country. With 
a settled and united Government such an abuse of public credit 
would have been impossible. In the readjustment issue no 
account was taken of the holders of paper marks abroad. nor 
was it necessary, since the Government could justly contend 
that the policy of inflation had been fostered by their illegal 
withdrawal from circulation of thousands of billions of paper 
marks.· 

There is a wide difference between an issue of currency and 

• Since this was written the propooaJo for the conversion of tho Mark' 
Loan,into Loan Liquidation Debt have been published by the Roicbsbaok. 
The tenDs of that Conversion wholly ignore the rights of foreign holders 
to any special consideration. 
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of a National Loan. The former can only be brought into 
circulation by the surrender of National obligations previously 
issued, while the latter, as a borrowing of ~ital, entails a 
definite and continned charge on the National Exchequer until 
redeemed. Thus the one is merely a change in form of an 
existing obligation tending to economy, the other the creatioo. 
of a new charge involving additional expense. ___ 

In issuing an exchange medium with a statutory and constant 
value, a Government incurs two obligations and two only. The 
first, that the amount of currency shall always suffice foe the 
daily requirements of domestic exchange; the second, that 
its face value shall only be variable by Parliamentary decree. 
The first necessitates a slight excess beyond the normal needs, 
to meet seasonal demands occasioned by holidays and recurrent 
phases of industry-harvesting, fishing, etc. As, however, 
the busy time in one industry is generally coincident with a 
slack time in others, the increased demand may generally be 
met by the transfer of currency from one centre to another. 

The need for large holdings of currency by the Banks was, 
as we have seen, obviated by the introduction of credit-trading 
by the means of cheques, which represent Bank Credit in the 
same way as a Currency circulating by Notes represents National 
Credit. There is, however, this most important difference, 
that while National Credit is elastic and so permits of an increase 
in currency eqnal to all demands for domestic exchange, that of 
a Bank is strictly limited, not to the total assets, but to such 
portion of them as are readily convertible into currency. This 
compels Banks to keep their assets in liquid form so that no Bank 
can loan its Credit to cnstomers with safety, un1ess the security 
pledged is not only sound but readily realisable in the opeD 

market; and no borrower can with safety employ Bank Credit 
for other than temporary purposes without incurring grave risk 
should the Credit be withdrawn. Disregard of these facts con
tributed largely to the downfall of Farrow's Bank, and no les& 
recently has caused di1Iiculty to many productive undertakings, 
and given rise to much unmerited ill-feeling towards Bank 
officials. 

A reference to the monthly Statement of our leadiog Banks 
at the time when the Gold Standard was in full fome would show 
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that they alUId work efficiently, and face all liabilities with no 
greater proportion of cash to liabilities than z to 8 or z to 7. It 
is more than JI[Obable that a still smaller proportion suffices 
now that the currency is directly based on the National Credit. 
The tendency to hoard would be restricted and the use of cheques 
Plconrageci, there being little reason-when both are credit 

,..it)'it"JmentS-to prefer the National Credit-medium to Bank 
Credit, which on demand is payable in that medium. 

It may com~ as a surprise to many that a community of some 
45,000.000. whose business transactions--as recorded by the 
Bankers' Clearing House-represent some £40.000,000.000 
yearly, can transact its financial affairs with a Currency bf 
some £3oo,ooo.~y tbree-fourths of one per cent. of the 
turnover, and to Jearn from the I925 report of the same in
stitution .. that the daily transfers aggregating this enormous 
amount of money have been made without any call upon .the 
Currency of the Country for its assistance in effecting a settle-
ment." 

The first of these results from three causes-
(a) The domestic turnover represents but a portion 

of the Nation's business; 

(b) Few except retail transactions are effected by 
cash, and. as the large retailers pay in the 
day's takings every afternoon, a large portion 
of the cash issued during the day is replaced 
by cash paid in; 

(c) A small' proportion only of cheques representing 
Bank Credit, though nominally payable in 
currency on demand, ever require such 
payment. 

We can understand, therefore. that the small proportion of I of 
one per cent. would represent a much larger percentage of the 
domestic turnover to which its functioning is restricted, but 
what portion of the aggregate represents domestic trade it is 
impossible, in the absence of data. to determine. 

There is less occasion to marvel at the statement ,that the 
adjustment of daily balances at the Bankers' Clearuig House 
is effected without the aid of Currency. Every instrument 
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there handled represents Bank Credit, pure and simple, and is 
issued on the Bank's initiative and responsibility. 

To assist the adjustment of these balances every Clearing 
Bank has a Credit account with the Bank of lngland, and the 
Credit and Debit balances are adjusted by a transfer from one 
of these accounts to another, the Bank of England being left 
to issue any advices necessary to its Banking customers. The.' 
Bankers' Clearing House does not concern itself with instrumoots 
remitted to this Country for settlement in cash, and these are the 
only transactions in which National Currency would be involved. 

For these-now that the Bank Charter Act has been in part 
restored-the Bank of England provides by its reserve in gold, 
and this, as published returns show, is at present' Nil' Take 
the figures for January x9, x927. Against a Note Issue of 
[X6g,g8S,48s-of which £56,2S0,OOO is held on Cnrrency Note 
Account-it holds a stock of gold coin and bullion approximating 
£XSO,23S,4BS,_ the deficit being covered by Government and 
other Securities vendible for gold, if required. The explanation 
is that the Bank of England Notes being covered by gold at their 
face value, are as readily acceptable by Foreign Banks as gold 
itself, and only to meet specia1 demands-genera1ly due to 
1inan~is gold required. 

It would be interesting, did any data exist, to differentiate 
the respective financial and commercial claims which form the 
enormous aggregate of £40,000,000,000, and to calculate the 
amount of Bank Credit circulating commercially for which the 
nett gold stock-£x6x,ooo.ooo, less £56.250,000, representing 
Cnrrency Note R~cts as cover. The absence of all data 
renders any calculation the purest guess-work, however probable 
the premises. It may, however, be pointed out that as the 
Government responsibility is limited to the National Currency 
and, consequently, to National bounds, all circulation abroad 
fostered by the Banks, should legitimately be protected by the 
Banks. Unfortunately, however, the demarcation of the 
bounds between commerce and finance, under the existing 
system, is so complex and involved, that it is difficnlt to differ
entiate the use of Bank Credit for finance-which concerns only 
the employment of Capital, and for commerce-the actual 
exchange of products, with which a10ne currency is concerned. 
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So long as it is open to Bankers to issue without restrictions 
a fOIlD of Credit, expressed in terms of the Currency for which 
they act as licensed agents for the Government, it is impossible 
for the latter ~ escape indirect responsibility. However care
ful they may be to limit and safeguard their own issue of National 
Currency, they are powerless to control or limit the issUe of 

.. Credit instruments by the Banks for circulation abroad, seeing 
~t they countenance its usage at home. 

One can well appreciate the expression of the American 
delegates to the Peace Conference at Versailles who, when 
requested to draw up recommendations for formulating the 
reparation and Econoniic Sections of the Treaty, recorded as 
their firm and considered coJiviction - .. What the world 
requires, and requires immediately; is a new basis of Credit." 
One may express the same truth in other words by saying
the great requirement is a general comprehension of the true 
basis of Credit, and the demonetisation of gold which lures 
them to mistake the shadow for the substance. Governments, 
in these democratic times, should have outgrown class legisla
tion, and certainly should not countenance the support of private 
or class interests against the welfare of the community and its 
industries. The limitations of its liabilities in respect of its 
Currency to its legitimate sphere of operation is rendered jm
possible, and, there being no means of differentiating Bank
Credit instruments relating to commerce from those dealing with 
finance, they are forced to shoulder responsibilities for those 
with which the State has no concern~ing that they tend to 
individual profit, as well as for those for which they may be 
deemed liable indirectly-seeing they concern the well-being 
and industry of the Community. _ 

Without, however, attempting to apportion the respective 
contributions of commerce and finance to the vast total of 
£40,000.000,000, a comparison of this figure with the small 
provision made for cash settlements will help us to understand 
how small a part gold really plays in the world's Currency 
system, and will fill us with wonder that such a minGr part can 
cause so much havoc in human affairs. How grosslY" unfair is 
it and no less unscientific, to estimate a National Credit by the 
store of gold in its Exchequer-when so little will suffice-and 
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to pay no heed to the natural resources and productive powers of 
the people on which the true value of gold as representative credit 
depends 1 How false is the perspective of values, and how dis
torted the view of comm~rciaI interdependence, that will only 
furnish this slight amount of monetary support to a Nation of 
great productive capacity on terms which are bound to impose 
a severe handicap in productive competition 1 To refrain from .. 
ready assistance on just and equitable terms is an acknow~':
ment of inferiority in character, resource, skill, or intelligence. 

The consideration gives rise, also, to the question-If Bank 
Credit based on gold held by individual Nations can circulate 
freely on such an exceedingly smaIl percentage of the metal, 
cannot an international Credit circulate by cheque as pure 
Credit on a much more liberal percentage of gold, to be held 
as a conventional equivalent of value, seeing that no inter
national assets exist. This percentage reserve wouId be fur
nished by each Nation participating pro raJa to the amount of 
Credit issued to each on uniform terms and conditions. But 
this must form the subject for a later chapter. 

This brings us to the question :-Does Bank Credit as a 
national medium of exchange satisfy all three requirements 
of a. sound Currency, and is it the best and most convenient 
arrangement that can be devised? The answer to this question 
will depend on the form in which the Currency circulates the 
basis on which it rests, and the efficiency with which National 
laws are administered. Applied to British Ban.k-Credit as at 
present constituted and administered, the. answer is an UD

qualified af1irmative; for, it must be remembered, that the law, 
which makes it penaI to issue a Credit instrument without 
due provision made for its redemption, applies to Banks as well 
as to their customers. Hence a Bank draft is always drawn 
on some other Bank with which the drawer has a Current credit. 
Sinoe then it is a condition of issue that Bank drafts shaII always, 
on demand, be redeemed in currency, they may for all practicable 
purposes be deemed currency, and as possessing all the character
istics and advantages of the Currency, $0 Umg IU they eirwlale 
tmdeI> the same COIIdititms 41Ul ,,;p, the same ~. 

Thougb not issued by Statutory authority, but on the Bank's 
own initiative and, without other limit than that dictated by 
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financial prudence. they receive legal protection at home against 
the evils latent in their constitution; but once National bounds 
are passed. an legal guarantees for their stability are withdrawn. 
and they are no longer sound. since 1fey represent and are based 
on a fann of Currency there unrec:ogn$ed. • 

Abroad. therefore. the instrument possesses a potential value 
only. and to render this value locally realisable the isstrmnent 

• mUSt become a mere financial product-a commodity. and. as 
such. amenable to the economic laws of supply and demand. A 
purchaser must be found whet requires Credit on the place of 
issue to meet obligations there incmred. and the price paid for 
the draft or bill will depend mainly on this demand. 

Some may urge that no account is here taken of the require
ments of finance-as distinct from those of commerce-which 
materially aid in rendering the drafts transferable. and so benefit 
the trader. Admitted-and for the reason that they are distinct. 
Finance. as here defined, is concerned with the investment and 
working of past savings-Capital. Commerce has to do solely 
with the exchange mediUm of present productiou-Currency. 
Over the former the Government. apart from domestic taxation. 
has no control; for the latter it has provided a medium of ex
change. which. within its own borders. it readers stable and 
secure. Its usage abroad is tUtra vi,;". but. none the less. Govern
ments are bound-flOl.ms 110~ take an possible precaution 
lest such usage should depreciate their National Credit. The 
true use of National Savings is to benefit-whenever and wherever 
possibJe-..tlse _011 by whose productive efforts they were 
acquired. and under whose protection the benefits therefrom 
are enjoyed. To facilitate their transfer abroad by safeguarding 
the abuse of a National instroment. designed for other purposes. 
is a policy of financial suicide. and a hindrance to' national 
development . 

• In the Ti ..... of September 16. 1925. there appeared a commUDicatiOD 
from its correspondent at Constantinople commenting on a decision of the 
Supremo Court-" Tho cireulatiou at foreign =ci .. is prohibited in = <;:'..=t:.. ~ :~:= ~ :m~=:-!.:nr.:;'y wh~ 
c:oudOlllDed to pay in Turkish pounds, and at the rate of ""cbaDgo ruling 
on tho day when tho contract was mad.. A proper ruIiug. See the 
oubject _ on page 6s/. 
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To sum up. 
Nationally-for domestic exchange-our present system of 

Currency-circulating by a medium based directly on the 
National Credit, entailing no charge on the community, at once 
seH-contained and self-maintaining-fulfiJs every function of a 
sound money. It derives its value direct from the assets, whose 
transfer it facilitates, and carries that value-unaltered and 
unalterable-into evety National mart. It is brought witllin' 
easy reach of all by the Banks, who purchase it in large quantities 
from the Bank of England-by surrptdering other forms of 
National obligation---and place it, without charge, at the con
venience of customers at their numerous branches. The Banks 
surrender a productive form of National Security for one that 
is sterile, and so, if at any time their stocks prove excessive, are 
justly entitled to surrender the overplus and rec1aim the securities 
deposited. In this way the needs of domestic exchange auto
matically regulate the amount of currency in circulation. 

Internationally it fails. not from any inherent weakness. 
but because it is called upon to function outside its proper 
sphere. and is there made subservient to other interests over 
which the AuthOrity of Issue has no control. A Currency 
being a National device. dependent for its true functioning on 
National Statutes. cannot function jleyond National bounds. 
The attempt to make it there function uniformily, by giving to 
a material medium an artificial value wholly at variance with its 
intrinsic worth. has proved a disastrous failure. The metal. 
carxying a recognised value apart from commodities. can be 
made to circuIate without regard to commercial needs, and thus 
a means designed to aid commercial exchange is ab1e to dominate 
not alone evety detail of commerce and exchange but evety 
phase of human activity. 

Commercially gold circuIates with the balance of trade. for 
until the normal imports of a Countty persistently exceed its 
exports in value. there is no need for any movement of gold. 
save that induced by financial manipulation of Credit instru
ments issued by financiers themselves. for which they are directly. 
and should be wholly. responsible. Uu1ess the imports of a 
Counity exceed its exports. payment for its surplus products 
must be made in gold, and this gold accumulating ceases to be 
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Currency, and can only find profitable employment in finance. 
Le., in usury. As gold is limited in quantity. the holders of the 
world's Currency gold possessing goods or produce greatly in 
demand by others, can dictate the terms on which gold will be 
received, and so bring the world into fioancial helotry to itself. 

The world's curse tCMJay is that through the intermediary 
of Bank Credit its monetary supp1ies ca.o-end do-so far 
outrange its Currency needs, that it DOt only induces usmy-the 
desire for personal gain without personal effort-but makes 
the use of currency for eommen:ial needs subservient to its own 
requirements. 

We legislate to ease the bonds imposed by money-lenders 
on fools and spendthrifts. but we also legislate to rivet more 
closely the fetters imposed em the workers and traders of the 
Nation by usurers of another class in their acquisition of gain 
by the medium of Currency. 

D 



CHAPTER IV 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

"The limit of political and extensive exchange dependa on the 
tlaDsmissibiJity of payments." 

W; M. FLINDERS PlITRm, "Social Life in Ancient Egypt." 

IN the last chapter it was shown that the form of currency 
now circulating in Great Britain is at once sound, economic 
and convenient, and had the world an International Credit, 
functioning and circulating by a simiJar medium, the inter
change of commodities between nation and nation would be as 
regular, constant and equitable as it is locally between mart 
and mart, or between producer and consumer. It must not be 
forgotten that though price, rightly considered, does not depend 
on variations in monetary value-within its legal sphere none 
such can occur-but on the cost and conditions of production 
and exchange, both these factors may be gravely affected by the 
want of stability in the form of currency we have now to consider. 

I 
There exists no International currency iss~ by constitutional 

authority on an International Credit basis; nor does there exist 
any International Body constitutionally vested with authority 

! to make such an issue, nor with any power, such as is possessed 
I by National Governments, to tax international property, did any 

such property exist. Hence the world's trade has to be done 
on credit instruments, not issued by Constitutional Authority, 
but by private corporations on their own initiative and on their 
own credit. 

The Government of the Nation whence these instruments 
issue are only so far concerned in the issue, in that, being ex
pressed in terms of their National Currency and redeemable 
in the same on demand, they are bound to provide the latter 
in statutory form, should the instrument be returned to the 

.... 
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~try of issue for .ption in cash. hl practice the majority 
are never 60 presented, but are bought by Bankers or merchants 
abroad, with local currency or credit, for retransmission to the 
country of origin in payment of obligations there incurred b~ 
oth~ . 

On arrival they are presented by the holders to their Bankers, 
and the value is transferred to them in the form of Bank Credit 
through the Bankers' C1ea:ring House. . But though the con
nection of these instruments with the national currency is so 
remote, the commercial credit of the Nation is internationally 
assessed by the facility with which these private instruments 
can be negotiated abroad. 

We are here faced by a twofold anomalY:-I. While no, 
national currency is legal tender abroad, credit-instruments, 
representing such currency and redeemable in the same, are 
there negotiable. 2. Though, as has been. shown, currency, 
whether in the form of gold or paper, in either case derives its 
monetary value from the National Credit in virtue of statutes 
running only within national bounds, the possession of a selected 
medi1lll1-g0ld, the monetary value of which is arbitrarily 
determined, is made the standard of a Nation's commercial 
stability without any regard had to its productive capacity 

. and general well-being. It would be equally fallacious and absurd 
to assess the volume of London's water supply by the length, 
capacity and material of the mains which convey it from the 
reservoir to the consumer. ' 

It may be argued :-Since gold is by custom accepted as the, 
international credit-medium, its possession by a nation furnishes , 
the only reliable test of the power to redeem its circulating 
credit-notes. The answer to this argument is that the nation 
not ~ concerned with the issue, it does not apply to the' 
nation, but to the Bank or individual who issues the instrument. 
The terms in which it is drawn compel payment in statuto;.y 
form at a Bank or office within the country of issue-they do not 
and cannot compel a Government to alter the form of its currency 
to meet difficulties which arise from its use beyond jts sphere., 
Did a convention support the claim to demand gold in lieu of 
credit, the onus of providing the gold would rest on those who 
were parties to the convention. But no such convention exists, 
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and the claim can, therefore, only be substantiated where. gold 
standard obtains. Even then it is questionable whether Govern. 
ments are bound to lock up national capital obtained by taxation, 
in order to protect the employment of private capital outside 
their own country. Their responsibility and guarantee of 
security do not extend beyond the domestic requirements of 
their nationals, and to make them responsible for extraneous 
risks is to foist on the public PJlrlMl the ultimate provision for 
the risks of private enterprise for personal gain. If a financial 
turnover-domestic and foreign-totaling £40,000,000,000 yearly 
can be arranged without recourse to the national currency, 
there would seem to be little need to pledge the national credit 
to the extent of £X60,ooo,ooo as a guarantee for a circulation 
of that credit in the form of currency. 

The inherent weakness of Bank Credit as currency-in
stability-is, in theory, restricted in its range to the gold points, 
when and so long as a gold standard is nationally enforced. 
This makes it possible to demand gold at Bank of England price 
should a vendor reqoire it, or should a Bank instrument fail 
tl! be negotiable abroad on terms satisfactory to the holder. 
To urge that such variations may under favourable conditions 
be restricted, cannot alter the fact that the face value of the 
instrument can be varied by others than the drawer. While • 
trade is normal these restrictions are seldom required.-gold ouly 
being called for when adverse balances persist. and where con
ditions are abnormal, they become inoperative. In all cases 
the gold serves ouly as a credit guarantee, and its transfer implies 
that control of the credit guaranteed has passed from one person 
or nation to another. With a proper system the credit can be 
as readily transferred as the gold--4aU. the Bankers' Clearing 
House Account with the Bank of England. and the Gold Settle
ment Fund of the United States. While circulating abroad 
the instrument can no longer be deemed quasi-currency. since 
no International credit or currency exists. It represents • 
monetary credit based OIl a currency. circo1ating as currency 
where the use of the currency itself is interdicted. Nor does it 
avail to urge that the variation in wIue. while current. does not 
affect the wIue of the instrument OD redemption, and amounts 
to DO more than • fair charge by the forejgn Banker GI" Bill 
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Broker for serrices rendered. The argument might apply were 
we considering Bank Credit as an instrument of transfer only. 
but cannot affect the soundness o~ a monetaIy device which 
admits of V¥iation while cmrent and thus opeus up, unneces
sarily. a source of evil far outweighing any benetit which it may 
e1Iect. 

It needed the general upheaval oi COIIIIIIeroe consequent on 
the war to demonstrate the full scope of this evil and its dis.. 
astrous e1Iects. Even with a Gold Standard generally eoforced. 
the gold points placed no check on the employment of Capital 
lIS Currency. and were DO protection whatever to the transfer 
of gold in enormous S1DDS where the needs or operations of finance 
so required. So long as a circulating Bank credit represented 
commercial exchange. gold was seldom c:alled upon to furu:tion. 
the credit being easily transferable from one commercial ceotre 
to another until it returned home to roost. But this very 
transferability is now itself a sourc:e of danger, ill that it renders 
the instrnment an easY'prey to the rapacity of finance, which 
alienates to its own use Bank Credit issued in the interests of 
commerce, and entails upon the Government provision for its 
redemption in c:a.sh-tn gold. wherever a gold standard prevails. 

• Thus. when the employment of Capital as cunency-money
lending and speculation on the grand scal~ general. the 
needs of commerce became wholly subservient to the exigencies 
of finance. The distinction between Capital and c:wnmcy was 
lost sight of. and the convention, by which Bank credit circulating 
abroad in the interests of commerce was made redeemable in 
currency. was extended to instruments having nothing to do with 
commercial exchange. save by their influence in restricting or 
extending conuuercial credit; seldom the latter, unless opportun
ity offered to make an Intermediate profit from commodities 
before they came into touch with the wholesale or retail dis.. 
tributor_ profit which must ultimately be borne with intereSt 
by the buyer for use. 

Nor can it be urged that it is the duty of Governments to 
usist its eIIIIY _y the profitable employment of past savings. 
Time, place and circumstancles must inftuence that obligation. 
Savings result from the productive e1Iort of bYilone nationals, 
and are stored by national thrift. The proper use of thelli. 
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therefore, is to promote the improvement. and development 
,of national well-being, and, with that end, the secure enjoyment 

_ of them is guaranteed to the life tenant within national bounds. 
Nor is such use within national bounds inconsistent with 'a 
reasonable return to the life tenant. If, however, the life tenant 
is moved by the hope of larger gains to invest his Capital abroad, 
he must shoulder the risk incurred, and not expect his landlord 
to assist in removing the furniture by which the payment of rent 
is guaranteed. It is no part of the duty of a wise and prudent 
government to provide the means for transporting property, 
on which it has a prior lien, to fresh fields, where it has peither 
control nor the right to interfere, in order that the life tenant 

. policy to build pa1aces abroad that a few may profit, and to 

1 
may profit at the expense of the community It is a thriftless 

'4 tolerate slums at home wherein thousands are compelled to pass, 
their lives. 

With the use of Capital, however, we are not concerned, save 
only when Bank Credit enables it to pass as currency, and to 
dominate the provision made by governments to assist com
mercial exchange by a medium over which governments have no 
control, and for which their responsibility is SO remote that 
£40,000,000,000 of Bank Credit can be transferred without its 
aid. The confusion which results when Bank Credit is made 
to represent both Capital and Currency, renders it possible to 
demand gold at Bank of England price for either or both pur
poses, and so imposes on the Government the onus of providing 
at the public cost for all foreign commitments incurred by its 
citizens, if called on so to do. 

The evils which result from this two-fold demand for gold 
have been fully exemplified on many occasions. The following 
instanced by Mr. J. Monteith Douglas in a pamphlet on Gold aM 
Sil_ MOMY, published by Messrs. Effingham Wilson in 1892. 
will serve as an illustration. In the summer of 18<)1 extravagant 
and alarming reports were current in Paris as to the condition 
of the French wheat crop, and the harvest prospects for the 
autumn. In consequence,· the monetaJy situation became 
critical, and Messrs. Lazard, a French firm of financiers, drew 
from New York to Paris between July and the end of the year 
no less than £7,000,000 in gold. The writer of the American 
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Mint Report covering the year J:8gJ: recorded that during the 
same year no less than £:1:2,000,000 sterling in -gold had been 
exported, notwithstanding that the cummt rate of exchange 
made export unprofitable as an ordinary matter of transfer, it • 
being below gold. point. The gold points, therefore, although a 
protection to commerce under normal trade requirements, 
afford no protection against the demands and devices of finance. 

There were occasions in those days when the withdrawal of 
£12,000,000 in gold from the Bank of England would have 
exhausted its stock. Indeed, the reserve for the seven years 
1885-1891, both inclusive, averaged only £13,700,000. and for 
the minimum average month only £II.645,OOO,· so that had, the 
demands of Messrs. Lazard and others fallen on London instead 
of New York, the withdrawal would have either exhausted. or 
at least reduced to, very small proportions the Bank's store of 
gold. New York was no doubt chosen in the hope that Americap 
Gold would givea certain priority in the • Wheat Pit ' of Chicago. 

Another instance ~ furnished at the time of the Baring 
troubles, when the Bank of England-the world centre of finance 
-bd, with permission as Treasury Agents. to borrow £3,000,000 
sterling in gold from France,. whose stock of gold in normal 
times largely exceeds that of the Bank of England. 

In the years immediately preceding the Great War the scarcity 
of gold compelled the Banks to refuse credit even to their regular 
customers. and the business of the country suffered because 
the more important claims of finance, in filling war chests for 
purposes of destruction and waste, dominated the conservation 
of monetary resources· to tide :productive industries through 
the time of stress. To~y, the movements of gold are quite 
as pronounced, the returns for the week ending October 7th. 
1925, showing a reduction exceeding £2,550,000. 

The plea, so often urged, that the convertibility of notes and 
other credit-instruments into gold made London the monetary 
centre of the world, may be true from the financial view-point, 
but the experience of America in the last few years has proved 
that • financial centre' and • commercial centre' are not con-

• Slit R. H. IlIGLIS PALGRAVS. F.R.S .. "Tile Bank Act aad Baak 
Rate:' (ElIingbam Wilson. rll921 pp. 27"""8. 
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vertible terms, and it is on the latter that prosperity depends. 
A financial centre may 60 far influence the exchange market 
as to impair materially the productive activity of competitors. 
Such action is suicidal, since commerce can only thrive OD the 
mutual exchange of surplus productions which these financial 
devices aim to check-under the mistaken impression that they 
will thus promote domestic production. The holding of gold 
certainly does not make for commercial activity. and. in the 
absence of such activity gold ceases to be currency and becomes 
a mere financial commodity-to be boug'ht and sold at the cost 
of hnman su1Iering and the sacrifice of human development 
and human progress. The worship of the Golden Calf has ever 
entailed periodic holocausts of the many to glut the covetousness 
of the few. To decry the abuse of Capital is not to deny its place 
in the economy of humanity. Daily in our own bodies we have 
demonstrated the natural law that existence depends on human 
activity. and the concentration of energy. not for individual 
aggrandisement, but to promote the common weal. 

The instances quoted fully demonstrate that while the use 
of Bank Credit at home is beneficial and productive of economy. 
it may. when diverted from its proper sphere. produce the 
gravest evils. wholly subversive of the object for which the 
instrument it supersedes was designed. It calls not for a tighten
ing of the shacldes of the Gold Standard. but for the relegation 
of gold to its proper position as a currency mediwn-the repre
sentative of commodity values-to which by mutual consent it has 
already been promoted. It calls for the introduction of an inter
uational credit constructed on a saner. sounder and mpre scientiDc 
basis, and in itself more stable. more equitable. more amenable 
to constitutional control than that which now obtains. 

The need for such a credit is not withont support from thooe 
in anthority. As already stated. the American delq:ates to 
the Peace Conference at Versailles to whom was entrusted the 
drafting of the Reparation and Economic Sections of the Treaty. 
gave this as their considered opinion-" What the world requires. 
and requires immediately, is a new basis of credit. H This 
needs but one amendment-the substitution of the word • class ' 
or • fOJ'lD • for • basis.' There can be only one basis of credit
assets. and in whatever form the credit be presented it most 
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represept OOIII1Ilodity value. We need an International Credit
an aggregation of National Credits, as a National Credit is of 
individual aedi~ on National assets combined into a 
general Resenre, as a guarantee of the aedit. This guarantee 
may take any form provided its value be a real one and not 
aJbitr.uy and artificial There is no reason, therefore, why 
gold, the existing medium, shoold not be retained, provided it be 
rorrectIy measured and held as a guarantee for the drcuIating 
medium, not used as a medium itself. 

In commerce, a transfer of gold is only called for when either 
goods are Jacking or the balance of trade persistently favours 
one of two nations. In finance, by the acquisition of securities 
representing gold and their disposal on the markets of the 
issuing country, the transfer of gold from any nation may be 
rendered imperative at a aisis in its commercial activity-the 
object being to cripple its vitality, or induced by financiers for 
their own purposes without regard to the interests of commerce 
which it is primarily designed to serve. 

It is interesting and instrnctive to compare the view of this 
. SIlbject entertained by men of open and comprehending minds 
with the report of the Financial Committee of the League of 
Nations. The Report ran-" We believe that neither an 
International Currency nor an International Unit of Account 
would serve any usefnl purpose or remove any of the difficulties 
from which International Exchange suffers to-day." 

It is evident from the wording of this report that the members 
of the Conference were well aware of the sources of instability 
and the remedies which needed to be applied, and so cleared 
the decks by ruling both out of court until the results of the 
disease shoold have disappeared. It was as though a Conference 
of medical men called to advise on the treatment of an epidemic, 
after diagnosing, the symptoms, and agreeing on the cause, 
were to express the opinion-' Neither drugs nor surgery can 
effect any amelioration or afiord relief until the distressing 
symptoms of the malady shall have wholly disappeared.' 

The fact that a National unit of value had been ,Jnade the 
unit of reference for all others in determining the parity of 
exchange involved each nation in the financial concerns of all 
other Dationa, and disturbances, from whatever cause arising_ 
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political. industrial. physical or financial-=-re bound to be 
reflected in the exchange. With an independent unit based on 
a weight of metal and not on an arbitrarily assigned value. 
and an independent reserve controlled by a Central Authority. 
exchange would be immune from all National complications. 
and would function as regularly and uniformly as the best regu
lated National currency within its proper sphere. 

It may interest some to learn how gold came to be generally 
adopted as the conventional medium for settling international 
balances. 

Early in the nineteenth centwy the application of steam 
as the motive power of machinery. gave an enormous impulse 
to production. and led to the rapid development of the coal 
and iron industries. The impetus thus given to manufacture 
was sustained and reinforced by the invention of the spinning 
jenny and a series of discoveries and inventions. which quickly 
gave Great Britain a lead in commercial enterprise. and enabled 
her to extend her mercantile marine to which the discovery of 
foreign markets and foreign products was largely due. Thus 
the opening up of foreign marts and sources of supply advanced 
pari passu with her industrial activity at home. and at times out
stripped it. and. as the markets of supply and demand were not 
always identical. the introduction of a medium of exchange 
became imperative. Where the native markets both imported 
and exported. trade was conducted by means of credit instru
ments-bills of exchange and drafts-issued by merchants at 
home and negotiated by their correspondents at foreign centres. 
To meet the needs of exporters who had little or no market 
for the products of our home industries. the practice arose of 
shipping British gold coins. the acceptors being given to under
stand that they would always command their face value in 
British goods. by whomsoever they were presented to British 
merchants. These. after passing from hand to hand in payment 
for native goods. sooner or later were returned in exchange for 
British goods. and thus British gold became conventionally 
recognised in many markets as currency. The export of gold 
as coin instead of bullion tended to tie customers to Great 
Britain as a source of supply. a result largely enhanced by the 
commercial lead which she had acquired over foreign com-
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petitors by the variety and superior quality of her goods and her 
facilities for transport. The growth of machine industries 
alienated workers from the pursuit of agriculture, and drew 
them from rural districts where they could combine weaving, 
boot-making, and the like cottage industries, with the raising 
of food products, into towns where no such facilities existed. 
This led to an increased demand for foreign food supplies, and 
led to the opening up of fresh markets for British and other goods, 
and thus led to a system of re-exportation. Other industrial 
nations quickly followed where Britain had led the way, and a 
means was sought to establish a fixed basis on which an inter
national exchange could be effected. 

Until the year 1848 the tendency of gold had been to appreciate 
in value owing to its scarcity, but the rapid increase in supply, 
consequent on discoveries in Australia and the United States, 
tended to depreciate its purchasing power, and it has continued 
to vary in response to the petering out of old sources of supply 
or the discovery of new: 

The first step in the direction of International uniformity was 
-made by many nations adopting a gold standard, either in its 
entirety-both for domestic and foreign exchang~r for 
international commitments only. The latter was the case in 
most instances. America retained her paper dollar; france, 
Belgium and Switzerland their nickel franc; Italy her nickel 
1ira; Spain her paper peseta for domestic currency, whilst basing 
their exchange on the gold content of a coin that was never 
minted in gold, save in denominations of five, ten or twenty. 
It is important to note this twofold arrangement, as it offers a 
solution to the difficulties of those countries who still retain 
a silver standard for domestic and foreign exchange alike. In 
these cases, the arrangement now existing is to assess the ex
change value on the basis of the day's price for silver expressed 
in terms of the sovereign. 

It is -evident that gold, being coined in different countries 
in differing denOminations, and from metal varying in fineness, 
it would ouly be possible to arrive at an equitable fuI~ parity 
by adopting some one unit as the unit of reference for'aU other 
cUrrencies. The sovereign being already generally recognised 
as a Standard of Exchange, was the unit adopted, and the 
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exchange value of all units was fixed by comparing the number 
of national units in any given country. which. when newly 
coined. or merely by reference to the Statute. contained the same 
weight of pure gold as was contained in the sovereign. Thus. 
dne allowance being made for monetary values and fineness of 
metal. it was found that the French. Belgian and Swiss franc. 
the Italian lira. the Spanish peseta. the Rumanian leu. and 
the Greek drachma all required 25.225 coins to be paid as the 
equivalent of one sovereign. the American and Canadian dolla.r 
4·866. the Dutch florin u.107. and the German mark 22.43. 
The value of gold was in all cases determined by the British 
statutory price of 84s. II ld. per ounce fine. 

On the face of it. this arrangement appeared in every way 
sound and conducive to free exchange on equitable terms. Its 
good effects were fostered by the fact that Great Britain was 
especially adapted to secure the free circulation of gold. because 
her requirements from abroad were so varied as to bring her into 
commercial touch with every part of the world. and in value 
balanced or exceeded her exportable surplus. 

This fair appearance notwithstanding. there were two inherent 
sources of evil which it needed only time and circumstanoe to 
bring to light. The first lay in making a National unit of value. 
the unit of reference for all others. since the relative stability 
of our exchange parity-on which international parity depended 
-was thereby affected by every disturbance. political. social or 
industrial. in every part of the world. The second lay in making 
the freedom of circulation dependent on the supply of the gold
medium deposited in National coffers. and not on the wealth. 
productive J:apacity and general well-being of the com
munity. 

Long before the outbreak of war in 1914. the first of these 
evils had disclosed itself in the readiness with which the Exchange 
responded to adverse news from any quarter of the globe. 
Before even the extent of a mishap could be locally realised
much less its adverse effects be ascertained, the exchange with 
that country fell. the fall being due to financial cautioD and 
&till more to speculative influences. At such times gold limits were 
iBoored. and the movement. as we have seen in the cases quoted 
above. was mainly influenoed by the prospect of direct profit. 
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or the desire to secure rontrol of commodity and.stock markets. 
to ensure the same end by indirect means. 

From the foregoing it is obvious that such an instrument 
is far too minatory to commercial stability to be longer tolerated. 
All arguments for its retention based on its favouring the 
supremacy of British interests are fallacious and grossly mi&
leading. Great Britain's supremacy was due to the rapid 
interchange of commercial products in her markets-which kept 
the credit medium in cxmstant circu1ation for the settlement 
of adverse balanc:es--cld to the facilities of transport which 
she possessed. So soon as the necessities of war deprived her 
of that commercial supremacy, she ceased to be the financial 
centre, and will so continue un1ess she regains her foreign trade--o 
Jet financiers and economists say what they will. 

How seldom the settlement of commercia1 balances calls for a 
transfer of gold is proved by the returns of the Bankers' Clearing 
Haase. One need have little hesitation in saying that for every 
transfer occasioned by commerce, twenty are occasioned by 
finance, either for investment, specu1ation, and even baser uses
to influence the exchanges and to raise the cost of necessaries. 

This places it beyond dispute that if the movable capital 
representing the savings of past production, and now employed 
as qwasi-currency for purposes of purely individual gain, were 
brought IDlder control, there would be no lack of funds for 
purposes of national development, and no interference would 
even be possible in the free interchange of COIDIIIf!rCe the world 
over. 

The proportion of gold now (October, X925) held by the &nit 
of England solely as a guarantee for circu1ating Bank and private 
Credit, for which no Government is directly responsible, is 
£170.000.000. which represents. say. -4% of the annual turnover 
at the Bankers' Clearing House, or, assuming the.total clearing 
to be equally divided between foreign and domestic business, 
.8%-four.fifths of x% of the Bank Credit circu1ating abroad. 

The world's stocks of gold are held to be about x.2oo.ooo.ooo 
ounces. of which some 480.000,000 ounces are used for currency 
purposes. and this weight coined into British so~ would 
yield, say, £2.040.000,000 sterling. Of this currency gold the 
United States held on January xst, x922, stocks valued at 
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$3,657,000,000, or at parity £752,500,000 sterling, equivalent to 
177,000,000 ounces, or nearly 40% of the world's stock. In 
1921, America's excess exports of merchandise were approx
imately $390,000,000, and her excess imports of bullion 
$141,468,000, showing that in one year she added to her gold 
stocks some 6,860,000 ounces, and to her National Credit balance 
some $390,000,000 entirely at the expense of Great Britain, 
since the latter's exports to the United States exceeded her 
imports therefrom by some $1,000,000,000. This adverse 
balance included no portion of Britain's war debt, ~ first instal
ment of which did not fall due till 1923. These 'figures fully 
bear out the statement on page 5 that, unless a nation's 
imports exceed her exports, she cannot ensure the circulation of 
currency gold. It. must increase and grow a heavier burden on 
the State-a veritable old man of the sea. 

Of the large gold stocks held by the United· States on 
January 1st, 1922, it was estimated that 18% only was in general 
circulation-part being hoarded privately-while the balance was 
held as National Assets or by the Federal Reserve Board as a 
currency guarantee. The following paragraph (extracted from 
Whitakel-'s Almanack for 1923, page 742) described the situation: 
.. The amount of gold actually in daily use is small, which repre
sents economy in the use of a metal which wastes by constant 
handling. The gold stocks of the U.S.A. are really held in 
central reservoirs, and the internal movement takes place through 
a gold settlement nmd. Inter-district balances are settled 
in this way, and the gold itself does not move, bnt the title to it is 
transferred by this gold settlement fund." 

The Union of States in America may furnish a precedent 
to a Union of all Nations for currency purposes, and the system 
of currency which suflices for the former may suflice for the 
latter. As, however, raciaI interests and prejudices fostered 
by frequent hostilities are more pronounced, greater precautions 
should be taken that the credit be securely guaranteed. 

Thus, we find 82% of the gold stores in the United States
equal to some 33% of the world's currency gold-representing 
the profits of productive effort, lying dormant, .while other 
nations are unable to develop their resources and productive 
energies from lack of the exchange medium of which she holds 
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a plethora. The possession of such vast stores of the world's 
c:mrency medium, which she can only utilise for purposes of 
usury, gives to America. the power to dominate the world's 
finance as wen as the world's trade. 'The fonner by over-riding 
the design and action of any foreign cmnbine of financiers,and 
the latter by imposing such conditions for the acceptance of gold 
in exchange for vital necessaries of which she has a super
abundance, as to enhance greatly the cost to purchasers and the 
expenditure of the ultimate consumer. On th'\ other hand, 
finished products in excess of national requirements can be 
dumped in foreign markets at a price below cost. Is it not un
,reasonable that a means, designed to assist oommeroe, should be 
made the instrument of crippling and arresting oommercial 
development in the ·interests of finance 1 True, the monopoly 
can only endure for a time, and will ultimately serve as a whole
some stimulus to human endeavour by quickening home pro
duction, but_hy tolerate this embargo on the pcoductive 
efforts of the many, that the few may benefit without effort ? 
Time must supply the' stimulus, as population and science 
develop, since the development of the whole world is ouly a , 
question of time and circwnstance-compare the Africa of to-day 
with that of Livingstone and Stanley. But-why put hindrances 
and barriers to that development by checking the free exchange 
of products on which it depends 1 

Why can an exchange of products between marts as distant 
as London and Aberdeen be freely effected without the inter
ference of others than the parties oonoerned 1 Because the 
principals possess in their National Currency a oommon credit
medium, and the passing of the medium-or a cheque represent
ing it-transfers an amount of monetary credit equal to the 
exchange value of the goods. Why, then, cannot an exchange 
of goods between London and Paris or An~ther city only I 
half the distance from London--be effected in the same simple! 
and equitable manner 1 Must it not be, because there exists~ 
no international currency, oommanding a ooustant value in 
every mart, and circulating by a similar medium without possible J 

risk of interference and cmnplica.tion by third parties 1' .. Canno . . 
this deficiency be supplied? It can, and with ease, if only the 
will be there. 
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The three essentials precedent to its introduction can readily 
be fumisbed by adaptation of existing agencies and means. 
No violent changes are necessary. The domestic currency of 
every Nation can remain unchanged, gold can still continue tho 
visible medium of International Credit, but it will be recognised 
solely as a medium of guarantee, and not regarded as money 
with an arbitrary value of its own. The exchange of c0m

modities will be free and unfettered by the demands and manipu
lation of finance, and variation in exchange values will be un
known, or, at worst, be few and far between, and will equally 
afiect every nation. If the variation be confined to the unit 
which is to serve as the common measure for all national units. 
any such variation can only result in an uniform rise or fall of 
the parities of all National units. Thereafter it may remain 
constant. If, for international purposes, it be regarded solely 
as the medium of a credit based on the weight of gold representing 
an ascertained commodity value averaged over a lengthy term, 
the market in gold may be absolutely free. The rise er fall in 
the market value of the metal cannot afiect the weight-and 
it is on this the unit should be based so that variation in price 
will only afiect the material of the medium, not the credit. 

The nucleus of a Constitutional Authority already exists in 
the League of Nations, the data requisite for fixing a just and 
equitable unit of ascertained value also exist, and the gold noW' 
held in National Banks as a reserve would simply be transfeJTed 
to the Constitutional Authority as Trustees. That the depository 
Banks would be less faithful to an International Trust than to a 
private customer is inconceivable. 

The wide range of variation in exchange values possible under 
the existing system is fresh within the memory of us all. The 
rapidity of those changes begat wonder in the minds of many 
as to the means and the men by whom these lightning variations 
were engineered. The following extracts from a recent work 
on Hungary may throw some light on the mystery.· 

Commenting on the wide disparity between the poor and 
wealthy in Budapest the author adds :-

.. The Hungarians have no doubt who their spoilers are. 

• A W_ ill H_"'7. by George R. BirmlDghaIII. (Meth- a 
Co.. (925). pp. fig and 104-
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Their hatred of the Jews is bitter. intense. amazing. The 
stranger listening to what they say smiles. for to us the ]udMt
ass seems absurd. We gasp. for its violence takes our b(eath 
away. but finally' we half believe. 

"The Jews hold the $eCret of making money out of faDing 
COITeIlcies. of wringing fortunes for themselves out of every 
delirium of speculation which 'marks the steps of commercial 
disaster. I have been told by a maIl who knows Europe wen 
that exactly the same faces.--fiot only men with similar faces, 
but the very identical men-were to be seen in the Adlon Hotel 
in Berlin, in the ltristol Hotel in V1eIlDa, and in the Palata Hotel 
in Budapest during the rapid fall of mark and crown. Always 
they were faring sumptuously. Always by some means they 
were amassing huge sums of money." 

And again :-- ' 
.. Here feasting, drinking, dancing, but never laughing, are the 

world's new brigands, the manipulators of international finance. 
Where a carcase is there are gathered the vultures that prey 
on it, and nowhere more thickly than in Hungary since the 
war. Attendant on them are strong-faced women with rapacious 
eyes, whose bodies these men have bought with the very gold 
for which they have sold their own souls." 

Such is the class 01;. men to whom Governments supinely 
surrender the control of National credits and international 
exchange on which the employment and life of their people 
depend. Obligations as trustees are disregarded and contemned. 
if only party po_ and political control may be enhanced. 
And-a of old--the people love to have it so, regardless of the 
end. Never yet has reform proved impracticable where the 
will to do was present. At present the disease is rampaDi. the 
physicians called in charge West-end fees to East~d patients. 
and-provide no remedy. 

• 



CHAPTER V 

A GOLD STANDARD versus A PAPER CURRENCY 

ff Money. when it does what it is iDtended to do, is all help and no 
hindrance." 

Of Gold itself is not a valuable commodity. It is DO more wealth than 
hat checks are hats. But it can be 80 mampulated, as the sign of wealth, 
as to give its OWDen or controllers the whip hand over the credit which 
prod,"""" of real wealth require. DealiDg in money, the commodity of 
exchaDge. is a very lucrative business. When money itself becomes an 
article of commerce to be bought and sold before real wealth can be 
moved or exchanged, the U8eIll and speculators are thereby permitted 
to lay a tax on prodUctiOD."-HBNRY FORD, My Lifun4 Work. 

OF late years no expression has been more generally in use among 
financiers and City Editors than 'the Gold Standard.' Its 
restoration in England has been persistently and strenuously 
urged, and the partial achievement of the same loudly accIaimed. 

One finds the term in every article dealing with finance and 
currency, and its partial restoratioD---iiliortly to be completed 
by the transfer of the Currency Notes to the Bank of England, 
that they may figure under the false protection of the Gold 
Reserves held by that Institution-is proclaimed as the panacea 
for all the ills from which finance, production and exchange are 
suffering. 

What is the Gold Standard? The term implies that the 
currency of a country is legally based on an unit weight of gold, 
so that all monetary instruments issued in terms of that unit 
are legally bound, on demand, to be redeemed in gold at a stat
utory weight. To prevent this monetary unit from varying 
in value with the market price of the metal-for the exchange 
value of gold like that of all other commodities is largely governed 
by the economic laws of supply and demand-im artificial value 
has been assigned to it, thereby restricting the price of the metal 
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and rendering the market no longer free. In other words, 
while the price of the metal is stabilised, money-the. exchange 
medium-is rendered variable, so defeating the object aimed at. 
This restriction in price is effected by the Bank Charter Act of 
:r&t4, compelling the Bank of England to accept gold for coining, 
in any quantity, at a fixed price of &fs. nld per ounce fine. 
By the provisions of this Act a citizen with gold for sale, being 
able to obtain &fs. nld per ounce from the Bank of England, 
was not likely to se1l for any. less sum; while, if he needed gold, 
he had only to present his cheque for the value at the Bank 
counter, and in reply to the we1l-known enquiry of the Cashier
.. How will you have it ? .. answer, " In gold, Or Bank of England 
Notes." . 

The use of monetary instruments not being restricted, as 
Currency is, to National bounds, we are faced with this anomaly. 
While the currency of one country may not circulate as legal 
tenderin another, a monetary instrument, drawn in terms of that 
currency and redeemable. in the same, can genera1ly be negotiated 
in a foreign centre within a narrow margin of its face value. 
For the foreign bill or draft held in a centre, where there is a 
general demand for credits on other centres to liquidate obliga
tions there incurred, had only to be returned to the country of 
origin to become subject again t& the rules and regulations 
governing its issue, and payment could be demanded in gold, 
provided a gold standard was there in force. 

These bills and drafts, as has been elsewhere demonstrated, 
were in no sense currency, having been issued pri'V&tely I\1l 
individual responsibility; yet they were bound to be recognised 
by the State as quasi-currency, being monetary instruments 
valid within the realm, and designed to obviate the necessity 
for gold shipments, by enabling them to be used for the settle
ment of claims due to nationa1s on their return. Hence to 
avoid the frequent loss and expense incurred in the shipment 
of gold, the use of Bills, drafts, cheques, and other monetary 
instruments . in foreign countries became· general, and soon 
supplied the place of an international currency. . 

The fact that these instruments were drawn fo~ .-specific 
amounts to meet individual liabilities would natura1ly present 
a difficulty to their reaIisation on the market. This difficulty 
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was cvercome by Bankers purchasing bills on the leading cent_. 
and opening therewith a aedit acoount at the centre on which 
each was drawn. and themselves issuing drafts to their customers 
against such credit. 

The limits which constituted the naITOW margin of YariatiOl1 
in these instruments were mOWD as the • Gold points: a tema 
which has been several times used in these pages. These gold 
points were determined by the eost of tran5Jllitting gold from 
the country whence the draft issued to the rountry where it was 
due for payment. 

Thus. if a draft on a I.Qndon Bank were sent in liquidation 
of a debt to New York. the creditor, if he failed'to negotiate 
its sale at a discount less than the cost of transmitting gold, 
could remit the Bill to agents in London with instructions to 
demand gold, and remit the same to New York at his charges. 
On the other hand, if a merchant in New York, having ocxasion 
to liquidate an account in London, failed to obtain a credit on 
London at a premium not exceeding the eost of gold transfer, 
he could remit gold at his own charges in lieu of a credit BOte. 
Thus the gold points practically restricted the range of variation 
to twice the eost of transferring gold from one country to the other. 
The main factor, therefore, in deciding gold movements, was the 
ease with which drafts on a given centre could be bought and sold 
when requireci--«, in other words, the ratio of supply to demand. 

Had a Gold Standard been universal this system, though 
inherently unsound, might have avoided-and under favourable 
conditions did avoid-disaster for a considerable period. But 
a Gold Standard was not uuiwrsal nor even general; for (I) 
many countries preferred to retain a silver Standard which 
needed a continml readjustment of its vaIue at the day's price 
of silver to the conventional wIne of gold; and (2) many 
countries, nominally possessing a Gold Standard, used silver 
er paper for their domestic currency. As all monetary instru
ments are expressed in terms of their native currency, it is 
evident that the wIne of the instrument would depend 011 the 
ease with which the credit specified in the instrument could be 
exchanged at the moment for gold. This in turn depended on 
the ratio of the credit paper circulating to the gold held or em
trolled by the Bank of Issue. 
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As has beeD shown elsewhere, the coastituticm of this credit 
paper---cin:ulating by custom as the equivalent of goJd.--was 
inhtftRtly UDSOIUld., in that it possessed BODe of the essentials 
of a scnmd lIlOIley. It was not issued by -mtutionalauthority. 
was not constant in value wbile cin:u1ating. aad the variations 
in .aIue were DOt controDecl by the authority of issue. but by 
in1Iuenoes and ClOIlSidemtioas not only independent of c:om
meroe. but inimical to it. seeiDg that they imroIved the exdwlge 
ofCXllllDlOdities in the weakness induced by a ftuctuating 
exchange. 

In his speech at the Annual Meeting of the Midland Bank. 
OIl January 86th, 1<)26. the Rt. Hon. Reginald McKenna is 
reported as saying :-" Oar return to the Gold Standatd is the 
outstanding event of the year. Its profound importance to oar 
currency and credit system is acknowledged. yet the final step 
was takea without noticeable disturbance, and oar ability to 
recover and hold a free gold maIket bas been Iirmly established. 
On what we may Unn its Exchange aspect the operation was 
entirely suooessfuI. and our 1inancial. authorities may be ()OIl

patulated on their acbievemeot. in which the sympathetic 
attitude of the American Banks was a material factot." This. 
of course, is the view of a financier. and frankly admits that the 
movanent was eagineered by Iinaooiers in their own interests, 
and will ooIy so far and so Img beneDt excbange as those interests 
will pennit. 

In ClOIDlJlenting upoD this speech, the City Edit« of The 
TiMes. in its iS$lJe of January 27th. x926, wrote as follows:
"The traasition to gold seriously interiered with 01lf export 
bade lot a time, since it brought about a rise in the gold or 
external value of the pomad, and this made British goods dearer 
to foreigners. This affected __ trade in ~ ways; on the 
one baBd the higher cost of British goods disoomaged exports, 
..mJe em the ~, imports were stimulated by the higher prices 
received by the seIlea- of goods. This positioa ClOUid be rectified 
only by reduciug British pri<les. T1Iese adjustments have DOW 

been made. Adjustments of this kind are a reguIa, feature 
eli a lIuctuating currency ••.• Wherever tile ~y rose 
in valDe the adjustment of prices had to be downwards. and 
every bolder of ClOIIIDIOdities stood to lose. The object of the 
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return to gold was to eliminate the fluctuating currency which 
reduced international trade largely to a gamble in monetary 
changes, and which was slowly undermining the confidence of the 
people who realised that money should be kept as constant in 
value as possible." 

One cannot fail to be impressed by the cool assumption that 
the adverse results of financial manipulation on commerce, 
here frankly admitted, are to be taken as a matter of course by 
the rest of humanity, without voice raised or effort made to 
remedy the defect and remove the abuse. Finance requires it, 
humanity must submit. Commerce, employment, life itself 
must hold their peace and stay their hands in the presence of the 
Golden Image, which Mammon, the king, has set up. The medium, 
designed as an aid to commerce, is to be made at will a barrier to 
exchange. 

The 'return to gold' by a single nation will not, because it 
cannot, 'eliminate the fluctuating currency which reduces inter
national trade to a gamble in monetary changes.' Despite the 
influence of this ' gamble in changes: currency, in the form of a 
pure circulating credit, has throughout been stable and constant 
in value within its proper sphere, thereby demonstrating that 
nothing less than an International credit, measured by an 
independent unit, can furnish a constant and equitable medium 
for all. The remedy must be as universal as the malady before 
it can be truly effective. 

It is encouraging for an author who seeks solely for truth 
to find his deductions from facts borne out by so high a financial 
authority, but the editor might equally well have viewed the 
result of a variable exchange from the standpoint of production. 
We have re-ilStablished the Exchange value of the sovereign. 
but what of those currencies whose exchange values are deter
mined by reference to the sovereign, and are still further depre
ciated by its re-stability. Have we not increased our dilIiculty 
in trading on equitable terms with these, and compelled them 
to seek markets where the Exchange is less adverse to them 
or even in their favour. It must never be forgotten that when 
a nation buys it must also sell, since all oommercial indebtedness 
must ultimately be redeemed directly or indirectly by com
modities. The evil consists not in the fact that the effects of 
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variation can be remedied only in part by adjustment, but in the 
tarts that IJIlriatiorJ is possible fllheTe stability is essentW, and that 
such variation is not only tolerated, but its existence even' 
advocated by those most vitally concerned in its abolition
producers, traden;, distributors lmd consumers. Why the re
adoption of this faulty system is so persistently advocated and 
pressee is a perpetual puzzle, seeing that by confining currency 
to its special functioys designed, commerce can be relieved 
of all monetary disabilities. The question-' Cut bono" can 
have but one answer. There are two parties and two only 
who are concerned in the use of credit by whatever medium it 
fwictions--commeroe and finance. Experience has shown that 
their joint usage of it is impossible without detriment to the one 
or the other, and even financiers have to admit that the dis
advantage is on the side of commerce. That London should be 
the leading money market of the world is' undoubtedly an 
advantage to finance in the employment of accumulated savings, 
and in a minor degree ~y benefit production. But this benefit 
is not inseparable from finance, and could as readily be secured 
with an independent commercial medium. The severance would 
annul the disadvantages which result to commerce from the 
use of the same medium for different. purposes with widely 
differing ends, but could not affect, save for the better, the 
economic truth that commercial balances must alwa~ be cleared 
by the transfer of commodities. 

The abolition of the faults of the system does not obviate 
and, in the absence of international assets, cannot obviate the 
need for an effective medium, but it calls for an authority vested 
with international powe.s for the control of that medium. An 
effective medium being necessary, there can be no good reason, 
for changing one already sanctioned by custom and use, but the 
stores of gold which now constitute the guarantee for national 
credit-media circulating internationally must be centralised, 
and their value measured by an International unit independent 
of all National units in structure and application. The function 
of this unit will be of like character with that of aU currency 
units-to measure and express commodity values ill terms of, 
money, just as the function of currency is to repreSent those 
values until redeemed.' 
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The unit must be independent, for the adoption of any one 
National unit for international purposes must of necessity 
involve all Nations in the domestic complexities and disturbances 
of any other. The international unit must stand free from all 
such complications, and function in a manner to render it immune 
from their effects. This requires that the Authority of Issue 
should be jointly approved and constitutionaJIy established 
by a Body embracing all intending participants, so that the con
ditions and terms of issue once agreed upon shall be variable 
only by themselves. Thus established and approved the Inter
national Currency Bmu;d can have but one end and aim-the 
faithful discharge of their trust in providing an efficient and 
equitable medium of exchange. 

No mediumccan be equitable unless it be constant in value; 
instability must involve injustice to one party or the other. 
To retain, therefore, in variable form a medium which, if function
ing by similar methods under slightly different conditions, might 
be rendered stable, becomes criminal. It is the willing acquies
cence in methods which are admittedly unfair. Since, then, 
every holder of the franchise is morally and actually responsible 
for the oonduct of public affairs, he or she must either share in 
the onus of responsibility, or use their best endeavours to secure 
reform. The interests involved are so vital that they cannot 
be ignored. They include the first prerogative of human life
that a man should live by the labour of his bands, and that 
the medium by which his labour is rendered exchangeable for 
the necessaries and comforts of life shall be equitable and constant. 

What change then, in the conditions of functioning will be 
involved by stabilising the International Exchange? 
-At present it functions as a private issue of credit, guaranteed 

by a Reserve of Gold held in varying quantity by individual 
nations. It is proposed that the cirrulating Credit should be 
issued publicly by authority, and that the gold reserves should 
be pooled, two rllliJ to the grant of credit, under an International 
trust, and stored in central repositories chosen by the Trustees 
in the interests of equity and security. 

The circulating medi~ remain the same; 
but the issue will be authorised by Constitutional authority, 
within c1early defined limits and upon payment in National 
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c:mreney against an uniform percentage guarantee in gold, 
provided by ewty Nation participating. The only novelty win 
be the unit of wlne, which will no longer represent an artificial 
value arbitrarily imposed by stature on the material of the 
c:in:ulating medium, but the normal wlue of a staple commodity 
averaged over a long term of years, expressed in tenns of gold 
_ell by 1IIeicllt, as of old. Whether this unit be rendered 
c::onstant in perpetuity by convention, or subject to revision 
at long intervals, will make little or no difference; so long as it 
continues the international unit exchanges must be constant, 
and if and whenever variation is deemed necessary the change 
most afiect ewty ClOuntry in eqnal measure. Any change can 
be readily adjusted, either by restriction or extension of the 
credit to maintain the existing ratio of the guarantee, or, more 
simply, by varying the ratio of gold to credit, leaving the latter 
constant, and exchange and credit -alike undisturbed. While, 
then, the functioning of the Credit will be the same in principle, 
its method of operati~ will be so modified as to conform to 
every requirement of a sound money, and thus.it will provide 
a stable medium of exchange for all time. 

Gold, though wholly unnecessary for a National Currency, 
will still be the efficient goarantee of Credit c:in:ulating inter
nationally, but its monetary wlue will no longer be measured 
arbitranly, but will express the results of actual trading in a 
selected commodity over a long tenn of years. 

The actual medium of c:in:ulation will still be paper, which 
properly protected, has been shown by experience to be as 
efficient a medium of exchange as gold, but the paper will no 
longer be regarded as deriving its wlue from the gold, bnt from 
commodities, the possession of which should control its transfer. 

In the rendering of service a short term of credit may be 
unavoidable, but it shon1d be restricted to the narrowest possible 
limits. 

It should be clear from all that has been stated that paper 
with a gold backing or goarantee would still be the international 
medium, but it would be paper issued by Constitutional 
Authority, on a credit of known amount, and the coQventional 
guarantee for that credit would be constant in weight, and 
would remain permanently on deposit with the Trustees. Any 
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adjustment required would be effected by a transfer of debit 
and credit balances in the Books of the Currency Board, as is 
now done with balances at the Bank of England, earmarked for 
adjustments by the Bankers' CIearing House. Similar though 
smaller balances will still be required for the adjustment of bills, 
drafts, etc., issued by individuals, firms or Banks for purposes 
of finance, and, as now, will be backed by a Gold guarantee, but 
this should be furnished and controlled by the Banks themselves 
co-operating in the general interest of finance. 

A National Treasury should not be called upon to provide at 
public cost the means of transporting to alien shores National 
Capital. on which the State has a prior claim; but it should-with 
a view to protect and preserve that Capital-be ever ready to 
negotiate a financial loan to another Nation on equitable tenns, 
under the auspices of an International Currency Board. In the 
former case, the ~pital is often lost to the owners, or, if employed 
with success, the benefits resulting are enjoyed by few; in the 
latter, the pledging of a sound security can be demanded, and 
the loan will be administered by the State to the benefit of the 
Nation at large. 

It would be the duty of the Board to demand such security 
from the borrowing State as will warrant the most favourable 
terms, the same to be guaranteed by a specific duty on imports, 
and default rendered punishable by suspension of the Inter
national Credit of the defaulter. The fact that they are directly 
concerned in the repayment of the loan should render Nationals 
more keenly vigilant in tile expenditure of the proceeds, wbile 
the ill-effects of prodigality would be confined to the borrower 
and restrict the fear of loss to the lenders. 

This, however, is merely a suggestion which might possibly 
tend to purify State finance, and to restrict the opportunities for 
foisting bogus undertakings upon the investing public. On the 
one hand, it would give Government the power effectually to 
protect the National property against its indifferent or ca110us 
use by the life-tenants, and on the other to control the right use 
of the borrowed capital by involving all Nationals in the responsi
bility for its repayment. Such control should and, doubtless, 
would do something to curb the irresponsible and gambling spirit 
which DOW pervades every department of Nationa11ife and State 
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expenditure, and to foster a more careful and direct control by 
the public over the administration. 

It may be urged by some that however carefully a aedit 
circulating by a paper medium may be fenced around inter
nationally, a aedit of the same character circulating nationally 
most always be liable to grave abuses at the hands of a weak or 
immoral govemment to provide the means for ~ciIIg its 
own extravagance. 

They maintain that, as gold is only obtainable with difficulty 
and in limited amount, it'is not so easy for the government of a 
country----where a gold standard is in force----to embark on lavish 
or unauthorised expenditure; that it has again and again been 
demonstrated that where there is a paper currency, governments 
yield to the temptation to relieve their present necessities by 
paper inflation. 

This, however, is a very superficial view of the matter and 
springs from the heresy which regards monetary value as deriving 
from gold, and disrega,rds both its statutory origin and its in
timate connection with the National Credit. Bearing these in 
mind, unauthorised inflation-an increase of currency without 
the sanction of Par1iament-is a violation of constitutional 
privilege and public right, and, therefore, treasonable in character 
and subversive in operation. 

The causes of inflation are twofold, the one International 
and the other National, but so cIo6ely are they connected in 
their working that it is hard to say, at times, which is cause and 
which is effect. For instance, the sale of National Currency 
abroad at a discount-to wit, the sale of German marks at 
billions of marks to the sovereign-most induce and continue 
to augment inflation; while an increase in currency , intended not 
so much to finance National extravagance as to aid the discharge 
of National indebtedness and to substitute an unproductive 
pledging of the National Credit for one productive to the holder, 
may be, if sanctioned by ParIrunentary authority, a measure of 
financial prudence resulting in ultimate benefit to the Nation at 
large, though derogatory to the National honour. 

There is, however, a wide difference between the ~ issues. 
In the one case the liability of the State is to the Bank of Issue 

and not to the foreign purchaser of the currency. In the oth. 
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<:aile, the arrangement is solely between the Government and 
State creditors, and if the latter approve it, Parliamentary' 
sanction makes it legal. State dealings must be restricted to 
national bounds. The claim of foreign creditors for value 
received is against the Bank of Issue as vendors and not against 
the Government. The latter are only concerned to supply the 
Bank's demand. Foreign purchasers, knowing that they are 
dealing in a commodity-the legal value of which is strictly 
Iocal-specuIate with their eyes open, and the matter of redemp
tion can concern none but the two parties to the transaction. 
At home the purchasers are in the position of buyers of smuggled 
goods in a State where the Government holds the monopoly. 
Inflation induced by national need for special purposes, is always 
capable of deflation without injustice to any national, so soon as 
its influence on domestic purchasing power becomes felt. Givea 
¢at the inflation of the currency has decreased the purchasing 
power of the National unit to one-third, a gradual deflation will 
uniformly appreciate the purchasing power of the CQJreIlcy 
outstanding, so that the monetary loss will he compensated by 
an increase in commodity value,and commodity value will from 
the point of view of exchange he restored. A decrease in quantity 
of the medium will be balanced by an increased purchasing 
power for each statutory unit and finally-' nobody will be one 
penny the worse.' Any injustice or disturbance which may 
arise will be in the sphere of foreign exchange--4rom the use of a 
Natioual medium outside National bounds and National controL 

Inflation, therefore, un1ess approved by Parliamentary re
presentatives foe purely National purposes, arises either from 
a disregard of International Law which makes a National <IUlTeJ)cy 
illegal tender beyond oationalbounds, or from Parliamentary 
negligence and the toleration of such negligence by those whom 
they represent. The possibility of foreign dealings in any 
National currency or its control by foreigners will be rendered 
impossible by the adoption of the proposals shortly to be put 
forward. With an international medium of exchange, the need 
and the occasion foe a National currency to circulate abroad will 
alike be obviated. 

Nationally no issue of currency should be sanctioned beyond 
tile D-ts of the community, and so long as currency fuoctions 
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normally. the extent 01 that need will be quickly demonstrated 
to Bankers. and any excess reduced. 

In. the Ti __ of February 8th. l:¢. there appears a Note by 
the City Editor on Pre- and Post-War cuneocies, in which it is 
stated that the amount of Notes and Gold in l:913 was about 
£4 per head, the equivalent to-day with prices advanced some 
50% to £6 per head of population. .. The actual amolDlt in 
circulation is over £9 per head. The inference to be draWD from 
this is that many people habitually carry more currency than 
they need. The velocity &t currency has been reduced" 

This subject has been already dealt with elsewhere in these 
pages. In naming the causes of this increase the Editor makes 
no DleJItion of the most fruitful cause of this inaeased cireulation 
-the enormous increase in betting in every grade of society and 
in every department of life. 

Could a census be taken of the amount of eurrency passing 
daily ill payment of bets on every variety of sport, and every 
event of doubtful issue, the amount would bear a high ratio to 
that passing for legitiinate purposes of daily exchange, and 
woWd largely, if Bot wholly, account for the increase. The 
proposals here put forward for an International Credit will pre
vent any abuse of this kind in that department, but a form of 
National Currency immune from this evil is yet to be found. 
unless the circulating medium can be restricted without restricting 
commercial credit. The larger spending power, fostered by the 
call for labour at a high wage during the War, has engendered a 
larger clientele for distributors and higher prioes, both demanding 
an iBaeased circulation. Gold is no longer currency Dationally. 
and the stocks ot the Bank of England are held solely in the 
interests of fillance and not of commerce. To include such 
holdings as National currency is fa.Ila.c:Wus, while the Bank 
Notes held m tlDvarying quantity on Currency Note Acoount 
were more ill the nature of a guarantee than 1m addition to the 
cin:ulation. 

The Cmrenc:y Note Return for 7th February, l:926, showed an 
outstanding issue of Botes of £286,000,000, and. fiduciary 
issue of £239,782.765 against a legal maximum of £Z47,<)Oe,549- . 
Putting the population of Great Britain and North~ Ireland 
at +t millions, the actual currency circulation, apart from the 
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Banks' holding of gold, would appear to be between £6 ilnd £7 
per head of population, an increase fully accounted for by the 
rise in prices and the enormous increase in betting and gambling. 

Abnormal expenditure, such as that entailed by war, ca1!s for 
an immediate increase in the circulation; which Government 
is bound to supply. It does not, however, involve further charge 
on the Exchequer. 

Issued by the Treasury to the spending departments concerned 
through the Banks, against a guarantee jointly subscribed by 
the Banks, it has an actual equivalent in the work done and 
e<>mmodities provided, and When the occasion for these ceases 
the circulation contracts and the unusable surplus is gradually 
returned to the Treasury and the Bank guarantee cancelled 
Pari passu. As this is done, the legal maximum of the currency 
is reduced, and with it the inflation. 

If, however, the currency is increased against a special sub
scription by the Banks in Government securities, on these being 
released against the surrender of currency the obligations of the 
State are proportionately increased. 

, As has been said, it is always open to the Treasury to cover 
departmental outlay sanctioned by Parliament by the issue of 
Exchequer Bonds. An attempt to cover any such outlay not 
sanctioned by Parliament by an unauthorised issue of currency 
would be a violation of Constitutional right and practice, and the 
Authorities making the attempt would be guilty of malfeasance 
in which any Parliament concuping would share. 

With Que observance of Constitutional Law inflation should be 
impossible; for every issue of Currency is a direct or indirect 
pledging of the National Credit-the prerogative of the elected 
Chamber. The monetisation of gold by an arbitrary valuation of 
the meta!, by obscuring the true origin and function of money, 
has concealed this breach of law. The proposals now in process 
of being made effective-to unite Treasury and Bank of England 
notes under one security-will change the former from a pure 
credit circulation based on National assets to a demi-semi-gold 
currency, a course which the authorities of the Bankers' Clearing 
House have demonstrated to be wholly unnecessary. The result 
will be that the extent of the currency and of commercial credit 
will no longer depend on the domestic requirements of nationals, 
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but on the stocks of gold held by the Bank of Issue-the fiduciary 
issue being It'gaIly c:in:umscribed. As these stocks can be 
wafted hither and thither at the. will of financial speculators, 
every phase of production, exchange and social existence will be 
more completely dominated by the power of money. Bitterly 
will the producers and traders at, this Country rue the transfer 
by the Trea.swy to the Bank of England of the National Currency , 
in violation of their trost. 

Normally, national currencies are restricted in amount but 
unlimited in assets, no mat!er by what medium they circulate; 
Bank credit is unrestricted in amount, but internationally its 
assets are limited to the scanty protection offered by the gold 
stocks of the National Bank of Issue, which, in England, cover 
less than -4 per cent. of its circulation. The assets of a National 
currency cannot be valued in terms of gold, for they include both 
nature's gifts and the productive energy and capacity of its 
nationals-past. present and to come. The security of the 
National credit is incomparably greater and more sure than any 
guarantee in gold. It is doubtful whether all the gold in the 
world, taken at its artificial monetary value, could represent a 
fourth part of British credit; while, apart from the arts, gold 
ranks very low among metals in the scale of utility. 

The transfer of Trea.swy Notes to the Issue Department 
of the Bank of England is an indirect attempt to secure the 
complete restoration of the Gold Standard. It involves the 
placing of Trea.swy Notes on a gold basis instead of continuing 
their circulation as National credit instruments. The inevitable 
result must be that the domestic circulation will no longer be 
controlled by the requirements of the people but by the stores 
of gold beld by the Bank of England, the power of the Bank to 
issue fiduciary Notes being strictly limited.. As these stores 
of gold can be expanded or restricted to suit the requirements 
of finance, the grant of credit for commercial purposes will be 
more than ever alienated from public to private control Hence 
trade, employment and every phase of native industry, as well 
as foreign exchange, will be controlled by those who hold no 
mandate and are responsible to themselves alone. ~ ' . 

• See page 13. 

-. 
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The "City Notes," in the TiJlleS of Nowmber 2J1'd, 1925, 
in ch"awing attention to the proposed transfer at a fitting oppor
tunity, compares the ratio of gold to legal-tender money on June 
30th, I9Lf, with that at the date named. The figures given go 
to show that, exclusive of subsidiary coinage, the CUITeIlcy then 
circulating in Treasury Notes and Bank of England notes on a 
gold basis of 37% was double that of I9Lf, whicb had a gold basis 
exceeding 90 per cent. 

The article proceeds-" lnvieur o/them,m pncu since 1914-
the 4efrrecialiOfJ m the value 0/ gold IImmmts to _ 30 per unJ.
the flSSU1Itj>IUm that lhe pr8Setll 1111IOUfJI of gold is tukquate is moI" 

di//icalt to accepl than Ihe tlSsum/>IiOfJ that the p8Setll total 0/ kgal 
IentW is moI'e tha. su//icienI to mut the tJeeds of the N tJliOtJ IIfie' 
lllluuJing lor the rise m prices. What might be regarded as the 
excessive increase is probably accoonted for by the greater 
convenience with which paper money can be carried on the person 
as compared with gold." 

There are other contributory cau.ses-such as the higher 
stamp duty on cheques, the inBuence of the dole, the increased 
spending power of women and, above all, the enormous increase 
in gambling in every class of social life. The demands for 
gambling p1lIJlO6e5 must account to a very large extent for 
the CWTency~. This, however, is a side issue. The 
points to which exception must be taken are here printed in 
italics. 

By the Act of 1844 the purchase price of gold was fixed at 
845- Ill<!. per ounce fine, and the Times of November 28th, 1905, 
appends to its article 011 "The )loney Market "-" In the open 
market the price of bar gold is unaltered at B4S- II jd. per ounce." 
If, therefore, gold has depreciated 30 per cent. in value, either 
the Statute price must have been altered, 01" the Editor has made 
the gross error of confounding purchasing power with monetary 
value. As no alteration has been made either in the Statutory 
price of gold or in the National unit of value, one is forced to 
adopt the latter of the two alternatives. Now, so long as the 
unit of value remains unaltered the measure of commodity value 
in whatever form it be presented cannot cbaDge. The Treasury 
note of 1925 is as sound 1egal tender for 209. value in commodities 
as was the gold sovereign in 19Lo1- If, then, the purchasing 
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power has depreciated 30 per CleI1t.. and there has been DO c:bauge 
in the monetaIy value of the unit, the only logical conclusion 
is that the change of wIue must originate in the commodity. 

U called npon to compare the quantity obtained at the re
spective dates, oue readily admits a. considerable discrepancy. 
But the statement of the Editor refers solely to wIue, and 
weight and wIne are different abstractions and are measured by 
different units. Nothing can more forcibly demonstrate the true 
nature of money as representative value than the ease with which 
wIne is assessed in terms 9f quantity and quality by the pur
chaser, and in terms of money CXlSt by the vendor. 

To urge a difference in weight in support of a statement 
relating solely to money value is unscientific and misleading. 
The only legitimate mode of applying this method of quantitative 
adjustment to money wlue would be to ascertain the normal 
~ht of a commodity-the average weight over a long range of 
yeaJ:5-1liven in exchange for a fixed money value, and to deter
mine the price of the quantity by the ratio which the day's 
fIIeig'" bears to the norm.' . 

The comparison would then be fair and logical-weight being 
compared with weight in relation to a amstant monetaIy wIne, 
and would conserve the true function of money in determining 
vaIDe. The result, however. would be IaIgely dependent 011 the 
extent to which the changing conditiolls of production, transport. 
speculatWn, spending power. etc.. had infIueuced price. 

The attempt to measure value in terms of quantity or We._ 
is as absurd as would be the endeavour to fix the price of a too of 
coal by measuring the contents with a 8C\1tt1ediffering in size 
OIl each occasion. 

H FmuCIAIIY IssUES." 
A term frequently used in connection with c:ummcy is 

'fiduciary: the term being generally applied to any form of 
c:urreucy DOt covere4 by gold. The use of the word in this 
connection is so frequent and a right understanding of its meaniDg 
is so important that a detailed eousideratimr. may be 
pardoned. , 

The word itself is deri~ from the Latin term foltldil which 
in Roman law denoted the transfer of a right or vested interest ., 
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to a person, subject to the obligation to re-transfer the same at a 
. future date or on some condition being fulfilled. . 

The English derivative 'fiduciary' is thus defined in the 
larger Oxford Dictionary. 

I. Adjective. 
:1:. Of a person : 

Ca) In trust of a person or thing; holding something 
in trust. 

(b) .Of or pertaining to a trustee; of the nature of a 
trusteeship. 

2. Of a thing : 

Ca) In trust of a person; held or given in trust. 
(b) Of or pertaining to something held in trust. 

3. Of a paper currency : 
Depending for its value on the confidence of the public 

or on securities. 

4. Of or pertaining to a person that is trusted. 

II. Substantive. 
;:1:. One who holds anything on trust. 
2. Something that secures confidence. 

Now, there is not one of these meaning, whether that of the 
original jiduci" or of the many applied to the derivative 
, fiduciary: which cannot be rightly applied to money in whatever 
form it circulates and to those who use it. 

Take first jiduci". 
Nationals confide the control of their assets to Government 

for the time being in trust, to use the credit thus provided in 
such manner as their elected representatives may authorise, for 
the due administration of all that concerns the safety and well
being of the community. 

The Government hold the same in trust to surrender it to their 
suCcessors in office, or to re~sfer it to the people should 
Parliament be dissolved. 

The issue of currency, subject to the mandates of Parliament, 
vests in the Government as Trustees of the National Credit, of 
which it is a portion made visible to assist the exchange of those 
commodities and servioes whence its value derives. 
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Banks buy the currency when issued with all the rights and ' 
respoDSl"bilities pertaining thereto. and these include the use of it 
far the purpose far which it is designed and the right to return it 
to the Treasury agents when the needs of domestic commerce no 
longer require it. 

Their cnstomers receive it from the Banks far use as designed. 
and in the assmance that Government not only has the constitu
tional right and power to enforce its acceptance in exchange far 
goods oc services. but will themselves accept it as full discharge 
of any and all monetar! obligations doe to the National 
Exchequer. 

The public receive it as a trust for use as designed-a trust 
more honoured in the breach than the observance, judging by 
the general prevalence of gambling----and in the assurance that 
it will always command its face value in every market within 
the country of issue. 

From its first inception to its recall, currency is a fidueia. 
Now take the derivatiC1D • fiduciary , in the variOus meanings 

assigned to it. 
First, as a substantive. The Government are fiduciaries in 

that they hold the right of issue in trust, and are bound to main
tain confidence in the medium employed. 

Bankers are fiduciaries as intermediaries between the authority 
of issue and the public. 

The public are fiduciaries as trustees of their property-the 
basis of the National Credit which derives from that property. 

The currency is a • fiduciary' in that it demands and secures . 
the confidence of the public and cin:ulates freely from hand to 
hand; and further holds in trust a fixed value in commodities 
which is bound to be surrendered on its presentation. 

To the adjectival use the same remark applies. The Authority 
of issue, the distributors, the users, one and all are fiduciary. 
The currency is fiduciary in that it holds in trust commodity 
values and so acts in a fiduciary position to the commodity on 
which its intrinsic value depencis. 

To restrict the epithet to paper currency is a fallacy, for, no 
matter in what form it cin:ulates, currency is dependent for the 
material 'on National credit, which is as truly--though most 
unnecessarily-pledged by the purchase of gold as by its direct 
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lISe as the medium. Gold to which an arbitrary value is assigned, 
is, in a depreciatory sense, the most fiduciary form of currency. 
for it makes the greatest demand on the public credulity in claim
ing to possess a value apart from ODmmoditi~ claim refuted 
by experience and the simplest exercise of commou sense.' The 
only forms of Currency to which fiduciary in a depreciatory 
sense shonld apply are those which are issued on private 
initiative without Parliamentary saoctiOD. 

The fiDancial use of the term 'DOt represented by gold' is 
entirely erroneous, since gold itself owes its monetary value to 
Statute-its value is conventional, while as pure cunency it 
CaDDot circulate without a moving of the waters of exchange by 
the transfer of commodities. Its use as a limited guarantee for 
unlimited private credit circulating abroad is illegitimate, and 

belongs solely to the province of fiDance. .' 
Gold is purchased by pledging the National credit, while a 

cunency note pledges that credit directly, and derives its value 
therefrom. If, therefore, the latter is fiduciary, still more so is 
the former. If the use of the term implies not represented by 
visible assets, it is still more inapplicable.1 For if British Bank 
Credit can circulate to the extent of £40.000,000,000 per annum
a monthly average of ten times the total of the British cunency 
in circnJation-withont recomse to . National cunency. then the 
present medium of Foreign Exchange may, inIa1l1sincerity, be 
styled not only • fidnciaJy • but • fictitious.' 



CHAPTER VI 

IIIS.U'PIIEIIl!lISIOM AS TO THE MATURE OF CURRENCY 

P )(oaer after all Is ~ simple. It is part of our traasportati01l 

.,-." 
.. People must be helpecI to think uatUIally aboat money. They must 

be told what it is aDd what makes it 1DOIleY. aad what are the possible 
tricks of the pr""""t system which put natiollS and peoples under the 
control of .. te ..... _Hl!1nIy FORD. My Lif ....... Work, Chap. n. 

IN reading articles em firumce, the gold standard or the exchanges, 
me frequently meets with allusions to the mysteries of currency. 

There are no mysteriea in currency, but there are" innumerable 
and well-nigh unfathomable mysteries in the manipulation of 
currency by firumce, to serve its awn purposes and aclri_ its 
own ends. These constitute the esoteric doctrines of the cult 
of the Golden Calf, and so mysterious are they to the uninitiated, 
and so easy of interpretatiou to the high-priests of the cult, that 
one wonders that two finaDciem can pass one another in the 
street without a tinge&" slyly laid to the side of their noses, after 
the fashion of the augurs and haruspioes of ancient Rome. 

Cummcy rightly regarded and rightly used can hold no secret. 
It is a device to facilitate exchange. Exchange posits subjects 
of exchange. These subjects possess an abstract something 
which economically we style value and ClOIDDierciany credit. U 
two parties exchange goods for good5-whether it be a knife for 
a foreign postage stamp, or 5,000 sacks of com for .,000 chests of 
tea-U is barter, and in direct barter the question of value is 
generally over-ridden by the desire of each to acquire the oth«'s 
possession. In modemcoJJUDera!,~, ~xchange by 
oompensatiOD, as it is now styJed.-is rarely employe4. partly 
because direct exchange is rare, and partly by reasoI. ;of the 
en~ range of subjects dealt with by exchange, and the 
difticaJ.ty of assessing the value of one subject in terms of another, 
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e.g., an electric dynamo in terms of boots. To simplify the 
exchanli;e, the value of each is assessed by means of a common 

,unit designed to measure values, and is expressed in terms of that 
unit to which an artificial monetary value is assigned. The 
exchange is effected by the transfer of tokens or credit instru
ments conveying such number of the monetary units as the case 
requires. In fixing the number of these units for the respective 
subjects of exchange-in determining the price, many questions 
will present themselves for consideration. The fitness of each 
article for the purpose designed, the prime cost of each, the de
mand for each-the existence of a market, and the cost of trans
portation to that market, will all help to regulate the respective 
values. The question of relative value will be determined by 
the number of monetary units resulting in the one case compared 

'with those resulting in the other. It is ,clear, therefore, that the 
money payment in either case represents the exchange value of 
the commodities, and the money is only a medium representing 
that value until redeemed in commodities. This happens when 
the monetary credit is in turn passed in exchange for commodities. 
Neither party to such a transaction within national bounds 
hesitates to accept the credit-or value-equiva1ent at its face 
value, because he knows that the law compels any and every vendor 
to accept it at its statutory value for any article he has to offer. 
It is quite clear that the value of money derives from the articles 
given or acquired in exchange, and circulates freely and equitably 
because the law makes it legal tender for those articles. There is 
no room for mystery here, and there is none. 

A step further. How comes monetary value to be fixed if it 
derives from commodities the value of which is continually in a 
state of flux? The answer is-because the dependence of money 
value on commodities no more implies constancy in the supply 
or price of commodities than dependence on a well for water 
implies that the depth of the water in the well shall be constant, 
or dependence on a cheque for payment implies that the credit 
account is always at the same level The value of money must 
be fixed, otherwise it cannot be an accurate measure of value, or 
function truly. 

The value of commodities varies with times and seasons, and 
the prime function of a unit of value is to measure such variations 
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and . record the results in terms of itself. The prime function 
of currency. whether in coin or some form of credit instrument. 
is to represent the recorded value until redeemed. The unit of 
value is as truly an instrument of measurement as a yard.· and 
the sub-divisions of shillings and pence in the former correspond 
to the feet and inches in the latter. A measure must be constant 
or it fails in its functions; its one essential is that it shall al~ys 
approximate closely to legal standard. . 

The units of value of various nations have always varied in 
character and in comparatjve value. but within National bounds 
the cowrie of W. Africa. and the iron ring-' cash '-{)f China 
were as good media of exchange as the paper dollar of America. 
or the erstwhile gold sovereign of Gt. Britain. The. recogBition 
of all was purely. a matter of convention, legal or otherwise. 
Historical records prove that the unit was originally a measure 
or weight of a commodity necessary to the maintenance of life, 
or of a metal valued for its utility. As commerce extended
which occurred when products exceeded local nquirements
outside markets were Sought, and the conveyance of the credit. 
media to these compelled the adoption of a metal more valuable 
by reason of its scarcity. Gold was finally adopted as the' 
conventional monetary medium to represent commodity values. 
The value was not inherent in the medium, but in the goods, 
and no matter what weight of gold a merchant might possess its 
value was only potential in the absence of commodities. This 
surely is simple and void of all mystery. 

Once more let the appeal be made to fact and common sense :
• A little farther lend thy guiding hand to these dark steps.' 
The basis of all credit-no matter what its form-is commodi-

ties, and the basis of all money is the National Credit, 
the assessable value of all commodities within National bounds. 
Money is in reality part of the National Credit pledged, in visible 
fonn, to facilitate the exchange Of commodities and services. 
Any pledging of a National Credit is attested by some form of 
acknowledgmentr and the issue of the same is evidence that a 
Government is debtor for value received on loan, and each 
successive borrowing adds to the burden of National Debt. 
There is this difference between the issue of a Natioruilloan and' 
that of currency. An issue of currency entails no increase in 
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the J:lational indebtedness and may even effect a reduction. 
Where a gold standard obtains, the exchequer bonds or other 
forms of obligation issued in exchange for the gold, are exchanged 
by the banks for the minted coin, and the only result is that a 
certain quantity of National Credit is tied up needlessly in the 
form of gold. When, lIS' now, National Credit circulates in the 
form of Credit Notes, there is no issue of Exchequer Bonds on 
currencY account, but the notes are purchased by the surrender 
oj securities representing existing liabilities of the Government. 
In the one case there' is a tying up of National Capital to the 
extent of the gold held, in the other a temporary reduction in 
the National debt and consequent saving of annual expenditure 
to the Nation. 

But though Government reduces its expenditure in the latter 
case, its responsibilities in respect of the currency remain. 

These are to supply a sufficiency of currency to meet all 
domestic requirements, and to maintain the credit medium at a 
constant value. Thus, the Bank of England, as issuing agents 
for the Treasury, always holds a reserve of currency to meet 
seasonal demands, and the Jaw of legal tender holds good for the 
statutory currency whatever its form. 

The exigencies arising from the War compelled the Government 
to suspend the Gold Standard and to adopt the circulation of 
pure credit by means of currency notes, just as Bank Credit 
circulates by means of cheques. . A cheque is not currency and 
the Government is no way concerned in its issue or redemption, 
unless it be presented for payment in cash. Even then the 
connection of the Government is most remote, and the responsi
bility to provide the cash fot the individuaI payment rests with 
the Bank. Once the cheqve is cI~which need involve 
no caII whatever on the curreney-the Bank to whom the credit 
is conveyed is bound to provide the face value of the credit 
instrument in currency, if and when caIled upon. This suspension 
of the Gold Standard disclosed the fact that a Credit circulating 
by notes as efficiently discharged the function of a currency as 
when circulating in gold, and that the holding of gold as a guaran
tee was wholly unnecessary for domestic purposes. Thus foroe 
of circumstances induced the adoption of the best and most 
scientific form of National Currency that a stable Government 
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c:ould devise. The functioning of a credit currency depends 
solely on the ability of a GoftnlIlleDt to maintain its laws, and a 
GoftnlIIIeDt onequa1 to this task would c:erta.in1y not be com
petent to protect its Gold Resmve. 

The law of legal tender needs no compu1sion--it beoefits all, 
it injures nOlle. Its utterance is positive, not negative. Remem
bering that the function of currency is limited to National 
bounds, where is the mystery ? Yet this is a p1ain statement 
of what a National currency really is, and this is the only fonn of 

, currency at present existing. 
Unfortunately, there is a revene to the medal. Until 1&t4, 

gold, though adopted by many nations for coinage purposes, 
was regarded in the same light as a currency note, as purely 
representative of mmmodity value. By custom, British gold, 
though circulating at home in its true charactec, was being 
largely nsed abroad as affOJding a more acceptable secarity than 
paper among exporters of native produce who were not then 
importers of British goods. As Britain's supremacy in foreign 
markets began to be cOntested by other nations, gold in other 
CXlinage, differing both in weight and fineness, began to circulate 
in distant markets, and much confusion resulted. To remedy' 
this cxmfusion..-resting sole\y from the use of currency outside 
its borders-it was decided to give a fixed va1ue to gold,.and by the 
Bank Charter Act of 1844, this waS arbitrarily assessed at 
845. II ld. per ounce fine. It was thus made a financial 
commodity to be bought and sold in the markets of the world, 
not as metal, but as money, and so became subject to the economic 
inftuences of supply and demand. By this act, the sphere of 
gold as representative credit was enonnously extended and, by 
the intermediary of Bank Credit, Capital Credit became so readily 
convertible into currency credit represented by gold, that the 
whole sphere of production and exchange is dominated by finance, 
and the medium of exchange made subJervient to the require
ments of finance, without regard to its original purpose. 

It is in the dogmas and methods of finance, not in currency, 
that all mystery originates, and financial economy tnight be 
aptly described by a parody of aD old time jest ~.the pro
pagation of mystery by misty-schisms: for it has utterly fonaken 
the true tenets of Cmrency to follow the more alluring ritual of 
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the Gold Standard. Its devotees start with a perverted view of 
the essentials and their judgment is warped by the consideration 
of premises, data and results, which spring from and are conoerned 
with the operations of finance and not from currency. Having 
due regard to the latter, Banks act as servitors to production; 
but yielding to the requirements of finance, they are converted 
into stud-farms for making money breed, and high are the prices 
realised for the produce. 

One marvels at the waste of intellectual effort and scholastic 
attainment, in the endeavour to ascribe to natural or economic 
laws the results of human action so involved that it is difficult 
at times to differentiate between cause and effect. The invention 
of a stable law to account for the fickle results of ever varying 
conditions induced by human manipulation is a task beyond 
human intelligence and ingenuity. To demand from an artificial 
instrument results utterly foreign to its function and design is 
folly; to warp and wreck.ihe machine-perfect for its legitimate 
purpose-in the ROpe to achieve the impossible, is an 
act of madness. 

A sound currency functioning in its proper sphere perfectly 
fulfils its design, and will always do so, so long as the Government 
efficiently administers the _ laws. With a weak, despotic or 
dishonest Government the issue of a currency, whether circulating 
as representative credit or as money with an arbitrary value of 
its own, gives ample scope for abuse. 

The initial aversion of the Soviet Government of Russia to 
currency is well known and those who are acquainted with 
Imperial methods of finance, will feel little surprise at its existence. 
In pre-War days, the general conception of currency entertained 
by the Russian peasant ~ that of a machine for rivetting upon 
him the shackles of debt and binding him to an endless life of toil 
and misery. His connection with it was of the briefest, his 
experience of it the worst possible. He received it from the 
wholesale buyer in payment for his crops, and at once passed 
the major portion to the tax-gatherer. The balance-if any 
remained-went to the Jew money-lender or the head-man of the 
village, to repay loans, borrowed at high interest, for maintenance 
during the preceding winter, or to purchase seed corn in the 
spring. The paper roubles paid to him constituted a speciaI 
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issue of currency, made prior to each harvest and bUmt on its 
return to the Treasury from the tax-gatherers. They were sold 
a~ a liberal discount to the Banks for gold, and by them were 
issued at a smaller discount to the wholesale buyers or their 
principaJs, and these passed them at their full face value to the 
peasant. Thus the Banks paid the legitimate taxes plus bureau- " 
cratic additions, but these were refunded by the peasants with all 
profits of the intermediaries and exactions of the tax-gatherers 
added. Any surplus was at once claimed by local creditors, 
and often proved insufficient to cover loans and rapacious 
interest. Thus the moujik began a new year of toil with a, heavier 
burden, and of hope bereft. 

No properly constituted Government can be independent 
of the people. The political creed of Russia is an attempt to 
force recognition of the State's supremacy, by jt11'ce maj_e, and 
that, if report speaks truly, largely mercenary. This is as truly 
political slavery as that which obtained under Imperial rule. 
It tends to deprive th~ unit of all volition, which is the essence 
of intelligent growth, and to reduce the conscious life to the 
level of the lower orders in nature. You cannot make character 
by machinery. Thus, the abolition of currency, though following 
logically on the recognition of the State as the universal provider, 
ignores the fact that in the body physical the governing brain 
itself is constituted and maintained by the functioning of the 
.organs and units. To disorganise those units is to deprive the 
body of essential functions and to reduce the vitality and strength 
resulting from conscious obedience to a condition of' debility and 
helplessness, leaving it dependent on external aid. A body 
politic thus framed is an abortion. The physical brain does not 
feed the body, but the reverse. It uses the essential elements, 
provided by the body to direct and stimulate its functions for the 
good of all units, to abolish or suppress them. 

The opportunities afforded to unscrupulous Governments 
by the issue of currency for their own purpose and its recall by 
additional taxation, will, be patent to all; and the defaults of 
many South American Governments towards the' end of the 
nineteenth century were due to such methOds of finanC\tl., With a . 
currency based on just laws efficiently administered by a wise 
and stable Government, these methods are impossible, and 
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the existence of such a Government depends on the 
electorate. 

The general integrity of Bankers as a class is an additional 
safeguard, though not always are they blameless. The Times 
of October 14th, ·:1:925, records-under the heading "Prussian 
Bank Scandals "-the termination of a protracted official enquiry 
into the relations of the Prussian State Bank with the Barmat 
and Kutisker financial alncems. It states ;-" It may be re
membered that the Prussian State Bank was accused of having 
made wrongful use of its capital after the inflation of the culTency, 
when capital was very scarce. The Bank was alleged to have 
granted credits on inadequate security at rates between 10 per 
rent. and :1:8 per cent. to financial concerns, which in tum lent 
the money to others at 100 and 200 per cent., and it was suggested 
that the Bank would have done better to have lent its money 
direct to industrial and commercial bodies in need of it." A 
typical instance this of the way in which Banks may use their 
credit to favour finance at the cost of industry and commerce. 
Many Bank failures may be traced to this disregard of their 
obligations to producers and traders, in favour of finance. 

Recent events in Germany and the depressed exchanges 
ruling in other countries, show how readily, with the connivance 
of dishonest financiers, or bnder pressure from powerful combines 
of commercial or industrial magnates, currencies and exchanges 
may be manipulated to the National hurt though to the gain 
of individuals and even of the National Exchequer. The allusion 
is to the use of the depreciated currency for the redemption of 
mortgages, and even of State borrowings. In the fomenting 
of war, as well as in the reaping of its aftermath, finance is ever 
the dominant factor and in times of peace its actions may be DO 

less destructive of true credit and obstructive to National progress 
and industry. 

An instance of this has recently 0CCWTed at bome. On 
April 29th, 1925, Mr. Winston ChurchilI, under pressure, partially 
revived the provisions of the Gold Standard, and the financial 
wonder-worker was at once put in motion. Applications were 
made to· the Banks for credit, the rates for acaJD!modation were 
mised, gold was attracted to London from abroad in the bope 
to find a more profitable field of nsury, and in two months, 
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without any increase in production or commeroe, the gold stocks 
were increased some £6.000.ClOO--illlY ... per cent. This increase 
was acclaimed by the Press as evidence of the blessings of a return 
to the Gold Standard to a country that was loudly calling for a 
return to work. Business, however, was not iorthamrlng. the 
demand for credit ceased. the go1d was recalled. and on October 
22Dd, 1925. the City article of TM ;riflw records the nett eflbm 
of £3.225.000. ';" tile __ utcck' alone. with further large 
transfers in prospect in the immediate future. The swarms of 
golden butterllies have an returned to their native habitats, 
and the elves in golden raiment. summoned by financial magic, 
have vanished, together with some 9.000.000 of native sprites, 
amid the fogs of economic argument on the merits and demerits 
of a Gold Standard. . The ways of finance are truly mysterious. 
&. now we learn that the gold is largely American. and. !is true 
sons of the financial prophets. the Banks excuse the loss with the 
cry--" Alas I· masters. it was borrowed." 

The export of gold is usually followed by restriction of home 
credit. and a rise in the· charge for aa:ommodation until further 
gold is attracted. And so the game of financial Badminton 
proceeds. and 00IIIDleIte suffers. 

Cmrency holds no mystery; in finance it abounds •• The 
question before the world to-day is this-How long is the employ
ment of IDObile capital-the results of past savings derived 
from NatiGnallabour and stored by National thrift-to dominate 
present production. and to subvert instead of subserve the right 
of every man to live by the labour of his hands? The work 
of fmance is the province of very few. the need to live is universal. 
The proceeds of finance are enjoyed by a class. the rewards of 
labour are the due of aU. . 

What the world requires, and requires immediately. is anew 
form of credit. A credit cin:u1ating by notes and drafts. guaran
teed by an aggregation of national credits represented by gold
since gold is internationally recognised as the representative mecl-
ium of vaiDe. But. it must be gold deIDOnetised. and made an 
absolutely free market. so that its value will DO I.oager be ar
bitrarily determined. but will bear a definite re1aticm to, the aver-' ./ 
age value of an essential commodity on which human life J 
depends. 
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The unit by which this credit is measured must be independent· 
of every National unit, and yet be commensurate with each and 
all of them on the basis of pure gold content, measured by weight. 
apart from any consideration of value. Thus the representative 
character oithe medium will be maintained, and the commodity 
value or credit which it represents will circulate as pure credit, 
with the gold reserve-furnished on identical terms and under 
identical conditions by every participant-as an uniform 
guarantee of National good faith. 

The transfer of the credit value should be coincident with 
that of the goods from which it derives, and the instrument 
of transfer should be restricted in its functioning to the one 
exchange in respect of which it issues. Thus commercial credit 
will be free from all machinations and manipulations of finance. 

Such an Iuternational credit need in no way restrict the 
freedom of investors in the employment of their capital abroad, 
and may even provide for the transfer of dividends as destined 
for the most part to be employed for domestic exchange. 

The transfer of capital will be effected, as now, tbrongh Banks, 
but the onus of providing gold, when needed, should devolve 
on the Bank issuing the Credit and not on the State. This 
can be as readily effected by means of a Joint Gold Reserve 
held by the Banks, as through a reserve raised by a charge on the 
National Exchequer, and held by the National Bank of issue 
to support a credit with which the National Government has no 
concern. No longer, then, .will a National credit be assessed 
by its holding of gold, but on a true basis; while the transfer 
of gold itself will have no effect on International Credit since its 
guarantee will be securely Stored. 

The International Credit should emanate through licensed 
Banks who would purchase it from the Treasury Agents by 
the surrender of National obligations in the same way as they 
now acquire and issue National currency. As, however, the 
demand will be restricted, a charge under a schedule will be 
made for each draft issued two rata to the amount, and payments 
for this will fall on the applicant in return for real service 
rendered. The applicant will pay for the International draft 
in his National currency at the fixed parity of exchange, and the 
payee will receive the equivalent value in his National currency, 
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free or at a nominal charge. Thus the International Bank 
becomes a conduit, or overhead carrier, for transferring a credit 
from one country to another, changing the form of currency 
in transmission. 

Can anything be more simple? Goods while in course of manu
facture would be financed, if required, by native Banks, and, 
on sale abroad, the necessary documents would be handed to 
the Bank advancing. These documents would be sent to the 
Bank's correspondents abroad, and surrendered by them in 
exchange for a draft to their full value in International Credit. 
If credit be required by the buyer, the Bank issuing the draft 
would take possession of the documents, and, later, of the goods 
when landed, as security for the advance, retaining their lien 
upon them until the advance was paid. Cash transactions 
would everywhere be the rule. Hence, there should be no lack 
of accommodation anywhere for traders in good esteem, while 
those who were not such would find difficulty in obtaining credit, 
and vendors thereby would be protected against possible, not to 
say probable, loss of goOds.· 

Where no advance had been made to the vendors, the latter, 
on receipt of the documents, would forward them direct to the 
buyer, or through a bank, as circumstances warranted, or require 
in advance a draft on the International Credit, payable at sight. 

A National currency will thus be restricted in its circulation 
to National bounds, where it will be constant in value as legal 
tender. Its relation to the International Credit being deter
mined by the ratio of the gold content of its unit to that of the 
independent unit, its parity must be constant so long as the 
weight of their respective gold contents remains unchanged. 
Thus money values will depend solely on ·commodity values 
and will be constant the world over. 

Years of experience baving determined the maximum require
ment for currency in any given country, its Treasury will readily -
ascertain, through an increased demand, when and by what 
agency it is being diverted to purposes of finance. The restricted 
use of currency to its legitimate purpose need place nit restraint 
on the transfer of capital from one country to anoth~'r,: which 

• See further on P. 140/. 
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would still be effected by means of Bank Credit at the risk and 
cost of the Bank. 

A word of warning. Constancy in the medium of exchange 
does not mean-and can never be made to mean--<OllStancy in 
monetaIy value of the subjects of Exchange. On that, money 
exercises no influence and can exercise none, save that, inter
national exchange having to be effected by an inconstant medium. 
price has always reftected any additional cost resulting from that 
inconstancy. Abolish the inconstancy, replace the variable 
medium by one that is stable, and the economic influences 
which regulate prices will function truly, and price will neither 
be augmented nor lowered by manipulatious of the cmrency 
outside National bounds. Currency will function normallY. 
measuring and recording the variatious in value resulting from 
conditions and circumstances of production outside its sphere. 
and representing the recorded value until redeemed. 



CHAPTER VII 

COIiDmOIiS PRJ!CEDEMT TO THE INTIlODUcnOIi OF All 

INTElUr&T1OIIAI. CIlEDIT • 

.. Tke people are on the side of SoUDd Mouey. Tkey are 80 unaltj!mbly 
on the side of IIOIInd money that it is .. ~01111 question how they would 
regard the system ullder which they live. if they once knew what the 
initiated can do with it:·-H ...... y FoJU>. My Lifo .. 4 Work. C~p. [2. 

TIm essentials of a sound currency are ;-

a. That it be issued by constitutional authority. 

b. That it be constant at face value in every ~et. 
c. That the face value be variable only by the Authority 

of Issue. 

As Currency is visible credit. it follows that the soundness of 
a currency will depend on that of the credit which it represents. 
Our first consideration, then. in dealing with an issue of Intel
national credit must be;-

I. The Security. A credit. as we have ~. must' be based 
on substantial assets. and derives its intrinsic value from such 
assets. This fact once recognised, it becomes a matte! of small 
importance by what medium the credit is made to circulate, or 
what ratio the currency bears to the credit so long as it functions 
solely as currency within its prescribed sphere. and is su1Iicient 
for current needs. Inftation.-the / excessive issue of currency 
for the purposes of finance-is an abuse of currency by undue 
extensions of its sphere. This statement. bold as it may appear. 
is fully bome out by the evidence previously adduced. It is not 
the purpose of currency to assist in the transfer of National 
capital to foreign shores. Its duty is to aid domestic ~. 
and SO begins. and ends. at home. To make it subserve the pur
pose of denuding the State of its assets is suicidal finance. "Capital 

G 
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and culTency can only come into contact in the course of dcmestic 
exchange, because the functioning of CUlTencY is limited to native 
bounds. 

Disregard of this vital truth is the source of all currency 
difficulties and monetary complexities. Realization of it, and 
firm adherence to the principle involved is the only sure way of 
escaping them. The remedy shortly to be proposed has this 
always and consistently itt view. 

There is at present no International Credit, and consequently 
no International Credit-medium. Its place is taken by a form 
of credit issued without Government Authority and variable 
at the dictates of finance. This variable medium, being used 
as an indicator, is made the measure of a Nation's credit, though 
£40,000,000,000 can be dealt in, without a call on the National 
currency, which alone represents National credit and remains 
constant, however widely this spurious medium may vary. 
Hence arises the need for an International credit, issued by 
Constitutional Authority, based on National credit, measured by 
a standard unit distinct from all National units and yet com
mensurable with each, and thus rendered immune from the 
demands and manipulations of finance. 

In dealing with an International Credit, we meet at the outset 
with a difficulty which, from a modern viewpoint, may appear 
insuperable. As demonstrated, in Chapter I, credit must be 
based on assets, and as there are no International assets, an 
International Credit would seem to be impracticable; The 
difficulty, however, vanishes when we recall the enormous 
international turnover which, year by year, is being made on 
credits whose only recognised aSset-gold-is held in such smaIl 
quantities as to represent a very minute proportion of the turn-. 
over. And, after all, the ratio of gold to credit is a minor con
sideration, since the basis of a credit is the asset from which 
it derives, while gold is merely a visible representation of the credit 
thus derived. 

Rectify yoUr international circulation so that each draft or 
cheque shall function, as they do IoCany, in respect of some one 
exchange of assets, and the currency equivalent pass to a vendor 
concurrently with the transfer of the goods whence it derives, 
and the users of the medium will have as little rqard to the 
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guarantee, as the user of a Currency Note has to the National 
Credit when he accepts or parts with it. 

lt is difficult, in the cin:umstances under which this book 
is written to obtain the data necessary for even an approximate 
estimate of the rano which currency-gold bears to the world's 
financial turnover. Starting from the figures for London, 
given in the Report of the Bankers' Clearing House for 1924 as 
£40,000,000,000, assuming that the turnover in the United 
States was, at the lowest, equal to that sum, and taking the turn
over in all other oountries'as equal to the total of these two, we 
have a total annual turnover of, say, £160,000,000,000. The 
world's store of gold· in 1:914 was estimated approximately at 
1:,000,000,000 ounces, of which some 400,000,000 ounces were 
devoted to currency purposes. Adding 200,000,000 ounces for· 
Stocks acquired since 191:3, and assigning the same propor
tion-two fifths-to currency, we obtain estimated totals of 
2,200,000,000 ounces and 480,000,000 ounces respectively. 
At British Standard 4 qunces of pure gold are required for 17 
sovereigns, and on this basis 480,000,000 ounces of gold would 
mint into 2,040,000,000 sovereigns. On these figures the ratio 
of currency-gold to circulating credit would appear to be 1.275%, 
or, if the velocity of credit equal that of currency, less than 6!% 
of the available credit. 

As previously stated, there exist no data for determining 
what portions of the total turnover represent domestic and 
foreign business respectively. This much, however, is probable
the world's currency-gold bears to the world's credit turnover
whether circulating as Currency or· Bank Credit_ ratio not 
exceeding 1:!%. This small store of gold is distnDuted in la.rger 
or smaller quantities among the National Treasuries as a tangible. 
guarantee for their respective credits; and, in the absence of an 
International Credit, forms the recognised monetary basis of all 
credit-instruments circulating internationally on private init
iative. 

Seeing that the stock of gold held by individual nations varies 
normaIly~d under the influence of temporary circumstances 
and conditions to a very wide extent-it is evident, that. so long 
as its stock of gold is deemed the index of a Nation's credit, a 
fiuctuating exchange is inevitable; and, since the protection 
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afforded bears so small a ratio to the circulation, the larger the 
stocks of one nation, the widet must be the variation for all 
others, and the more restricted their opportunities for trade 
expansion. 

Assume for the moment that an International Credit is to 
be issued with this same gold as guarantee. It has already 
been proved, that for domestic purposes a gold guarantee is 

,

WhOllY unnecessary and can, therefore, be dispensed with. The 
only change necessary would be a transfer of the gold guarantee 
from the National to an International Authority acting as 
Trustees not for one only, but for all Nations participating. The 
National or other representative Bank acting for the National 
Treasury might still retain charge of the gold~ince there can 
be no reason for suspecting that a leading Bank would be less 
honest towards an International Authority than to their National 
Government or a private customer. Their own National interests 
and honour would still be involved jointly with those of all other 
participants, and their own external credit secured thereby 
in no less degree than when they acted for the Nation only. The 
medium of circulation being inaccessible to the personnel of the 
Currency Board, defalcation by officials needs no consideration, 
especially when all drafts will have had the endorsement cancelled 
before reaching a Representative Bank. There would be a 
change of customer, but none either in the scope and functioning 
of the gold, or in the interests subserved. For the promotion 
of confidence, and as a matter of common cantion, it would be 
well to select as Repositories those centres where a stable Govern
ment exists, as there would be no occasion at any time to effect 
a transfer. --

Seeing, then, that the present medium of international ex
change-Bank Credit-has ouly the most remote connection 
with the National Credit represented by currency, it would be a 
soood and advantageous step to inaugurate an international 
medium approved by National Authority, based directly on 
National Credit, and guaranteed by the transfer to a Central 
Authority of an uniform percentage of that gold which is now 
held in each National Treasury as an oowanted guarantee for 
its domestic currency, which Bank Credit is conventionally 
supposed to represent but does Dot. Such a credit would have 
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behind it the assets not of a single Nation but of the whole 
world. possessing a value wholly incommensurable by' the world's 
store of gold. even if taken at its inflated monetary value. The 
percentage which the guarantee is to bear to the total Credit 
will be a matter of arrangement. and must be largely inftuenced 
by the conditioa of circulation hereafter to be discussed. It 
must be su1Iicieot to induce unlimited confidence. but. whatever 
be the percentage. it must not only be the same for every partic-. 
ipaot-if the Credit is to pmction uniformly-but it should be 
raised uniformly by the same means. and be passed over to the 
Central Authority of Issue at the same times and in the same 
proportion. 

2. The 1~ Unit of Value. It has been demon
strated that much of the existing confusion and instability of our 
present system of International Exchange is due to the fact 
that a national. instead of an independent unit. was made the 
unit of reference in determining the relative parities of national 
currencies. A simple illustration should make this quite clear. 
Given a series of National units represented by the letters II to z, 
it is desired to establish the relative value of each to each. with a 
view to facilitate their· exchange internationally the ooe for the 
other. If anyone of theSe units. say II. be chosen as the unit 
of reference. it follows that any circumstance which tends to 
disturb the parity of. say. % to II. will also impair the parity of 
z with every other nation. although the disturbing element 
may concern II and ,alone.. Aod the same holds good for every 
other unit of the series. 

Again. if the unit II be chosen for the reason that it is the unit. 
of the Nation most prominent in commerce. it follows-If. owing 
to any adverse cause or combination of causes. this Nation loses 
its high position. it will no longer be the centre of commercial 
credit-the position being taken by that nation which has sur
passed it in production and exchange. The latter Nation, 
having gained the dominant position in exchange. will be in a 
position to dictate the terms on which it will accept gold in 
exchange for its own products. As a consequence the unit. of 
reference will be reduced to a discount. and the wnQle com': 
mercial world be thrown into confusion. by the disorganisation 
of the exchanges. 
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If instead of • (l' an independent unit of value-<all it the 
• Mundie' of • world unit '·-had been established, consisting 
of the weight of pure gold contained in • (l , without any reference 
to the artificial value assigned to gold, the parity of each unit 
in the series, • (l , included, to the Mundie would be determined, 
as now, by the ratio of its gold content to that of the unit of 
reference. No question, however, of variation in gold value 
could have arisen, and the effects of National disturbances
whether political, physical, industrial or financial-would have 
been restricted to National confines, provided the guarantee 
deposited with the Central Authority had been completed 
and remained intact. It will be quite unnecessary to assign 
to the • Mundie' a value expressed in terms of currency, as the 
parity of value is to be determined by weight alone. The 
monetary equivalent in terms of a given currency will be deter
mined by the value assigned by National Statute to the gold 
content of its unit. 

Some may ask-If gold is to be demonetised. how is the 
weight of the Mundie to be determined, so that it may truly 
and directly represent commodity value ? 

By ascertaining the monetary value of one or a group of 
rommodities averaged over a long le!m of years, measured by 
any existing monetary unit and expressed in terms of the gold 
rontent of that unit as defined in the National Statute. This 
of rourse, implies the demonetisation of Gold for International 
purposes, and its return to its legitimate function of representing
or rather, by convention, guaranteeing credit, since it represents 

• ID A F/uIumi"1f UdtGtllf ..... 1M ReMMl; the author adopted the 
tenD ' Mundie,' because aa a hybrid it could not be deemed special to aay 
ODe Nation. As, h""""el", the friend who baa acted aa reader takes 
""ception to the word on the ground that it is a hybrid. he would _ 
BDggest either of the two following :-

I. The Romaa • as '-a meaaure of weight, chooen later to denote 
the unit weight of metal selected as the measure of value. and. therefore. 
we1l adapted to denote the weight of gold oeIected as the IOpROODI:atiYe 
unit of commodity value; 01 

2. The Peruvian '''''' '-because as the ODD _ his bIeIBugs 
universalJy, hut in meosuno adapted to the iudividual requiJements of 
Nature, so the IDternational Crodit will bestow its bIeooinp universalJy. 
hut in proportion to the needa of the iudividual nation in tbe sphere of 
oommen:ial exchaDge. 

As both tbe latter have alJeady been adopted aa mouetaly units, the 
origiDal'Mundie' is ~ ~ fOlconsisteucy'1 sake. 
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such a minute portion of the credit in circnlation. Any possibility 
of variation will thus be excluded so long as the weight of the 
International unit-the Mundic--remains unaltered. Gold may 
still be monetised nationally, if so desired, but the Nations who 
most strongly advocate a Gold standard as facilitating Inter
national Exchange are, for economical reasons, restricting its 
circnlation within National bounds. The tendency is to recognise 
credit as the true basis of currency, and to Consent to ctm:ency 
circnlating by credit instruments. . 

It has been suggested fhat the International. unit should be 
based on the index of prices representing the current cost of 
living. The norm of Index prices is taken at ]:00 : but this is 
pure assumption, and represents nothing more than the average 
of prices for a given year. These Index prices vary so rapidly 
in point of time, are due to such an extensive range of circwn
stances and conditions, and are so largely dependent on the 
standard of living in each country, that it would be exceedingly 
di1Ii<:ult to determine a. truly representative figure, or to ensure 
its constancy for any length of time. A basis, much more 
accurate and constant, will be furnished by averaging over a 
long term of years the recorded price of a commodity in general] 
demand the world over for the maintenance of life, and in which 
most nations are interested either as producers or consumers. 
Wheat has been se1ected as most fully meeting these requirements 

If our • Mundie' is to represent a weight of pure gold, it will 
be imperative to compare weig'" with weig"', and the weight of 
.wheat suggested is that of 4 bush~o Ibs. It matters not 
with what National unit the comparison is made, since we are 
concerned with the weight of its gold content and not with the 
monetary va1ne assigned thereto. Seeing that England furnish~ 
the 1argest market for wheat, that Liverpool prices are generally 
regarded as the world's norm, and that the sovereign is now the 
unit of reference in determining the Exchange parities, our price 
equivalent may well be expressed in terms of the 
British sovereign. It stands to reason, the10nger the term over 
which the average is taken the wider will be the range of con
ditions and ciICnmstan~ which have determined prf,ces in the 
past-and, it is but just to ~, will do so in the futuJe--iUld 
the more truly representative should be the resulting unit. 
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One must not, however, ignore the effect on prices due to the 
increase in area now under wheat, and the immense strides in 
the science and practice of agriculture during the last 50 years. 
The average will, therefore, be more truly representative of 
modem conditions if confined to that period. Another reason 
for so doing, may be found in the fact that in 1870 the duty on 
imported wheat was abolished in Great Britai!" and bas never 
been re-imposed save for a brief period of 14 months-from 
April ISth, 190z to June 30th, 1903. Disregarding this tem
porary impost on imported wheat only, the average for the So 
years 1871-1920 will represent a period during which the wheat 
market in England has been free from any impost. 

The average price of four bushels or 2401bs. of wheat for these 
years-I871 to 1920 inclusive-kindly furnished by the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Fisheries-was 199. II.Ssd., or within a very 
minute fraction Id. per lb. This furnishes an aid to memory
the gold content of a sovereign, i.e. of 240 pence, is practically 
the normal equivalent of 240 lbs. of wheat. 

What weight of gold does this 19s. II.SSd. represent? 
The statutory weight of the sovereign in standard gold is 

123'z7447 grains. Deducting one-twelfth of this weight for 
alloy, the pure gold content of the sovereign is II3.0016 grains. 
The average price given above represents tm ths of the sovereign, 
a deficiency of n'lru ths in money value or 'zlI878 of one grain 
in pure gold content. The" Remedy of weight "-the variation 
in weight allowed for coins newly minted-is o'zo of one grain in 
Standard gold or '183 of pure gold-a difference of '028S of a 
grain, which may be disregarded- This will leave the parities 
of exchange unaltered. The parity, however, will no longer 
represent an arbitrary money-value, but will denote the number 
of units in each National CUllency which contain the normal 
gold equivalent in weight of 240 Ibs. of wheat. And, so long as 
the gold content of the international unit remains unchanged, 
parities the world over can remain as now. 

It would, however, greatly simplify international calculation 
and book-keeping, if National units were altered so as to represent 
a proper fraction of the international unit, and the latter itself 
fixed at an even number of grains. Nor would such alteration 
involve any disturbance in domestic cnrrencies, since there are 
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few nations which in practice retain gold as the cittulating 
medium. Assume that the gold equivalent of the Mundie has 
been fixed at I20 grains, the sovereign might be then fixed at 
I20 grains, the frane, peseta, leu, lira, drachma, etc. at 6 grains, I 

the United States and Canadian dollar at 24 grains and so on. 
This would give a parity of 1: to the sovereign, 20 to the frane and 
kindred units, and of 5 to the dollars; but the change would only 
concern Bankers, and them QDIy in regulating the payment in 
National currency on the issue or retirement of an International 
draft. Once accustomed to the change, even their officials would 
ignore it. Fractions of the Mundie would be expressed in 
decimals, and the mysteries of International exchange would be 
within the comprehension of a child. Such change, however, 
is practically non-e;sential. 

On a currency cittulating within legal bounds, the change 
would have no efiect whatever, so long as National sub-divisions 
remained unchanged. Does anyone passing or accepting a 
Currency Note give a thought to the statutory weight of gold 

-Which it professes to represent? A sovereign would then 
contain I oz. of pore gold, a shilling would represent 6 grains 
not 6.1:63273 grains and a penny half a grain of gold, not .5136435 
of a grain. As, however, the C1lITeDCY Note would still be a 
voucher guaranteed by the State for 20 shillings in goods or ser
vice, the infiuence of gold on prices would be nil. There can be 
an absolutely free market in gold as a metal, for a rise or fall in 
price will not afiect the weight, and on this the International 
Exchange is to be based. The markets of the world will be open 
to all nations on equal tenDs, with one and the same medium of 
exchange, and that constant in value and in:variable save by the 
International Authority of issue. 

National units) therefore: may be changed or not, and National 
Currency cittulate in any-form approved, for once the percentage 
of the gold guarantee has been fixed by International agreement, 
the International credit will cittulate in terms of the International 
unit, and how few or how many National units are deemed its 
equivalent will concern traders and bankers only. , 

The sovereign having served its purpose in detemtining the 
gold content of the Mundie, its infiuence and, with it, that of an 
other units on International Exchange wiD cease; and the 
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relation of all units to the Mundic will be determined by the ratio 
of their respective gold-wntent. National units and currencies 
may change as need requires, but, so long as the gold content 
of the Mundic is fixed by International agreement and main
tained, National disasters and complications, from whatever 
cause they spring, will cease to involve other nations in their 
e1Iects---save only, be it hoped, to evoke brotherly sympathy 
and practical aid. 

Curreocy will everywhere function as designed, and will no 
longer be wrested to hamper and obstruct production, transport 
and exchange, which it is primarily designed to facilitate. It. 
is surely time that we ceased to take advantage of a brother 
nation's misfortunes, to impose, as a condition of assistance, 
such terms as must handicap him in the exchange of his labour 
and products in the markets of the world. In these days of 
fashionable dog<Ulture, the policy of " dog-eat-dog .. shonld be 
no loager recognised, and only heard of in the society of pariahs 
and mongrels. 

3. The Medium of Ci,.culatiOfJ. The working of an Inter
national Currency will need to proceed on practical business lines, 
and to be supervised, if possible, more thoroughly than that of an 
ordinary Bank. The books will need most carefn1 auditing, and 
this can only be possible provided there be a recognised mediwn, 
cireulating between Treasury and Treasury in confirmation of the 
entries as exhibited. The Bonds issued to individnal nations 
wonld need to differ---at all events, while the Guarantee Food 
was in buildiog---<iince it wonld be most oowise, not to say 
unjust, to extend the time so as to admit of payment by instal
ments, without granting some powers to compel the due obser
vance of the dates appointed for payment. An uniform credit 
can only be possible provided it be uniform in every detail The 
Board must be vested with powers of suspension on default, 
and of final cancellation shonld a Government be unable to make 
good its position during the period of grace allowed. Such 
powers are in the interests of all participants and cannot prove 
oojust to any Government, seeing, as will be shewn later, pre
vention lies wholly in its own hands, and the obligations incurred 
are to· be pro-rata the same for all. Such powers wonld be in the 
aature of a divine law. the observance or non-1)bservance of 
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which is wholly. in the power of the subject, but the consequenCe 
of disobedieooe inevitable. Once, however, the Guarantee Fund 
is completed, differentiation would be no longer needed, and the 
notes may then be of uniform character. The amount of credit 
of each Nation couId be determined each month individually 
by the representative Bank and internationally at the Inter
national Currency Board, and published, in the same way as those 
of Central Banks are made known week by week, if so approved. 

For individuals, the International Credit would circuIate by 
draft obtainable from a licensed Bank, which would obtain 
control of a portion of the credit from National or Representative 
Banks acting for the Treasury, by the deposit of National obliga
tions to the amount required. This again would tend to reduce 
liabilities of the National Exchequer and would help to defray 
the interest on any Bonds issued for the purchase of gold. . It 
should, however, be remembered that the circuIation wouId be 
limited to a comparative few-merchants and. traders-cd 
Banks would, therefore, recoup themselves for the accommodation 
and service rendered by a charge for each draft, the same to be 
specified in a schedule previously sanctioned by the Treasury 
authorities. This charge should have as its basis the loss of 
interest sustained by the Banks through the deposit of securities, 
with due regard to the service rendered, and, if thought desirable, 
could include a National stamp duty. The draft would be drawn 

. in favour of the applicant and paid for in National currency, or by 
transfer of credit to the Bank by means of a cheque. U the 
customer were called upon to endorse it in favour of his foreign 
creditor, to name the Bank through which the draft was to be 
cleared, to give the nature and value of the goods and to assume 
all liability for the same other than that covered by insurance, 
the draft would contain all details of the transaction and might 
be admitted as legal evidence. 

Country Banks couId operate through their London Clearing 
Agents who would furnish the requisite books of forms. 

Letters of Credit and occasional acrommodation rendered 
to travellers or customers temporarily resident abr0a4 could be 
provided for, as at present, through their foreign corresjlondents. 
and monthly balances transferred at parity by draft· on the 
International Credit. 
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The Credit might also be utilised for the transmission 
of dividend payments and remittances on account of annual 
expenditure---{)ther than Capital-between Head Offices in any 
country and their sphere of operations abroad. 

This principle of .. one deal one draft" would do away with the 
need for extended credit in International exchange, would 
recognise the true origin of credit by making any needed monetary 
provision inseparable from the possession of the goods, and tend 
'to reduce the worst forms of speculation. 

In cases where goods are consigned for sale on commission, a 
Bill f~ the amount agreed would be drawn on Bank or private 
credit, and the amount of this included in the draft on the 
International credit on its surrender at the time of final settlement. 

A most important consideration in this connection is its 
influence on the amount of International Credit which would 
be needed by each Government. With prompt settlements the 
Credit could function not· five hut ten or even twenty times 
yearly, if needed, in which case the cost of the Guarantee Fund 
and consequent tax on National resources would be proportion-
ately reduced. . 

It should also tend to reduce the percentage of the Guarantee 
Fund, since in each transaction the credit would only be pledged 
for the brief period required for the transfer and clearance of 
the draft, or, at the most, till the safe arrival of the goods against 
which the credit is issued. The less of the world's capital that 
is tied up in the guarantee of credit, the more will there be 
available for improving the conditions, and raising the standard 
of National life. Moreover, the lower the ratio of the Guarantee 
to the Credit, the greater will be the inducement for every 
Nation to participate therein, seeing 'that a gold contribution 
of 50 or 25 per cent. will give them the command of International 
Credit to twice or four times that amount. 

But .. safety first.. must be the guiding principle. The 
greater the mutual confidence and trust inspired by every phase 
of International dealing, the better will the way be cleared for 
further advances, and the brighter will be the prospects of Inter
national peace and amity. 

4. Tite AuOwrity o/lssue. To be sound and constant an 
Issue of currency must be made by Constitutional Authority. 
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No such Authority wsted with International powers as yet 
exists, and, although, since :1:9:1:9, a nucleus has existed in the 
League of Nations, membership of the League is not yet universal, 
and its scope of action is restricted. 

At present it functions as an Advisory Board, but there have 
been occasions when, on its own initiative, it has prepared and 
later, with a mandate from its Council, has put into action 
schemes for resuscitating National Credits. Allusion is here 
made to the Austrian Loan of :I:<}22, of which more will need to be 
said in a subsequent cha~. Some months after the issue of 
the Loan, there appeared in the U Times .. of July nth, :I:<}23-

an evidently inspired article on U The Aims and Objects of the 
League of Nations." The correspondent, writing from Geneva. 
stated that the scheme had been drawn up some months before 
a mandate from the Council permitted the issue of the Loan 
under the protection of the League. From this, we may justly 
infer that, unless the League acted ultra f/ires, it has a power 
of initiative controlled by authority. The concurrence of 
America, a non-mem!:iei- of the I.eague--as evidenoed by her 
co-operation-flot only lends credit to this deduction but induces 
the belief that she approved the act itself; unless we adopt the 
alternative that the power of the almighty dollar over-rode the 
matured conviction of her responsible advisers. 

These incipient powers can easily be extended by general 
action on the part of the members, approved by their National 
Parliaments, so as to vest the League of Nations-if necessary 
by extension of its existing poweB-with the authority to in
augurate an International credit, on lines, with powers and under 
restrictions duly weighed and fonnulated by the Council of the 
League, and submitted to its constituents for the consideration 
by their National Parliaments prior to a full meeting of the 
League delegates to urge and debate the inauguration. Sub
sequent to this meeting the League Council would, if necessary 
and after full deliberation on suggested amendments, submit an 
amended proposition, and if this, after further reference to Nation
al parliaments, should be approved by the majority, then and not 
till then should the necessary power be conferred. 'Thus the 
issue will be by National Authority, and since currency is a 
pledging of credit, the princip\e-u no taxation without 
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representation" will be fully observed. Further, the form and 
amount of the guarantee, the rules governing its provision, the 
basis and terms on which the grants of credit are to be made, the 
method of circulation and the powers of compUlsion to be granted, 
with a view to ensure the due fulfilment of contracts will have 
been agreed in advance. The League will thus take up the 
position of Trustees for each National Exchequer in achieving 
an international purpose, designed to afford to the world at large 
the benefits of a sound currency on lines approved by National 
Assemblies. The final decision would thus be a true consensus 
of National opinions. 

Once vested with authority, the League of Nations would 
proceed to take action in the manner prescribed, and an Interna
tional Currency Board would be established possessing 
just so much power as the Nations had decreed and no 
more. 

The Credit would be inaugurated and made to function as a 
Credit on the guarantee and in the manner prescribed by the 
Constitutional decree of its constituent members. 

One vital restriction there must be if the Credit is to fulfil its 
purpose without the domination of finance, it must be used 
solely as the handmaid of commerce and production, leaving 
financiers to achieve their ends by the existing system of Bank 
Credit and to provide its necessary guarantees. It is possible 
that agreement on this subject might later furnish opportunity 
for reconstituting the League of Nations on lines less befitting 
a composition between victors and vanquished inspired by the 
sense of injuries received which then prevailed, and to make it in 
reality .. The League of Nations." 

It would be quite possible to inaugurate an Imperial or a 
combined Imperial and European Credit on the lines here 
sketched, but its action would be partial-not universal, and 
the tendency would be to divide rather than consolidate Inter
national action. Nor would it operate-as an International 
Credit alone can d()-to open up the markets of the world to a 
mutual exchange of products on a common basis of value, 
measured universally by an independent unit, and functioning 
by the same instrument. Nor should the influence of such a 
credit on the world's peace by promoting and cementing mutual 
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CODftdence be overlooked, and this no partial cir'i:ulation could be 
made to exercise. 

The way has now been cleared for the consideration of the 
proposed new system and its mode of operation. 



CHAPTER VIII 

PROPOSALS FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CREDIT CONSTITUTING 

A STABLE EXCHANGE 

.. This much we must believe as a starting point: That regardless of 
the frailties of human nature, our economic system can be SO adjusted that 
seI1islmess, although perhaps not abolished, can be robbed of po ..... to 
work economicinjustice,"-HBNIlY FORD, My Lij.1JfIfl W.,h, 

PROPOSALS 

1. That an Intematlonal CurreDey Board lie at ODce formed 
b, Ole League of Jl'aUons to aM within elearlJ specified UmIts, 
aDd under coDditions aDd regulations prevlonsl, approved b, 
Ole GovernmeDts represented at Ole League, aDd tbat nOD-member 
Jl'atlons lie invited to eo-operate. 

2. That the powers of Ole International CnrreDey Board 
lie confined to 01. inauguration, Issue and admInIstratiOD of an 
Intematlonal Credit, OpeD to every Jl'atioD whose GovernmeDt 
ean satisfy the Board &bat Ole, are abl. and wIJUng to meet Ole 
reqnlrements Imposed on every participant, and to make Ole 
necessary hypoOiecation of Import duty required of each and 
every participant to raise Its pro rata coDtrlbution to a Guarantee 
Fund In gold; to negotiate and arrang. loans elOier for Inter
national purposes approved b, Ole Leagu. or IIetween NatioD and 
NatloD, always provided tbat Ole service and redemption of luch 
loans be met from fundi Imposed b, speeJallmport duties, with a 
view to avoid aD Interference with domestle flnanee, and to 0IllJ' 
out sueh other financial operations as ma, hereafter lie entrnsted 
to OIem b, Ole ConncD after a geDerai referendum to Ole memllers 
constituting 01. League. 

8. That Ole International Credit lie formed b, an amaJgama
Hon of National Credits. and lie guaranteed b, an International 

''''' 
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Store of gold jointly contributed br all participants, bearing such 
ratio to the Credit Issued as mar be deemed sufficient and eHicient, 
and that the same be plaeed In the enstodJ and control of the 
IntemaUonal CUrrener Board as Trustees for all Nations par
ticipaUng. and be stored In such eentral repositories as the League 
Council mar determine. 

4. That the elreulation of the Intornational Credit be as 
follows:-

(a) Between Treas1IrJ' and Treas1IrJ' br notes of suitable 
denominations, • 

(b) Between individuals br iIrarts. 
both expressed In terms of an InternaUonal unit, and that this 
new unit be the ascertained weight of pure gold representing the 
price of 4 b1\Shels of wheat of standard weight---lMO lbs.-averaged 
over 50 or more years. or such approximation thereto as may be 
deemed most convenient or tend to simplicity. 

6. That in determining the weight of the new unit the prlcea 
recorded by the British ~trr of AgrIcnlture anil FIsheries be 
adopted, and that the average price be expressed In terms of the 
British sovereign-the unit alreadJ adopted as the unit of reference 
In determining the parities of exchange. . 

8. That the gold content of the International Unit having 
been thus determined and approved, the parity of each Ifational 
Unit thereto shall be determined by the ratio In weight of their 
respective gold content, and, this beIog onea determined, the 
National Unit, If altered, Bhall always be a simple fraetion of 
the world unit measured by gold content. 

7. That the International Credit, while based on National 
CredIts, be substantiated by a Guarantee Fund In gold, to which 
all Nations participating shall contribute pari passu. by instal
ments pro rata to the grant of eredlt Issued to each, and that 
such Instalments shall be raised unlforml1 by an ad valorem duty 
on Imports onIJ, sufficient to meet all reqnlrements of the Board 
under the terms of Issue; the amount and number of Instalments 
to be regulated by the time allowed for the completion of the 
Fund and the ratio of gold to eredIt deemed essential; ,and the 
Instalments to be pald annually In advance. • ' , '. 

S. That the grant of eredIt to each p&rttclpant be contingent 
on the transfer to the Board of gold representIng ten per Gent. 

B 
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of such Credlt grant measured In terms of the InternatioDal 
Unit, and the balance by lDs1alments; and that each lDs1alment 
lOver not only the portion of the Guarantee Fund required for 
the year, but sueb further psreentage as may be agreed upon as 
neee88lU'J' for expenses of Inauguration and administration. 

9. That the grant of eredlt be further eonditioDal on the 
grantee Nation entering Into suell engagements and hypotheca
tions as the Board shaD require from all participants and further, 
demonstrating, to the satisfaction of the Board, that the duty 
proposed will 81Ifflce to meet the Board's requirements In full. 

10. That the amount of each graut be based on the average 
Jmports Into the eountry during the three years IaH past, and 
equal such portion of the same as shaD be represented by the 
fraetion!f -where %=the value of Imports and • y' denotes the 
number of times whleh the credit may reasonably be supposed 
to function In the eoune of each year-together with an additioDal 
on~thIrd of that fraetion-- i of ¥ --to lOver remittances to and 
from the Head OffIces of Companies In one eountry and their 
sphere of opsrations In another, and the payment of Interest on 
NatioDal loans held abroad. 

11. That, It being desirable to complete the Guarautee Fund 
In the shortest time psrmitted by the general demand for gold, 
In order that the eredIt may function uniformly on the agreed 
percentage, and that any restrfctions Imposed on eommerce by 
the duty on Imports may be removed as speedlJy as possible, the 
annual lDs1alments shaD In no ease exeeed tifteen In number, nor 
be less than ten; but as a sategnard against possible attempts to 
raise the price of gold undnly, the Board shaD have power, subject 
to the eonsent of the League Counell, to suspend lDs1alment 
payments for a term until arrangements shaD have been 
made by the CouneJI for a supply of gold at a fair uniform 
price. 

111. That, to meet the requirements of such Nations ae. owing 
to impaired credit or loss of productive plant, are unable to meet 
the initial charges of ten per cent. plus the first Dnanelal JnstaI
ment, the international Currsuq Board be empowered to raise a 
Fund In gold 81Ifflclent to adVllDee the whole or part of such 
initial payments, If and where needed, against the hypoth_tlon 
oJ further duties on Imports, addItioDal to those required by the 
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Guaran'- I'1mII. and lIlIffielent In amount to :rield tile annual 
IIlUII required. 

13. That this Fund be raised by tile luue of a Gold Loan bearIDg 
Interest, say. at 31 per eent.. and "papbIe by Instalments. to 
eover botll prlneipal and Interest, numberIDg one less tban tIIose 
allowed for tile 8Ompletlon of tile Guaran'- Gold Fund. -

14. That faD~ to meet &nJ' Instalment when due to tile 
Clurrenq Board be met by tile suspeDSIon of tile eredlt granted 
to tile defaulting nation during a term of grace. anll H not then 
made good. by canceDatiop of tile Grant of Credit to such Ration 
and tile forf~ of all gold aIreadJ' deposited .. a guaran'-; 
and that to meet such a 80ntlngenq tile Rotee issued to Rational 
Treasuriea be differentiated until tile Guarantee Fund be 80m-
pleted. . 

15. That tile International Credit clrcuIate between Indlvlduals 
by drafts obtainable from Hcensed Bankers to be paid for and 
e1eered In Rational CUrrenelea. Banks belng entitled to make 
such eharge for tile aeeommodation lIS shaH be fixed by a Schedule 
to be approved by tlleir TreIISurJ' Autllorltlea, and that tIIese 
drafts be avaDable onIJ for tile one 80mmercIal purpose speelf
loallJ named tIIereon. 

16. That tile dutiea be paid In montb!J' lIS 8OHooted to tile 
I1atlonal or Repreaentative Banks, and be by tIIem employed 
for tile purehase of gold, tile same, on payment to the Board. to 
be transferred to such approved reposltofJ' lIS tile international 
Board may dIreet. and a reeelpt signed by dnIJ appointed oMclaIs. 
and 8Ounter-slgned by tile PresIdent of tile Board be sent to tile 
OMeIaI appointed by each I1atlonal TreasUfJ' maklng payment. 

17. That tile transfer of Capital employed for purposes of 
USUfJ'. whether lIS Loans or Inve&tmenls In foreign undertakings. 
be eHooted lIS now, through tile medium of Bank Credit. and that 
no State Ineor &nJ' HabllitJ eUher In 8Onneetion with tile instru
ment employed or tile guarantee therefore, which must be provided 
by tIIose who Issue the CredU or profit by the issue tIIereof. 

18. That should the sums herein provlded prove lnIIlIffielent 
to 80ver the Board'. expenses. tile deficit be levied on aD part!-
e1panls two f'iUa to the grant of eredIt made to each. ~ 

The Authority of Issue and the Constitution of the Credit 
having been discussed at length in the preceding chapter, con-
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sideration of the proposals may well begin with the enquiry
What do these proposals actually imply, and what essential 
changes in the existing system to they involve? 

Consider first the existing medium of foreign exchange.. It 
consists of Bank or Private Credit circulating by drafts, without 
any constitutional control over the issue and without any definite 
knowledge of the security on which the Credit is based. To 
furnish a visible guarantee for this unknown credit-it cannot 
represent it, since the total visible currency amounts to no more 
than £450,000,000 while the annual Credit turnover is 
£40,000,000,000, and allowing that currency functions five times 
yearly, it can represent no more than one-twentieth part of the 
circulating credit-the Exchequer has tied up £150,000,000 of 
National Capital in the purchase of gold to be avai1able at call 
for the redemption of instruments of Bank Credit over the issue 
of which the State has no control, and in the use of which as well 
as in the benefits and profits derived therefrom, but a very small 
portion of the community directly participate. 

This Bank Credit widely differs from our National Currency 
which now circulates by a similar medium, though with no other 
guarantee than the National Credit. All the gold in the world 
could not ~el"esent British credit, while, within National Bounds 
-its proper sphere-it needs no guarantee. Moreover, Bank 
Credit circulates by such means and in such a manner as to 
reflect any and every disturbing influence-no matter where it 
occurs nor to what cause it be due-through the medium of 
exchange, on which production and commerce at present in
timately depend. 

The proposed system also consists of a Credit circulating by 
drafts, therefore, in principle and in mode of operation it is the 
same. But the International Credit is to be an aggregation of 
all those National Credits in terms of one or other of which Bank 
Credit is expressed, but on which it has not the remotest claim 
seeing that legally it can claim redemption only in National 
Currency which is not legal tender abroad. Thus the new system 
is in theory and in fact,-what the old wrougfully claims to be
truly representative of National Credits, and, in addition, con
stant to their statutory values, which Bank Credits Dever have 
been. 
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NatiooaI credits are controlled by·NatiooaI Governments and 
no pledging of the credit can be made without a mandate from 
the Representative Assembly. The issue of the new credit is 
to be made and controlled by a duly constituted authority acting 
as Trustee for the whole world under a mandate from each 
several Parliament. This mandate defines its form, issue, basis 
of allotment, its security and the method of providing the same
in a manner and by means identical for all-and its guarantee in 
gold, the medium at present falsely recognised the world over as 
actual wealth. • 

In all this the.e is no change save that truth is substituted for 
fiction and substance for shadow. 

The only changes other than this fundamental one from 
assumption to fact; are these--The unit of value, by which th~ 
new Credit is to be measured and in terms of which it is to be 
expressed, is to be independent of all NatiooaI Units, and is to 
be based on the weight of gold representing ;:m ascertained 
commodity value as a Credit for which the commodity actually 
provides the asset. 

The one omission is the monetisation of gold-the appraising 
it at an arbitrary value apart from the commodity credit wherein 
its intrinsic value as currency lies. This is the one disturbing 
element in the world's Currency system, because while the use 
of Currency cannot be concerned in Intel'\llltionaI Exchange, 
finance can, by its command of gold, render itself independent of 
all constitutiooaI control and so dominate every phase of hWllllli 
activity, both those of Governments and of the communities they 
represent. The power to export gold under restrictions is not 
merely a premature action, but involves a policy of retrogression, 
It is a return to a system of Exchange as faulty as it is aggressive 
and oppressive, which Economics, despite the harangues and 
articles of its professors, has quite outgrown, and which in our 
National currency we in Great Britain have discarded even in 
theory, and America has discarded in practice. 

At the present moment every effort is being made by certain 
financiers and financial economists not only to conso~date but 
to extend their power, by urging that the control of finance and 
currency should be entrusted solely to Banks, free from the 
authority and supervision of those who are sole trustees of the 
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credit on which currency is based, and from the assets of which all 
value derives. In other words, the accredited guardians of the 
National Economy are asked to cede their office to others, and to 
adopt the tenets of the new cult-followers of a science falsely 
so-called-which would fain set up gold as Lord Paramount over 
humanity. This new cult aim to exalt an instrument 
designed as a servant to be the supreme arbiter of life. 

Section I. By vesting the League of Nations with authority 
to act as Trustees and Administrators of the International Credit 
the power of finance over currency and exchange-which involve 
production-is at once curtailed; but the obligation and the 
power of National Trustees to discharge their trust with efficiency 
are not only re-affirmed but strengthened. History and nature 
alike assure us that while economic laws in principle remain 
unchanged, time and circumstance may so modify their working 
as to induce adaptation to environment. Hence the creation 
of a Trust to consolidate National responsibilities beyond national 
bounds, would but extend the constitutional right-no taxation 
without representation. There is not a particle of the human 
body which does not playa part in the construction, development 
and functioning of the brain. There is not an elector in the 
body-politic who is not in theory-and should be in verity and 
practice--responsibie for the due administration of National 
trusts; and if these be not rightly administered, then 
the responsibility is his for entrusting their administration to 
incompetent hands. Something more is required of National 
Representatives than the ovine capacity to follow the party 
bell-wether througb a given gap-the lobby door. 

Moreover, the appointinent would give the League a definite 
purpose, intimately concerned with the object which brought 
it into being-the promotion of universal peace-by generating 
and confirming that mutual confidence and trust witbout which 
its purpose cannot be achieved. 

At present the League is at best an imperfect body, still lacking 
some of its members, and as such incapable of demonstrating 
either its purpose or its sincerity in fulfilling it, by doing away 
with the old leaven of malice and wickedness and substituting 
therefor the life-giving principles of sincerity and truth. World
freedom can be won only by a fuller knowledge of truth; for it is 
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knowledge of the facts of h1lllll¥1life which alone can help us to 
discern the false, and devise sound means of reformation. The 
role of might is not yet obsolete, ~ut not yet has it transformed 
itself into right, and never will. 

But the League of Nations, like a National Parliament,1argely 
reflects the preconceived ideas of its constituent members, and 
in drawing up the constitution and regulations of an International 
Credit the two essentials mnst be-to decide as to the desirability 
of such a credit, and, if the decision be favourable, to keep ever 
in mind the true origin,' Jesign, and function of a credit. The 
first has been already decided by the Report of the American 
Delegates to the Peace Conference at Ver.;ailles, and, for the 
second, not only Bankers, representatives of finance, and delegates 
of gold-producing countries must be selected as members, but 
men who are more concerned and have more regard for its 
design and use, than to the medium by which it circulates; 
men who, recognising the impol"l:a!lce of stability to production 
and exchange, are prepared to discard all elements of instability 
and to base their action on the true principles of economy and 
the promotion of equity to all. The one essential for those who 
frame the proposals must be to keep ever in mind the origin of a 
true credit, its design and functioning, and to give the greater 
weight to its use, not to the material by which it is guaranteed. 

It must be admitted that the previous efforts of the League in 
this direction do not afford substantial grounds for confidence, 
threatening as they do both the comity of Nations and interna
tional equity. It should, however, be recognised that the officiaIs 
had to base their scheme on existing conditions, and to regulate 
their actions by existing methods, and had no authority to 
inaugurate new.· 

Thus their action in the case of the Anstrian Loan should not of 
necessity be taken as an indication that they approve the condi
tions under which the scheme was framed, though this does not 
preclude honest criticism of the scheme itself. Criticism, even 
il adverse, may serve to disclose to its inaugurators wherein a 
proposai faiIs and, at the same time, to suggest sounder principles 
and wiser methods,alike tending to more sure and equi~ble results. 

·s .. ~pter X. 
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Section 2. • This section clearly defines the dutes of the Board 
as Trustees, and the conditions precedent to any grant of Credit, 
both of which must-prior to the granting of the necessary 
authority-have been considered by all and approved by a 
majority of the Nations constituting the League. The participa
tion of non-members will be evidence of their assent. The duties 
imposed on all participants and the methods of fulfilling them 
are identical . 

• The fwther powers suggested may in both cases be deferred 
mtil the structure of the Credit, and its administration have been 
tested and approved .. 

Their object is to restrict the use of the Credit to purposes of 
commerce and production and at the same time, to make the 
services of the Board avai1able to promote international 
Loans on absolute security and consequently at low 
interest. 

Secticn 3. In a previous chapter it was demonstrated that no 
matter what form or material the Credit medium assumed, all 
currency was directly secured on the National Credit, and derived 
its intrinsic value from the assets on which that credit was based. 
By requiring every detail of the International Credit-its inau
guration, issue and administration-to be submitted to and 
generally approved in advance by International Parliaments 
represented on the League, the Credit will as truly emanate from 
and be representative of each National Credit as the National 
Currency itself. 

This being so, and inasmuch as gold is not essential to the free 
function of a domestic currency properly regarded, there can be no 
reasonable objection to the transfer of a whole or part of the 
National Gold Store to the administrators of the International 
Credit as Trustees, to serve, as now, as a 'visible guarantee of that 
Credit. As evidenced by the Bankers' Clearing House Report
the only function of gold in relation to exchange, excluding its 
tr:lnsfer for purposes of finance, is to guarantee the inefficient 
form of Credit instrument now circulating without authority on 
private initiative. Under the proposed System there will be no 
need for any gold movements on currency account, and its bestowal 
in Central Repositories will serve every necessary purpose that 
it now fulfils. 
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The percentage of gold to the total credit which will suffice to 
establish it as a reliable medium of exchange will depend largely 
on the mode of circulation between individuals. In fixing this 
percentage there are three considerations which may serve to 
guide us. Opinions are no guide unless they are based on due 
consideration of all the facts and premises. Predilection or 
prejudice are too often "Will-o'-the-Wisps." 

The first of the three considerations is this. If the method \If 
circulation is to receive the previous approval of all Nations 
participating, such generaI approval will have the force of an 
International Convention constituting, the Credit legal-tender. 
Such general approval should tend to reduce the percentage of the 
guarantee, which, since the Credit is to be uniform in character, 
will prevent the unnecessary lock-up of capital by all 
Nations. 

The second consideration is the mode of circulation between 
individuals. If the credit circulate by draft, and the function of 
each draft be limited to the individual transaction -for which it is 
issued, it stands to reasOn that the credit may well circulate ten 
or twenty times yearly instead of five only. In this case, too, the 
tendency will be to reduce the percentage, since the Credit will 
only be pledged during the brief time intervening between the 
issue and clearance of the draft, 

The third consideration is the evidence furnished by past 
experience. In pre-War days-when trade was as normal as it 
could be with a faulty medium of exchange, and when the greed 
of gain was less pronounced in every branch of trade and finance-
Banks found it possible to fulfiI all obligations to their cus
tomers, domestic and foreign, on a percentage ratio of cash-gold, 
silver and copper-to liabilities not exceeding I in 8 or 3 in 20. 

The difference in circumstances too must not be forgotten nor 
the trend of public opinion. Closely as economists cling to 
ancient predilection and misplaced deduction faIseIy elevated 
into a science, the tendency in practice is to regard Credit, and not 
gold, as the true basis of a cnrrency and to let it circulate in the 
form of credit-instruments or tokens. Gold is thus regarded as 
evidence of the invisible assets behind the Credit, " and the 
tendency-from the commercial though not from the 'financial 
view-point-is to regard currency as a medium only, and to rely 
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more on the intrinsic value than on the outward presentment, 
which in this, as in many other cases, may grossly mislead. 

Herein lies the difference in circumstance. In a law-abiding 
community the people Cl'etiit the Government with the ability 
to maintain and enforce its laws. In a newly constituted 
International combine such credit is little more than potential
at best a germ. The constitution of such a body is evidence that 
the germ is there, and its raisO'lf "" etre is to foster and develop 
the growth into a perfect unity. But-" the time of harvest is 
not yet." 

This is the one consideration calling for caution, and may justly 
require the percentage to be fixed at a higher level than would 
otherwise be necessary. 

In " A Fluctuating Exchange and the Remedy"· in which 
these proposals were first mooted-though in most imperfect 
form owing to the financial chaos then prevailing-So per cent. 
was suggested. Now, under more settled conditions, a lower 
percentage may well be deemed efficient. Whatever percentage 
may be finally fixed upon, the one essential must be identity in 
every detail of its provision. An international credit can only 
function stably on an Uniform guarantee, furnished Pari passu, 
by equal instalments and by the same method, and pro raja at 
the same cost. 

One other point may well be mentioned. If the Credit be 
inaugurated during the present depression of international trade, 
it is possible that demands for the Credit, based unifonnly on a 

'. percentage of the last 3 years, would understate rather than 
overstate normal requirements. The advent of a stable and 
equitable medium of exchange, based solely on commodity 
value, should itself promote not only a revival but a general 
expansion of production and trade, and the more so, if, as will be 
shown heerafter, the medium be rendered wholly immune from 
the influence and machinations of finance. If, then, the guaran
tee be initial1y fixed at fifty per cent., a general demand for 
increased grants of credit-testifying that the circn1ation was 
winning confidence by fulfilment of its purpDSe-Qlllld be met by 
gradual reduction of the percentage of the Guarantee Fund, thus 

• Publiabed by the author in January. 192>. at 68. Vactoria StIeet. 
S.W.I. See Preface. 
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increasing th!l Credit grants uniformly to the amount covered by 
the new ratio. 

In discussing these proposa1s in x92X with Embassy officials 
and representatives of Trade Combines, and Chambers of 
Commerce, the question was often raised-" Where is the 
Guarantee Fund to be stored?" This was not at the time 
surprising considering the general distrust and confusion every
where prevailing, but now that things, all too slowly, are assuming 
a more normal aspect, such a question seldom should or would be 
raised. It is inconceivable as bas been said, that any National 
or Representative Bank would be less faithful in fulfilling its 
obligations to an International Trust than to a Nationalcostomer, 
public or private, especially when they and their fellow Nationals 
are joint beneficiaries under the Trust. It is also inconceivable 
that International Trustees would be less vigilant and exacting 
in theix supervision than other public Trustees. To avoid any 
misconception the selection is delegated to the Council of the 
League where all are ~resented. . 

The guarantee itself should be regarded not as an evidence of 
the stability of a Nation's credit, but of National good-faith in 
fulfilling the Board's requirements, and as the means of making 
the International Credit function uniformly. 

SecIimJ 4- This section defines the twofold circulation of the 
Credit-privately, between National Treasuries only, and 
publicly, between individuals. This simply follows the present 
system of circulating Bank Credit, which circulates between 
individuals by drafts adjusted by the Bankers Clearing Hoose, 
and privately by the traosfer of credit from Bank to Bank. 

There is a great difference, however, since the proposed system 
renders the actna1 Credit-medium inaalessible to all save National 
Authorities and, therefore, places it beyond the reach of financial 
manipulations to which gold, as a medium, so readily lends itself, 
and not even the Board itself nor the Representative Banks will 
have drawing powers on the funds which they control 

Prior to circulation a measure must exist for determining 
the amount of credit traosferred, and, since the primary use is to 
measure commodity values, it is fitting that it should itself be 
based on and represent the ascertained value of a fixed measure 
of a commodity, expressed in weight of gold. This has been fully 
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dealt with in the previous chapter and need not be further 
laboured. 

The closing words of the Section are merely a precaution should 
steps be taken in the direction contemplated by Section 6. 

Section 5. See preceding chapter. 
Section 6. This section not only regulates the parity of 

exchange but leaves it within the power of a National Government 
to make any change thought desirable in its National unit or 
currency. It stipulates, however, that if a change be made it 
shall have for one of its objects the simplification of the parity of 
the National unit to the Mundie so that fractions and decimals 
shall no longer be needed in expressing such parity. Whether 
this is desirable at the outset or should be postponed in any case 
till the Guarantee Fund is complete is an open question. The 
old proverb-anent changing horses while fording a stream
may well apply, but there can be no harm in providing for the 
contingency. It should, however, be remembered that it is 
purely a matter of convenience since no change in a domestic 
currency will inlluence the Mundie, nor need the reverse action 
produce result. It is possible, too, that books of tables for the 
adjustment of exchanges and other conveniences may already 
exist which would obviate the necessity for change to those 
concerned. 

Section 7. The object of this Section is to ensure uniformity 
not only in the nature of the tax by which the Guarantee Fund is 
to be raised, but in the incidence of the tax and in the methods 
by which it is imposed. Thus the Fund from which all must 
indirectIy benefit will indirectly be provided by all. There will 
be no need to differentiate the tax; for articles of necessity must 
be enjoyed proportionately by all, while articles of luxury will 
be within the reach of the wealthy alone. 

It is imposed on commodities at the time of their transfer to 
another country because the function of currency is to assist 
that transfer, and it is levied on imports only, because the exports 
of one country are the imports of some other, and it is in connec
tion with imports that the occasion for a representative medium 
alone arises. Thus the impost is placed where it is most fitting, 
and-save in the case of Nations availing themselves of the 
provision of Section ~ould be practically uniform in amount 
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since the amount to be guaranteed is regulated in all cases by 
the same proportion of the National imports. 

H ' s ' represent the import of any Counby and ' , , the agreed 

number of times which the Credit will function annoally, ;- will 
represent the total need of Credit for commercial purposes. The 
grant, therefore, will in every case be }: and, as 'y' is a 
constant, the only variation possible will be determined in each 
case by s. Thus. the grant varying with s, and the amount of 
tax to be raised depending on the grant. the tax can only vary in 
like proportion to the "!atio which s in one case bears 
to s in another, i.e., in proportion to imports. In other words 
the tax should be proportionately identical for all Nations, and a 
duty of like amount should suffice to raise the sum required by 
the Guarantee Fund in every case. 

It goes without saying, that the sooner the Guarantee Fund 
is completed, the sooner will the special duty be repealed, and 
exchange be unrestricted. And yet the duty is not taxation in 
the general sense of the word, but rather the pledgfug of National 
Credit in visible form to secure a definite and permanent benefit 
for all Nationals. It is a permanent investment, for though the 
duty ceases, the benefits abide, 

The number of instalments win depend on the time allowed for 
building up the Guarantee Fund, and this in tum on the percent
age of the guarantee. For purposes of demonstration it is 
assumed that the percentage originally is fixed at fifty, and to 
avoid undue pressure upon any Nation fifteen years is allowed 
for completion. This means that in addition to the initial 
payment of ten per cent. on the allotment of a grant the balance 
forty per cent. plus the sum allowed for expenses. say S 'Yo. Ol" ' 

forty-five per cent. in all, is to be paid in fifteen instalments 
of three per cent. on the amount of aedit allotted; all allotments 
being payable annoally and in advance. Of this three per cent., 
two and two-thinIs per cent. are allocated to the Guarantee Fund 
and one-third of one percent. to expenses. Thus, as the first pay
ment is to include the first annnal instalment. the Credit will mm
mence to function on a ratio of 12.' percent., rising at the end of the 
first year to lsi per cent.--the minimum and maximum'lID which 
Bank Credit was wont to function in pre-War days for domestic 
and foreign c:iraJlation combined. At the end of I4 years from 
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inauguration the full fifty per cent. would be complete. The 
amount of duty necessitated by such an arrangement will be 
dealt with later. Should a gold ratio of thirty per cent. be 
deemed a sufficient guarantee the fifteen instalments could be 
reduced to ten, the initial payment still remaining at ten per 
cent., but each instalment being reduced to two and a half 
per cent. 

Section 8. See on previous section. The instalments of gold 
would, of course, be paid in by weight, and the initial payments 
either furnished from existing stores, or, by a loan of the amount 
needed issued under the provisions of Section u. 

The sum allowed for expenses should be reasonable, sufficient 
for its P1H]lOse and equally apportioned. 

The duties imposed on the Board as administrators would 
largely consist of book-keeping; and beyond the provision of 
housing, material and an adequate staff should entail 
no great outlay. The staff should be international like the 
Credit. 

Section 9. The obligatioDs imposed by this Section are those 
of an ordinary business contract, and will be required from all. 
It should be remembered that the Contract is solely between 
the Contracting Government and the International Board and, 
.therefore, requires no guarantors and involves no other Nation. 
The Guarantee has in every case to be furnished by a National 
contribution to the International Gold Fund, and the ouly 
obligation imposed on any Government-and the same is imposed 
on all and should press equally on all-is to raise by a duty on 
imports a sum sufficient for this purpose. When it is remembered 
that fulfilment of this duty places within the reach of every 
Nation a credit circulating at a constant value, of twice or, it 
may be even of four times the amount subscribed in gold, Govern
ments will have every inducement to 'see that they fail not.' 
The power to fulfil the obligation being already vested in the 
Government and capable of being constitutionally enforced, its 
imposition calls for nO new powers and involves less hardship 
than the adoption of a gold medium for a National Currency. 
There must be no default if the penalties imposed by Section 13 
are to be avoided. The probable amount of duty is discussed 
on page IJ2. 
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Sectiott 10. The general axiom that cmrency functions five 
times yearly would appear to have little basis in fact, if we 
compare the enormous turnover of Great Britain with her actual 
issue of Currency Notes. It may be true, however, for that 
portion of the cmrency actually employed for daily exchange. 
Assuming this to be true, we are at once struck by the disparity 
between the total of Bank Credit and of National Currency 
restricted to domestic Exchange. If only one-fourth of the 
cheques dealt with at the Bankers' Clearing House represent 
domestic business, we have a total of £ro,ooo,ooo,ooo per annum, 
while, assuming that £300,000,000 Currency Notes and the 
unpledged £roo,ooo,ooo of Bank of England Notes*-many of 
which circulate abroad in lieu of gold-aII circulate 5 times 
annually, they can provide for £2,000,000,000 only. The 
proportion would thus seem to be as twenty-five to one, save that 
allowance must be made for the in.6uence of cheques and other 
instruments in restricting the ebb and flow of currency proper. 
It is safe, therefore, to assume that where the Credit instrument 
is confined to a single tranSaction, the more rapidly will it function, 
seeing that the clearance of the instrument makes the Credit 
again available in another direction. This does not, however, 
imply that an International Credit would function with equal 
rapidity in every country, though it should tend to do so seeing 
that the grant to each Nation bears the same proportion to its trade. 

To tie up National Capital in providing a guarantee for Credit 
which cannot be used would be sheer waste. It will be well, 
therefore, to keep initial requirements low, and extend the grants 
as additional credit is asked for. This, if the demand be general. 
can be effected, as has been said, by reducing the percentage of 
the Guarantee Fund and by the issue of such additional Credit 
to all as the new percentage will cover; or, if individual, by 
granting an increase provided the applicant pay at once the full 
weight of guarantee already subscribed on the original issue or 
borrow the same through the International Board under the 
provisions of Section 12, adapted to meet the case. 

In this connection it would seem advisable to foresta1l a 
question which has already been asked by people tKlCUpying 

° £56.250.000 ill Bank of EuglaDd Notes is.held on Curreacy Note 
IICOOUDt. 
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responsible positions in Trade and other organisations and may
and probably will be raised by others. 

What would happen if a Nation' A ' required large quantities 
of a natural product of ' B ' for a certain industry, but had nothing 
which ' B ' required to offer in exchange? Would not this lead 
to the speedy absorption by , B ' of the Credit issued to ' A ' ? 
What then would' A ' do ? 

The question implies the non-recognition of two important 
factors in exchange-the interdependence of Nations, and the 
impossibility of one Nation retaining a monopoly for any length 
of time. It ignores too, the fact that, unless under the grip of 
finance, nations, like individuals, are free agents; in that grip, 
they are bond slaves. 

The opening up of new countries is gradually abolishing the 
idea of a monopoly and demonstrating beyond dispute that 
however highly favoured a country may be in respect of natural 
gifts, there are 9ther lands possessing one or more of those gifts 
waiting to be developed. The experience of recent years assures 
us that so-called monopolies are destined ultimately to be 
shattered by the discovery either of new sources of supply, of a 
reasonable substitute for the material or of improved methods 

. of treatment or manufacture. 
Most readers will have heard of the mythical baker, who lost 

a half-penny on every loaf he sold and made a huge fortune by 
reason of his increased trade. 

It would be a difficult task in these latter days to find a whole 
nation willing to trade at a certain loss. Yet the objection 
named above pre-supposes such a condition, and ignores the facts 
that from the outset the Books of the International Board will 
deal with the Credit and record transfers thereof, on an Inter
national and not a National basis; and that once the Guarantee 
Fund is complete the need for differentiating the Notes issued to 
individual Treasuries will cease. Thus a persistently adveise 
balance with the country supplying the material of an industry, 
may be as persistently converted into a credit bY larger returns 
from the country or countries requiring the finished product. 
An importer of raw material might with equal reason assert 
that a flourishing manufacturing firm must be on the verge of 
bankruptcy, since all his dealings with it were on the debit side. 
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To return to practical details :-Though the notes issued to 
each nation will bear distinguishing featores-to facilitate the 
carrying out of the provisos in Article 13 of the Proposals-the 
Credit will be dealt with as an uniform wlioIe at the Intexnational 
Currency Board, and no regard will be had to any distinctive 
features of the Bonds, unIess a Nation should default in its 
payments, and suspension ensue. 

It might be deemed part of the Board's duties, while the 
gold guarantee is in formation, to act as a Clearing House between 
the various Representative'Banks for Bonds of various Nations. 
On completion of the Guarantee Fund, say in the fifteenth year, 
new bonds of uniform character might be issued and the tem
porary difficulty for ever abolished. 

H the units of the body-politic would only think for themselves, 
instead of blindly accepting the dictates of convention or the 
policy of the loud-voiced man, how much misery, trouble and 
loss the world would be spared! Electors shonld be trained to 
rea1ise that the vote enta,ils personal responsibility· to the State; 
and not to party. 

The state. of a Nation's balance with the Intexnational Board 
may either be on the same footing as that of a private individual 
with his Banker-unknown to any but themselves, or, as wonld 
seem desirable, declared and published at regular intervals, 
like those of Central Banks. The more open and above-board 
the administration of the Credit, the more readily mutual c0n

fidence will be fostered and the oomity of Nations be sustained, 
the more keen, too, will be each Nation to maintain a good 
presentment. 

Section IX. From the fact that the first instalment is to 
coincide with that of the initial ten per cent., it follows from the 
wording of this section that the Guarantee Fund will be completed 
in one year less than the number of instalments. By this· 
arrangement four advantages are secured. A clear I2 months 
is allowed for winding up all details connected with the inaugura
tion of the Credit, and repayment of the final instalment of the 
Gold loan; the re1ease of trade from all restrictionS will be 
expedited; the co\lection of all instalments-other than 'The first 
which may be borrowed-will be placed wholly in the hands of 
the responsible Government, so that any default will be due to the_ 
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ineptitude of itself and its officials; and last, but most important, 
the Guarantee on which the CrecJit is to function will 4b initio be 
based on a percentage already proved efficient. 

The conditions imposed on all participants are simple-to 
levy a sufficient duty on imports to cover all liabilities to the 
Board, and to hand over the agreed statutory weight in Gold 
for each Mundie or international unit due. There will be no 
guarantors required, no agents for fiotation-each exacting his 
special peculium for service unneeded-but every participant will 
have a world credit apportioned to his need-constant in value, 
stable in every mart, and the poorest will pay no more than the 
richest and most powerful Nations under the sun. The one 
requirement will be-a simple contract between a participating 
Nation and the Board, the contents of which will be common 
knowledge the world over, because-" Everybody's doing it." 

The concluding words are merely precautionary. It will be 
open to the Governments of gold-producing countries to establish 
a cIaim on output at an agreed price, and non-producing countries 
can enter into a contract either directly or through the Board, 
which would render nugatory any combination to raise the price 
of the metal. 

Payment for this Gold could be made, if required, by means 
of specified securities to be deposited with their Treasury Agents 
by the licensed Bankers as payment for the colltrol of Credit 
assured to them on their clients' behalf. These, in the event of a 
comer in the selected securities could be borrowed, the 10cal 
Banks being indemnified in National Credit or Currency from 
the proceeds of the special duty on imports, until a renewed 
deposit of the specified securities cou1d be obtained at ordinary 
rates. 

Sedion 12. Apart from those inaugurating the Credit as a 
sound and invariable medium of Exchange, this is the most 
important section in the new scheme. It enables every Nation to 
participate in the benefit of the Credit on terms otherwise im
possible for the beneficiary, without the sma11est risk to those 
who temporarily supply the means. The method usually 
adopted--ud we1l exemplified in the matter of the Austrian 
Loan (I922r-is to furnish 10ans of Credit on such terms and 
under such conditions as must prove an additional handicap to 
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NatiOJlS--QJready suffering from productive or financial disabili
ties-in the keen competition of International trade, since the 
settlement of every National debt must ultnnately fall on pr0-

duction. It is very much the same as imposing extra weight 
to be canied by a three-1egged horse for the Derby. The latter 
might possibly be justified as an attempt to keep him out of the 
field, and remove a possible obstruction to more favoured com
petitors. But, in dealing with Nations, not even thus much of 
excuse is possible. The action is suicidal, since every producer 
is a prospective customer.' To assist a Nation in reconstru~ 
its productive activities is to aid in the settlement of its debts, 
and-as productive effort must find an outlet in Exchange-to 
introduce a new customer into " the world's markets. To impose 

-a heavy tax for" so doing is to impair his power to 
repay. 

Section x3. In establishing an International Credit by an 
uniform contribution of National Credit, power is given to every 
Nation to apply for such Credit as it needs, on equal terms with 
all others. Apart from'the initial payments required from all 
alike, subsequent payments are entirely under the control of the 
National Executive. The object of this Section is to enable those 
who need it to obtain the initial payments on loan from the Board 
upon fair, not to say easy, terms, ouly rendered possible by the 
consideration, that those who lend direct to the Board incur no 
possible risk. This will involve the hypothecation of a further 
duty on imports to cover the amount advanced by the Board 
with interest, by means of instalments numbering one less than 
those required for the Guarantee Fund. The object of this last 
arrangement is to render coterminous all obligations incurred by 
the inauguration and completion of the Credit. If the amount of 
Interest payable on the gold Loan be 31% or 31%, the rate 
charged by the International Board should in no case exceed 
folD' per cent.-4'Y.-for the reasons named above. To discharge 
a loan of 4% by X4 equal instalments would need a 
sum of 1.995. 4d. or 91-x5% per annum of the amount borrowed. 
The duty which this would entail on each borrower will be shown 
later,· , 

~. " 

'See p. 132. 
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The differenoe-one half or one fourth of one per cent.-between 
the interest to be paid by the Board and that payable by borrowers 
from the Board, should cover the Board's expenses in connection 
with the transaction. 

Section, Z4. The provisions of this Section are designed for 
the protection of all participants in the Credit Scheme, and also 
of the Board as borrowers and their creditors who furnish the 
Gold Loan. It will be patent that the proceeds of the Gold Loan 
will never leave the custody of the Board. On receipt the Board 
will issue securities with coupons attached representing the yearly 
instalments in number and value. The gold will be distributed 
among such central Depositories as the Board may direct, and 
there will remain; the coupons being encashed from the gold paid 
in by borrowers from the Loan Fund. So long as these repay
ments are punctually met, the security holders will be paid 
thereout; but should permanent default ensue, the Credit being 
cancelled, there will no longer be any lien upon the gold provided 
by the Loan, and it will be available for the repayment of any 
balance of principal and interest outstanding. 

From this it will be clearly seen that, so long as the Board's 
debtors on Loan acoount fulfil their obligations, the security 
holders receive their annual quota, while, in the event of default, 
the original gold is available for retum-the risk to the investor 
is practically nil. It may be deemed advisable, when issuing the 
Gold Loan, to take power to suspend repayment of any sum due 
to investors for a period not exceeding one year, to furnish to the 
defaulter such opportunity as may be thought fitting for reopening 
the Credit on payment of all aITearS, with or without a fine as 
the circumstances demand. 

SectUnt 1:5. This section needs little comment. It restricts 
the circulation of National currencies to their own borders, and 
thus restores to each Government the power to maintain its vaIue 
relative to commodities both at home, where it is IegaI tender, and 
abroad, where it is not. To ensure this the latter clause is 
essential. So long as the instrument of Exchange can be warped 
to suit the purposes of finance, and money converted into gam
bling , chips: so long will production and exchange be absolutely 
dominated by finance. U money vaIue and not commodity 
value is to regulate exchange, and money vaIue is to vary with 
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the financial policy of the hour, exchange on stable and equitable 
terms must be impossible. 

It should be noted that this involves no change in the system 
now employed by finance, other than the adoption of the Inter
national unit of value, but makes the system of commercial 
exchange coincide therewith, though under State control. In' 
each case the credit is to circulate by draft backed by a Gold 
Guarantee, but in each case the onus of providing the gold backing 
is placed upon the Authorl,ty of Issue. 

SedUm :1:6. This and the two following Sections are here 
introduced to enable readers to follow the working of 
the proposals. They need no comment. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE MODE OF WORKING 

.. The business of life is easy or hard. according to tbe skill or lack of 
skill displayed in production and distribution. It has been tbought that 
business exists for profit. That is wrong. Busin ... exists for service." 

HBNRY FORD. My Lif .. n4 Wtwk. 

BEFORE proceeding to discuss the working of the proposals, it 
appears advisable to draw renewed attention to the fact that the 
introduction of an International Credit and unit of value will 
not involve change in any National unit or currency. The 
sovereign, shilling, franc, dollar, yen and leu may remain as now, 
and by the majority of people the changes in the International 
monetary system will pass unnoticed, unless they are directly 
engaged in banking or foreign trade, or travel much abroad. 
The change will only affect the average citizen through the 
benefits which a stable exchange must have on production and 
employment, and in its tendency to steady the prices of imported 
goods. Directly, he will not be interested in the matter, but 
indirectly, every citizen is most vitally concerned. As possessed 
of the franchise, every voter is directly responsible for the election 
of fitting representatives to the House of Commons, and it is to 
these as representing the body politic that the administration 
and safeguarding of National property-which includes their 
own-is entrusted. This trust includes the provision of a fair 
and equitable medium of exchange, which will not only enable 
the poorest to dispose of his labour for such form of currency 
as will ensure provision for the needs of himself and his family, 
but will also assist the exchange of that which his labour produces, 
whether the market be at home or abroad. 

The form in which wages are paid to him-whether in paper, 
gold or silver-troubles him not at all. To him they represent 
the necessaries and some of the enjoyments of_life, and his one 
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concern, if he has any, i.s-How much can I afford to spend 
on each of these ? and, if thrifty-What shall I have left to put 
by? Assured on these points he is satisfied, and thus tacitly 
acquiesces in the truths, which have here been so persistently 
urged, that the material of a currency is of little consequence, 
since its real value depends on the commodities it represents, 
and its constancy on the statute of 1egal tender. To him, money 
is but the means to secure commodities, and this view is shared 
by all those whose use of money tallies with its design. 

But there is the other'side to consider. The worker is not 
only concerned with the return for his labo~, he is directly and 
intimately interested in the disposal of those things which his 
labour produces, and on which the constancy and regularity of 
his work depends.' Employment depends upon production, and 
production in turn upon exchange, for all productive effort 
is labour lost or ill·bestowed un1ess the finished products find a 
ready sale. And just as at home, a currency of constant value 
acting as 1egal tender ~or its value in commodities is essential 
to the free exchange of labour for the necessaries and enjoyments 
of life, so in foreign markets, nothing can more readily and 
efficiently promote the international exchange of products, than 
a medium of constant value, issued by Constitutional Authority, 
and commanding its face value in every market of the world. 
To ensure this is to the interest and should be the endeavour 
of every voter in the country. Anything that tends to ensUre 
its introduction should be welcomed, while everything which 
now hampers or hinders free exchange should not only be con
demned, but every effort made for its removal. Nothing can do 
more to stimulate a revival in production than a ready and fair 
exchange by means of a constant medium: nothing can interpose 
a more serious hindrance to commen:e, and consequently to 
production and employment, than instability in the medium 
employed for exchange. , 

Let a workman picture to himseH the effect on his own pur
chases, if the £1 currency note would command 205. value oue 
week, ISS. the next, I2S. 6d. the next, and I'JS. the 'next. ' How 
could he possibly plan his weekly budget to secure an ~n supply 
of the necessaries and comforts he desires, and has earned by bis 
toil? Mark thi~ I His employer would be in no special way to 
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blame. He and all others would be in the like case, but one 
and all would be' responsible in equal measure far tolerating 
the faulty medium, and not demanding from the governing 
brain one more oonstant and satisfactory. 

But the variations in values which result from the lack of 
a constant medium for the exchange of goods with fareign 
OOWltries are far wider than those named. To-day, January ];2, 

z<)26, the French trader has to provide 5 units for each unit 
of normal exchange, a Belgian 41, an Italian 4, a Turk 8, and a 
Roumanian ri. 

AIl this oonfusion arises from the fact that there is no Inter
national Currency, and consequently no independent inter
national unit of value. the latter, far exchange purposes, being 
supplied by the British unit-the sovereign. The confusion 
is bad enough when the sovereign itself is stable, but when the 
sovereign is at a disoount with the units of one Ol' more other 
nations, International Exchange beoomes chaotic, and c0m

plications arising in any OOWltry are boWld to be reflected in 
others. 

Nor is this all. The wark entailed by the present system is 
many times greater than need be, and the hindrance imposed 
upon commerce is far more serious than is generally realised. 
The aim of this book is not only to introduce a stable medium 
of exchange without disturbing National currencies, but also to 
simplify the mode of operation. 

Some indication of the oompIexities of the present system 
may be gathered from a perusaI of the paragraph headings of 
any text-book on Fqreign Exchange, and the means by which it is 
effected. In lien of a fixed parity of Exchange, one finds that 
the Exchange parity varies with the OOWltry, that no less than 
four denominations or varieties are specified-Long Exchange, 
Short Exchange, Telegraphic Exchange, and an exotic variety 
known to the initiated as • Tel QueI: the origin of which term 
seems shrouded in mystery. Some would derive it from the Latin 
• tale quaIe: which may imply that it is as good as another where 
all express the same thing with a difference. The doubts as to 
origin may arise from a difference in MS. readings. U so, one 
may remark that it is highly reminiscent of • tekel • found in the 
handwriting on the wall disclosed to Ahasuerus, and that the 
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true signification may imply-" Thou hast been weighed in the 
balance and found wanting." 11le suggestion bas at least this 
mtlCh to support it, that it aa:urately describes them an. When 
we ame to the media by which expression is giwn to these 
varieties of exchange, we find them different in form, but strangely 
alike in oonstitution; while the methods of ca1cnIating the 

, present value of those due at future dates are as variable as the 
weather. and the resolts as tIIKIertain. 

By contrast to the complex sysrem which such a perasa1 
will disclose, the simplicity of the method here proposed is 
intensified. 

A men:hant in London having to pay an account in Milan, say, 
for 25,225 me will, if the suggested <. UDit " be adopted, know 
that the fixed exchange for this SOlD is Mc.:r,ooo· which is also 
the equivalent of £I,ooo sterling. 

He will, therefore, apply to his Bank for a dIaft on the British 
Repftsentative Bank for Mc.:r,ooo, and pay for it either in 
Currency Notes ddiog thereto the schednled'charge for a 
draft of this amount-or' by a cheque drawn on current account. 
If his Bank be not licensed to issue these, it will have made 
with one or other of the Iirensed Banks such arrangements for 
issue as the Treasmy authorities shaD sanction. 

11le dIaft on International Credit will be sent either direct 
to the creditor, CII' through a banker-il so ammged-to be 
exchanged for a full set of cIocoments covering the cost 'and 
freight of the goods. In due course the cheque will be passed 
by the vendor to his Bank and the value til _ placed to his 
credit in Ioca1 currency. 11le dIaft being issued by CODstitutiooal 
authority delegated to the Board by the Government of each 
participating nation, will cany its full face va1ue at parity 
equivalent in ewry market. 11le paying Bank will erase the 
endorsement only-thereby withdrawing the cheque from 
cin:aJation-and will leave the signature to be canoe1Ied by the 
Representative Bank as evidence that they had givea credit 
to the payee Bank and retired the dIaft. There will be DO need 
to wait for reference to the Representative Bank before with
drawal, the draft being a receipt fill' IIIOD"Y paid in full,on Inter-
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national Credit Account by the payee named in the draft ud 
endcmed by him in favour of his creditor. 

From first to last the cash value of the draft will be invariable 
and indisputable, and, no matter whither it be sent, it will bear 
a monetary credit in native currency at the normal rate of 
exchange. There will be no crevice through which doubt or 
hesitancy can enter ..into the transaction. 

The clearance of the draft, attested by erasing with a date 
stamp the name of the • Mdosse: withdraws it from circulation, 
such an instrument being no longer needed when once the goods 
which constitute the real basis of the Credit have passed into the 
control of the buyer. The cancellation of the drawer's signature 
by the Representative Bank attests the due disposal of the 
Credit in accordance with instructions.. The restriction of each 
draft to a particular transaction, and its transfer from one or 
other of the two parties or agents acting for them, will preclude 
even the possibility of interim dealings in the credit media; and, 
these being the only public form of circulation, the unit constant 
and the parity fixed, there will be neither scope nor opportunity 
for interference by financiers, or even by individual Governments. 

Under the present system the current parity is largely deter
mined by conditions appertaining to money as a commodity, 
and by movements engineered by financiers or other middle
men interested in trade movements, speculative or otherwise. 
From these, one and all, the new commercial medium will be 
immune. The draft, being payable on presentation, representing 
unquestionable and inalienable currency-value, issued for a special 
transaction duly named thereon and completed by its transfer, 
will be available for no other, and its aroeptance at the Bank of 
payment will retire and annul it. 

It may be argued that such a system would preclude any 
and all credit accommodation from the vendor to the buyer. 
It is meant to do so. The credit being based on commodity 
value, it is but right and just that the equivalent in lega1 tender 
indigenous to the country of origin should pass simultaneously 
with the transfer of the assets. Assured of receiving these, 

• This assumes that it is fOUDd aeceoaary to follow existiag _ 
methods. For aD alternative method. 01feriDg all the facilitia of S_ 
Iasuraace, see p. 143-
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the buyer should have no difficulty in obtaining local accom
modation till the goods are sold. 

The only extension of credit which could be asked for with any 
show of reason would be for such time as would permit of the 

, arrival of the goods at the port specified simultaneously with 
the presentation of the cheque. The need for this, however, 
is wholly obviated by the consideration that the draft, having 
been paid for at the time of issue, and its transfer being subject 
to documents granting full control of the goods, it can make 
no possible difference to the buyer when the draft is cashed. 

For convenience and simplicity, the insurance of goods should 
always be effected by the buyer in his own country. Every 
exporter is familiar with the delay and difficulty entailed in 
securing an equitable adjustment of a claim to the actual loss. 
There are even cases where the difficulty is enhanced by legal 
enactments, which permit the claimant to apply to the Court.. 
·for a committee of assessors to inspect and ~ the claim, 
and such appointment 'Overrides any proviso by underwriters 
to the effect that a claim must be attested by their resident 
agent. The committee once appointed hold themselves respon
sible to the Court alone, and, even if they notify the accredited 
agent of the time of inspection, it is as a matter of courtesy 
and not of compulsion, and little or no heed is given to any 
views be may express. Once the eommittee has passed its award 
to the Court, the importer is held to /lave justified his claim 
to the amount stated therein, and is at liberty to deal with 
the goods as he pleases. Weeks may elapse before the decision 
of the Court is promulgated, and in the meantime the goods 
are sold and scattered far and wide precl~ding all possibility 
of a re-assessment of the damage. 

All these difficulties could be avoided by insurance iii the 
country of import, where underwriters "and importer could 
each appoint a valuer to inspect the goods on arrival and assess 
damages and, failing agreement by these, at once resort to arbitra
tion. This need entail no restriction on any Insurance Agency, 
but should rather lead to amalgamation of companies !If different 
nationalities working over an extensive area, or t:" national 
corporations acting in co-operation with foreign firms on mutual 
terms. Anything which tends to promote the amity of nations, 
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and reduces occasions for friction and legal contention, is all 
to the good in commerce as in every other branch of social life, 
and in this case any dissension would be limited to co-nationals, 
and legal contention, if any resulted, would be confined to Local 
Courts of Justice. For these reasons it is suggested that in
surance should always be effected by the importer. Further 
protection could be given to all concerned-importer, exporter, 
and underwriter-by a certificate from an authorised inspector 
in the country of origin, stating that the goods were of the nature 
and quality specified in the account; and another from a master 
cooper at the port of lading as to the efficiency of the packing
both to be included under the term "a complete set of docn
ments."· Cash against documents at time of shipment and 
insurance by the buyer in his own country should be the universal 
rule, and the monetary equivalent should pass to the vendor in 
his native currency simultaneously with the sailing of the vessel, 
leaving the goods to furnish a source of credit in the country of 
the importer, who, by transfer of the documents, obtains full 
control. Simplicity in operation should be the principle under
lying all commercial machinery. 

It is most important that, so far as human intelligence can 
devise, the conditions of exchange should present a fair fteld 
withont frictiQJl or favour, if full scope is to be given to the 
development of the highest skill and intelligence in production. 
The higher the standard called for, the greater will be the develop
ment of the worker, and, provided the worker gives a fair share 
to those dependent on him, the higher will be the standard of 
national life. With a higher conception of life and its obligations, 
a saner view of the means to be employed, and a firm determina
tion to achieve the best-which keen competition cannot fail 
to evoke-labour should lind ample scope for its activities in 
promoting uniform conditions internationally for the employ
ment of human energy and for the betterment of human life. 
If she is to retain her supremacy in the world of production, 
Great Britain must 1eam from the vital economy of the physical 

• Since writiDg the above. a Jetter has a~ iD Tu Tj_ of 
January 13th. 1926, ODder the heading-" Goods of guaranteed quality:' 
and signed .. P. J. H. UDDa:' advocatiDg a quality gwuaot .. by mark_ 
This might well be adopted for goods eorpmted 011 sale or commiIsiOll, bat 
for au _ sale, oometbiog more definite aad explicit __ cIesirahIe. 
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frame. that it is not by swa110wing .. soothing syrups" and 
.. sops to Cerberus .. in the shape of preferential and protective 
tariffs. but by promoting the highest development of every unit 
of every organ. and the mntual encomagement and quickening 
of every part of the complex wboIe that a wayont is to be found. 
In the physical body individuality in structure is combined with 
hannony in action. with ultimate benefit to the whole. 

n England. with her long start in the sphere of production. 
her wealth and imperial resonroes cannot hold her own in com
petition with other nations 1ess blessed. then she deserves to lose 
it. The endeavour to hide our own incompetence and to shelter 
our own ineptitude behind protecting tariffs puts US to shame. 
At the present stage of productive developmellt a protective 
tariff can have but One sequel. to sacrifice the attainment of a 
higher standard in production to cheapness in the product. and 
to apologise for the inferior article on the score of unfair com
petition. 

Of this. however. we ~y rest assured. much Of the present 
stagnation in trade is due to the want of a constant medium of 
exchange. It stands to reason that when the exchange parities. 
say. with France. are in some cases at a premium and in others 
at a disconnt. she will endeavour to increase her trade with the 
former at the expense of the latter. and will find an auxiliary 
in the handicap afforded by the exchange. 

So long as she amid sell her paper marks at speculative prices 
for foreign cmJit. Germany oould ClOBlpensate herseH for pr0-

spective loss by an immediate increase of foreign trade facilities. 
but as soon as State Loans had been repaid. and domestic 
mortgages and other liabilities liquidated by the depreciated 
currency. she at once set her house in ordet. Jmowing that for 
the terms of redeeming loans on currency she was legally 
responsible to Natioaals alone. 

The present proposals would prevent the results of any such 
abases and wgaries from spreading beyond the borders. and 
110 we1J. organised community would tolerate the inflation 
of the currency solely for the reduction of National 
liabilities. ' 

But the working of the new system is not c:onfin~ to the 
c:in:ulation of the Credit alone. We have to oonsider the effect 
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of the duty and obligations imposed upon the Nations by its 
introduction and the provision of the Gold Guarantee Fund. 
The subject has been in part dealt with in the earlier chapters, 
but many will be looking for more detailed information as to 
the demand which the Guarantee Fund will make on the world's 
currency gold, and the burden it will impose upon Nationals 
by means of the special duty on imports. It should be clearly 
understood, that within a minute fraction the latter will be 
the same for all Nationals participating. The variation will 
'be caused by the desirability of making each grant a round 
number, say, the nearest quarter of a million to the exact amount 
of the four-fifteenths fraction. 

From the formula given on page IIS the grant to each Nation 
was to be :-; where s represents the total of National Imports, 
and y the number of times which the Credit is estimated to 
function annually. Keeping to the five times of the financial 
axiom, our formula t: will represent four-fifteenths of the 
National imports. Each yearly instalment having to be raised 
by a percentage duty on imports, the latter will approximate 
~1f' allowance having necessa.rily to be made lor an increase or 
decrease in the value of 'x' in consecutive years. The initial pay
ments will then in every case equal M of /; = ffl, and the yearly 
instalment ~ of ~, while the duty, then, will approximate 
-il-B. + ~ = t of one per cent-the equivalent in British 
currency of 16 shillings per £100. . 

Thus, by a gold payment of 13% of the Credit grant, measured 
by the International .. Unit," and an ad fJIllorem duty of approx
imately .8 per cent. on imports for 14 years, every nation 
participating would acquire a circulating credit of constant 
value equal to its present commercial needs. 

Take now the case of a Nation which finds it expedient to 
borrow, with the consent of the Currency Board, the whole of 
its initial payments from the Gold Loan Fond. The amount 
to be borrowed is M X * =~, and this, also, has to be raised 
by an additional percentage tax on s, sufficient to produce 
annually for 14 years £9 99· .¢" or 9 h % of the amount 
borrowed. This gives the formula fM such cases a -M>~ of 
~ + riuorrlrla X ~ X '!-2 = 115·0·Ox:1~ == :.',80"0 -·328 
percent. 
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Adding this to· the '.8 per cent. required for the annual sub
vention to the Guarantee Fund, we have a total duty of :I.I28 
per cent.---ilaY, :11%, the proceeds of which would suffice in the 
LJ years not only to meet the annual subvention to the Guarantee 
Fund, but also to repay a loan covering the initial payment to 
that Fund with interest at 4%, together with the expense in
cmred both by th~ Cmrency Board in the issue and administra
tion of the Credit, and by National Treasuries in the collection 
of the duty and the parchase of gold. 

The slight modification of the duty necessitated by fixing the ' 
grant at the nearest quarter of a million, could not in any case 
require more than x1% on £xz5,ooo or £x,550. 

It would be well, perhaps, to make this quite clear by one 
or two illustrations based on actual returns. 

In Whitakers' Almtmack for x923, under the heading .. The 
Balance of Trade," a list is given of the Exports and Imports 
of the 1eading nations in commerce for the year x9Zr. The 
import returns for the Uuited States, France, the United Kingdom 
and Japan, and those of Hungary, stated on p. 793 of the 
Alnuutack, are given below, and the four-fifteenths of imports 

with the actual grant and other resnlts are worked out by the 
formulae given above. 

Uuited States of America. 

Total imports :£5zz,7r4,ooo : .t~ of same 
Actual Grant of Credit ••• 
Initial payments r3% of grant •.• 
Annual instalment 3% of grant 
Duty required to raise the instalment •.. 

Say, 8x cents per Iroo. 

France. 

Total Imports £94:1,939,000 : .fa of same 
Actual Grant of Credit .•. 
Initial payments r3% of grant ••• 
Annual instalment 3% of grant 
Duty required to raise the instalment •.. 

Say, 8r cents per 100 francs. 

£ 
r39,39O,4OO 
r39,5OO,ooo 
r8,I35,ooo 
4,185,000 

.8006 per cent. 

£ 
251,183,700 
25r ,:250,ooo 
32,66:z,5OO 

7,53705dP, 
.8oo:z per cent. 
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United Kingdom. 
Total Imports £979.635.000 : iK of same 
Actual Grant of Credit ..• 
Initial payment 13% of grant '" 
Annual instalment 3% of grant ... 
Duty required to raise the instalment ••• 

Say. I6s. 6d. per £100. 

Japan. 
Total Imports £147.390.000 : iK of same 
Actual Grant of Credit ... 
Initial payment 13% of grant ••• 
Annual instalment 3% of grant 
Duty required to raise the instalment •• , 

Say. 81 sen per 100 yen. 

Hungary. 
Total Imports £80.500.000 =IIr of same •.• 
Actual Grant of Credit •.• 
Initial payment 13% of grant ••• 
Annual instalment 3% of grant 
Duty required to raise the instalment .•• 

Or 81 gam per 100 pengos. 

l 
261.236.000 
261.250.000 
33.962.500 
7.837-500 

.80004 per cent. 

£ 
391304.000 
39.250.000 

5.102.500 
,:1:.179.500 

.8025 per cent. 

£ 
21.465.000 
2:1:.500•000 
2.795.000 

645.000 
.801 per cent. 

If the initial payments be borrowed at 4% repayable in Lf 
years : 
, Additional annual instalment 9 h of... £2.795.000 

Say... 264.600 
Duty required to raise this additional 

instalment. say .328 per cent. 
and adding the .801 per cent. we obtain :1:.13 per cent. or. say. 
120 gam per 100 pengos. 

These illustrations should suffice to show how infinitesimal 
will be the cost of the measure compared with the immense 
saving in time and labour. and the many other advantages 
wbich must result from the introduction of an International 
Credit currency with an independent and constant .. Unit." 

There remains to consider the demand which a sa% Gold 
Guarantee would make upon the world's currency gold. On 
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p. 51! an estimate was given which put the world's stores of gold 
devoted to currency purposes at 480,000,000 ounces. The list 
in Wloitak6's AlmtuuIck (1923) referred to above gives a total for 
the World's Import trade of £5,140,507,448. This list omits 
Gennany-owing to the difficulty of estimating sterling equiv
alents for the ever-cl!anging paper mark~d also all nations 
with a volume of trade below £XZ,ooo,ooo. Making due allowance 
fur these omissions, the total of the World's imports may safely 
be put at £5,250,000,000. Four-fifteenths of this total or 
Mundies 1,400,000,000 shoUld represent the amount of Inter
national Credit required by present commercial needs. If then, 
it be thought desirable that this credit should function on a 
50 per cent. Gold guarantee, it will be necessary to provide a 
weight of gold equivalent to the fine gold content of £700,000,000 
sterling. As 17 sovereigns contain 4 ounces of fine gold, this 
will represent less than 165,000,000 ounoe5' Troy-roughly one
third of the World's Currency Gold-leaving 315,000,000 ounces 
fOl" National requirements. The transfer of this gold to the 
International Credit Board will imply nothing more than the 
delegation to Trustees by National Parliam~ts of certain of 
their constitutional po~, with a view to ensure the 
cin:ulation of National credits as legal tender beyond national 
bounds. 

It may here be asked-Where in all this is any arrangement 
made for those countries whose currencies are based on silver? 
At present the parity of exchange is determined by the day's 
price of silver expressed in terms of gold, due allowance being 
made for any admixture of alloy. The price of silver being 
much more variable than that of gold, the exchange between gold 
and silver-using countries changes much mOre frequently and 
widely than between those which nominally or actually adopt 
a gold standard. Perhaps no class has suffered more from this 
cause than British regiments serving in India. 

The matter of adjustment under these proposals will present 
110 difficulty. 

A reference to the article--" Money of Foreign Nations,"· 
published annually in Whitaker's AlmtuuIck, will disclose ~ many 

0Tbio artide"""'" to be publlshed in the laaue of 1927. 
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instances two forms of monetary unit for the same country-1he 
'nominal: which regulates the exchange parity, and the ' actual: 
by which domestic values are measured. Further search will 
disclose that when the actual unit is of low value, it is rarely, 
if ever, minted, save in multiple denominations, so that the 
gold parity is established by deduction from the statutory 
definition. Thus France has a nominal gold franc as the unit 
of exchange, the place of which in National Currency is taken 
by a nickel token, nominally the equivalent of 9.513d. Greece, 
Italy and Spain all have a nominal gold unit of the same parity 
value as the franc, but circulating for domestic purposes by 
paper or a debased token. The countries of South and Central 
America-Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Salvador and Uruguay, all have a nominal gold unit, 
yet the exchange parity is for the most part expressed in terms 
of the silver dollar or other unit, while the national currency 
circulates in paper representing either the gold unit or a &action 
of the same, or by a silver coin. 

It is apparent from these data that a National Currency needs 
not, of necessity, to tally with the nominal unit of the Nation 
which furnishes the basis of exchange parity. This being so, 
why cannot all silver and paper-using COlDltries adhere for 
International purposes to their nominal gold unit if they have 
one, or adopt a nominal gold unit if they have not, and retain 
their actual unit as the domestic unit of value. It would simplify 
and bring into line the complicated systems now in vogue, and 
bring oIder out of chaos. Another alternative would be for all 
Nations to adopt the International Unit for exchange purposes, 
and retain their actual unit for National Currency. This would 
render the two currencies indeperident, and any change in the 
gold content of either would affect only bankers and foreign 
merchants. During the formation of the Guarantee Fund the 
International credit would be brought' into indirect relation to 
each national currency, in which the duty on imports would be 
collected at its parity of exchange, but once the duty proceeds 
were converted into gold, and the Guarantee FlDId completed, all 
connection would cease. Then the only reference will be to the 
, nominal ' Unit whether identical, or distinct from the ' actual ' 
unit of the local currency. 
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In any case, merchants will think in terms of the International 
Unit, and neither they nOl' the bankers will trouble about the 
National parity, except when paying or receiving payment fOl' 
a draft expressed in MUDdies. 

Immune from an outside inftuenoes, whether from govern
ments, financiers, politicians or speculators, the Credit will 
functioii freely and equitably at a constant value, until the 
DOI'mal gold equivalent of 240 lbs. of wheat shall have varied to 
such an extent from unit weight as to render a variation of the 
.. Unit .. desirable, and then it would be made by the authority 
of the League of Nations after due consideration by its Associ:ited 
Members. Such alteration would necessitate no alteration in 
the issoe or apportionment of the Credit itseH, but would be 
amfined solely to the Guarantee Fund, increasing or decreasing 
the ratio of gold to credit inven;ely to the increase or decrease of 
the .. Unit." The proportionate increase or decrease in the 
number of national units exchangeable for one Intetnational Unit 
would be identical .the world over, and would, as before, be a 
matter of concern to meichants and bankers only. 

It is suggested, therefore, that silver countries should retain 
or adopt a " N<minal " gold unit for Intetnatiooal exchange and 
adhere to their actnal unit for the regulation of domestic currency, 
themselves defining the ratio of value between the one and the 
other. The Intetnational Currency Boazd would confine itseH 
to the Nominal, and thus avoid any and an domestic complica
tions which might arise. 

It were well to think of some of the numerous benefits such a 
system would secure. The following list may be extended at will. 

I. First and foremost it should make for the World's 
peace, and the credit drafts would be veritable bonds 
of peace and equity. Nothing tends more to disturb 
the comity of nations than commercial and financial 
friction. Curtail the opportunity for friction by 
removing every efficient cause, and you will remove 
therewith much of the distrust which now erects 
barriers and benumbs an combined eftort for the world's 
advancement in peace and mutual helpfulness.' 

2. It will give security of contract. These, if' iruuie 00 

the basis of Intetnatiooal Credit measured by the 
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International Unit will be invariable or will vary in 
like measure for each contracting party. 

3. It will abolish aU uncertainty-
(a) as to the terms of payment, and-if the" one 

deal one draft " policy be adopted, 
(b) as to the credit of the second party to the 

exchange. 
If the latter, with commercial assets to pledge, 

c:annot command local credit for say, 70 per cent. 
of their value, he may safely be ranked as an 
undesirable. 

4. It will render commerce immune from financial inter
ference. The interests of finance and commerce are 
rarely identical. They are engaged in distinct occupa

. tions deaIing, the one with currency-tbe medium of 
exchange, the other with capital-tbe material of 
usury. As a licensed agent of the National Treasury 
in deaIing with International Credit, the Banker will 
have solely in mind the interests of his customem
his own remuneration having already been fixed by the 
State. He will be far more ready to lend temporary 
assistance to producers when he knows that payment 
will be assured concurrently with the goods passing 
from his control, and that when made it will. be in 
National Currency or by Credit therefor, the balance of 
which he will retain on current account. 

5. It will relieve business men in a large measure from 
financial cares. Much of the wear and tear of business 
is caused by the uncertainty of securing credit just 
as and when required, and by the possibility of finan
cial loss due to a variable medium of exchange, and 
the necessity to vary prices in order to meet the same. 
After surmounting the anxieties and difficulties of 
production, entailed by speculation in raw material
largely induced by a variable medium of exchange
labour troubles, costs of power and difficulties of 
transport, why should he be harassed by wholly un
necessary complications in the monetary medium of ex
change? It is no answer to say that under normal 
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conditions the variation is limited in its range. We 
ue de4litsg flJio. t1Je lad thai fJIJriaJiorI is possible fIITtere 
~ is essential. But for the variations in ex
change, and the grudging and onerous conditions undex 
which assistance has been given to foreign customers, 
both which causes spring from the confusion of com
merce with finance, the existing collapse in commeroe 
and production would have been greatly modified. 
Confine the use of currency to eommerce where it is 
designed to funclion, leave finance to function on Bank 
Credit, as it now does-itself providing the Gold 
Guarantee-and yon at once rescue production and 
exchange from the grip of finance, and set them free to 
develop as the needs of the world demand. 

6. It will re-establish National Control of currency both 
at home and abroad. At home bY'llative officials, and 
abroad through Trustees acting on lines and under 
conditions previously assented to by the Parliaments of 
those Nations whe constitute the League. 

7. It ensures against forgery. The draft, issuing only 
for a fixed purpose and being negotiable by the Re
presentative Banks or a licensed agent through the 
duplicate acknowledgment handed to the payee by his 
Representative Bank, is sent at once to the Head Office 
of the International Credit Bank and there remains, 
until finally cleared by notice of payment to the muloS$e. 
The payee would hand the draft back to the licensed 
Banker against an acknowledgment in duplicate. 
The premier of these duplicates is sent by the payee 
Representative Bank of the muloSse, who, on receipt" 
instructs the muloS$e that it holds ciedit for certain 
monies, payable against delivery of a complete set 
of documents or " days afterwards as the draft directs. 
Should the matter be urgent, the payee. will hand the 
premier acknowledgment to his Banker to be dealt with 
in manner suggested on page 1451. . " 

8. It does away with an need for export credits with their 
eomplex working, by abolishing credit in foreign 
commercial dea1ings, and supplying a constant Inter-
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national medium available to all Governments in fixed 
~~~nto~~~~~~n~. 

The Timu of July x3th, X9~ contained a summary of the 
arrangements made by Government for Insurance of Ex~rt 
Credits. There is no need to discUss the complete provisions 
of the scheme, but the principle on which it is based should be 
carefully examin~ by all business men, and by all who are 
interested in production and exchange. 

The summary opens with this statement-" While every 
application will be examin~ by an advisory committee assur
ances are offered that absolute secrecy will be observed and that 
traders need have no fear of their affairs being disclosed to 
competitors. Not every application which is received will be 
ap~ved, and premiums in ap~ved cases will vary according 
to circumstances, but the Credit Insurance Conunittee were 
generally agreed that the ex~rt trade of the country would 
benefit from some additional means of assuring against bad debts, 
and the scheme seeks to ~vide reasonable facilities." 

This simple statement damns the scheme in its entirety. 
Apart from the fact that it recalls the old French ~verb-" Qui 
s'excuse s'accuse," one is led to ask-why is ~ State ~ 
on to make ~vision for the risks of a faulty system of trading, 
which, while necessary care in ~ Selection of customers was 
exercised, were amply covered by such reasonable addition to 
prices as recompensed the average loss. Seeing that ' prevention 
is better than cure: it surely were wiser to prevent the incurring 
of bad debts by eliminating the faults of the exchange system, 
than to intensify these faults by ~viding State insurance 
against incr~ risks resulting from want of business acumen, 
or the extension of that gambling spirit, which already plays too 
'~minent a part in business routine. 

If the officials of ~ Overseas ~t Department are convinced 
that the conduct of business is now of such a hazardous character 
that it n~ State provision to cover risks too serious for Bank 
and Insurance Companies to undertake, it is open to them to 
proffer the~ assistance. Such an arrangement by a Government 
Department, however, should be open to all, and assistance 

, rendered on the same terms for risks cIearly~, and not with 
preferential treatment apt to be in8uenced by personal prediIec-
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tion for this or that firm. A business man. methinks. would 
want something more definite in character and more explicit in 
its promise and cost of working before disclosing bis 
own ineptitude. or the wild ventures that should alone require 
such assistance. With a stable medium of exchange and cash 
payments sufficiently elastic in working to meet the require
ments of customers at a distance. there should be no demand of 
modern business which the modern system of Banking cannot 
satisfy without any possibility of loss either to the vendor of 
the goods or to themselves. The risk. which at present results 
from a variable mediam. must be obviated by the introduction 
of a medium constant and sound. Then there will be no demand 
due to time or place which banking. with slight modification of its 
existing instruments and procedure. should fail to meet. 

With the private ventures of corporations. sole or otherwise. 
Governments are not directly concerned. The provision of a 
stable medium of exchange is their prime duty and obligation as 
Trustees of the National Credit. and the more urgent by reason 
of its influence on emploYment and production. It is no part of a 
Government's duty to perpetuate the faults of a system-for 
which they are responsible-by providing insurance at the public 
expense for the evils which they beget. A law is not emended by 
indemnifying criminals against breach thereof. neither will the 
faults of a variable exchange be remedied by indemnifying 
traders against resultant iUs. Two of these are inevitable
additional cost to the genuine trader and the encouragement of 
speculative trading. 

The recognition of the truth-that all credit is based on an 
asset, and the logical deduction that a transfer of the asset 
should be co-incident with the transfer of the monetary equivalent 
effected by a constant credit medium; prevents all possibility 
of debt-good or bad. A bank will always finance, to as liberal a 
percentage as any authorised Government should undertake. a 
genuine deal, in which their principal possesses the first two of • 
a Banker's four C's--Character and Capacity, and this being so, 
why should the State intervene? Has its interference hitherto 
been of such a character as to beget confidence in a new departure 
wholly unnecessary ? Or is the Government out to get business 
at any and every risk by undertaking insurance at the public 
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expense? Government must surely recognise that the time for 
grandmotherly and class legislation has gone by, and they who 
make money their chief aim in business, and not service for the 
common weal, should be left to achieve their object by the 
exercise of common sense and the means which already exist. 
If Insurance Companies and Banks will not take the risk, neither 
should Government. If they are willing, what call is there for 
Government to intervene? It may be urged that Banks would 
not be justified in locking up their Credit for six or more months. 
Granted, but, if a Bank adopts extended Credit as a special part 
of its business· and makes due provision for the risks, who can 
gainsay them? But extended credit should not be needed. 

Credit-which is a synonym for the value inherent in com
modities and denotes the currency equivalent of that value
legitimately should be transferable concurrently with the goods 
concerned. It is unreasonable to ask-much less to e:q>ect-a 
vendor to add the function and risks of a moneylender to those 
inseparable from the business of production or exchange. Neither 
producers nor traders are lega1ised moneylenders, bankers are; 
and in the present condition of banking there is no legitimate 
demand for credit which bankers are not able and willing to 
supply to an approved customer. The advice of any sound 
business man would .. If his own bankers do not approve him, 
let him alone. They are on the spot and have facilities for 
investigation which no foreign Committee of Enquiry can possess. 

The new proposa1s of Insurance are designed especialIy to meet 
the needs of those countries where the custom ob~nated 
and fostered in Germany by State aid to Banks for this special 
purpose-of giving prolonged credit in order that the goods may 
be wholly or in part distributed to factors and retailers over 
widely extended areas before payment is required. But surely 
it is wrong in principle to expect the producer or merchant to 
assist in confirming the lack of needful communication in a foreign 
countrY at the cost of his business or his own community. It 
were surely better to leave the ill effects of 1oca1 indifference to 
exercise 'their influence on the introduction of deve10pments and 
reforms. The merchant knows the 1oca1 condition of transport 
before he places his orders, and should either be provided with 
ample capital to meet the requirements of his business, or be 
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able to c:ommand the assistanc:e of local baukers in eases 01 
tempmary ueed.. The DeW' proposds would _ to place a 
premium on specoJa.me tJading, by making the community at 
large respcmsibIe fo£ the losses incurred. 

The provisim of aedit is a matter alien to production and 
exchange, and while it may be held to emphasise the local need 
fo£ inaeased banking facilities, it does DOt wammt interferenre by 
a fureigo State to confer fiDanc:ial advantages only possible under 
antocratic ro1e. The need for extended Credit should soon 
aeate a demand fo£ additKmal Banking facilities u.1ot:o, and this, 
if DOt met, wuold have Jed to fureigo Banks taking the initiative 
and their CO-<Jperation with those on the spot. In· these days of 
m-operative banking the need could be muIily supplied by such 
institutions as Barclay's Bank (Overseas) Ltd., or. Westminster 
Foreign Bank, Ltd. The condition precedent most be a stable 
medium of exdIange-an Intematiooal Credit measured by an 
iudependeot unit. There could, then, be DO legitimate objection 
to the Government of the Country goar.mteeing the Credit Bank 
against, say, SO or 60 per eent. of any loss, with a view to indure 
a minimum charge for accommodation. In any case the new 
proposds are 1IIISOIIDd in principle. and unfair in application. 
It is DOt playing the game to can on a player to expose his hand, 
wbiJe your OWD cards are hidden. 

There is, hmIevec, a matter which. if prompt cash against 
documents is to be the rnJe..-and it shonId ~justly cans for 
special amsideration. owing to the distance between the port of 
shipment and the port of discbaJge, and conseqoent deJay in the 
receipt of goods by the purchaser. 

Fmns doing business with such Countries as India, a.ma. 
Japan, AustrnIia and South America would, when quoting prices, 
be at a disadvantage with Countries more oonveuiently situated. 
This disadvantage can readily be annulled by a legitimate use of 
the International Credit here proposed. 

The exchange ioedia at present in use include both .. bills .. and 
.. draJts," and the draft issued OIl the Internatioual Credit can be 
so, worded as to serve either porpose by tIie simple pn]Cl8SS of post-
dating. • 

For example, a draft worded thll9-' l[' days after date 
hereof and on receipt of a complete set of documents, cmering 
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goods of the character and value named on the reverse, pay to 
the person and at the Bank named in the endorsement hereto 
duly signed by the payee •.•••••..•••••.••. in National CUITency at 
the fixed rate of exchange the sum of Me. 2546.5 and debit the 
same to us. 

For .................. Bank Ltd. (Signed) 
might serve every purpose, the opening words being 
erased . and initialled where no period of grace was aIlowed. 
Possibly two separate forms of draft might be found more 
convenient, the one with and the other without the opening 
words. 

In this connection it must be remembered that every 
Representative Bank would be a branch of the International 
Credit Board, and no question of comparative credit would be 
raised by the post-dating to wound official or national feelings. 
A draft drawn on any Representative Bank is drawn on the 
Credit Board, and the Bank issuing the same can be trwited to 
look after its own interests in the matter of payment therefor. 
The Representative Bank on which it is drawn will be acting 
conjointly with all other such Banks in the interest of the Inter
national Credit Board and no other. Thus a draft drawn on any 
Representative Bank and deposited with them to facilitate the 
fulfilment of a specific contract, should be recognised as a sound 
monetary &eCUrity by any and all other Representative Banks, 
when caIled upon to co-operate in making payment for the goods. 
In an emergency there should be no need to transfer the draft 
from one country to another, it could be sent straight to the Head 
Office at Geneva, who, on advice of payment from the representa
tive Bank concerned, would make the debit and credit entries 
needed and remit the draft to the Representative Bank on whom 
it is drawn, for return to the drawer, either direct or through 
the National Bankers' Clearing House. These establishments 
would be relieved of SO mnch of their labour, that tl!ey might 
well take over from the Representative Banks the task of dis
tributing the documents and the returned drafts to the Banks 
who drew them. Thus the Bank issuing the draft would have 
opportunity to establish any lien upon the goods before reIeasing 
the credit to their customer. In cases of deferred payment, the 
date of clearing the draft, attested by the date stamp of the 
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paying Bank upon the endorsement. should be the date for I 
debiting the draft both to the Bank of issue and the original 
porcbaser. Thus there would be no advance of cash by anyone 
before the time of payment at the date determined by the Ship
ping Conferenre-see below-though the issuing Bank would 
be entitled to some payment for the loan of their name. unless 
their customer preferred it to be a cash transaction. 

Preliminary steps to any such arrangement must he-
I. The holding of an International Conference of those engaged 

in the transport of ~. to determine the time nonnally 
occupied between the leading ports of lading and disdwge by • 
mail and augo boats respectively. the duration of voyage-say. 
5. 10 or IS days-which shall be deemed the maximum covered 
by immediate payment against documents. and the additions 
to be made-in units of say. 3 or 5 days or any part thereof-in 
the case of voyages occupying a longer period. These would be 
scheduled by the officials of the Credit Board. and the number 
of excess units would regulate the tenn of Credit to be covered 
when post..cfating the draft. 

2. That the licensed Oearing Banks should each bear a 
distinctive nOmber. none of which should include a nought. and 
Banks or branches C<Hlperatiog with them should also be 
numbered in the like manner. The insertion of a nought between 
the first and second numbers would then serve to distinguish 
the one from the other. 

3: Every Importer, licensed or otherwise. should haft a 
registered cable and wireless address which. together with the 
code number described in 2. must be registered with his banker 
and printed on all his stationery. ' 

With these preliminaries effected it would be an easy matter. 
when required, to send a cable or wireless in code. In all cases 
the draft would be endorsed by the payee in favour of his customer 
and with the name of the local Bank with whom the customer has 
his business account. The class and description of goods should 
also be stated. This draft should be sent to the Representative 
Bank in return for an acknowledgment in duplicate. .. We 
acknowledge the deposit with us of Draft No .•••••. and hold 01Jt'0 

selves responsible for the payment of Mc. 2546.5 at' National 
parity as therein instructed." Signed for, etc.. etc. 
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11Ie draft after entry in the Books of the Representative Bank, 
could then be forwarded to the International Credit Board to be 
debited and credited in due course to the respective Representa
tive Banks and accounted for in the balance sheet at each monthly 
settlement. 

One acknowledgment from the Representative Bank would 
then be sent by the holder to the nearest licensed agent of the 
vendor's Representative Bank-known by the number OD his 
stationery-who would notify the vendor's Bankers that he holds 
warrant for payment-immediate or otherwise-against the 
presentation to him of a complete set of documents, - and the 
matter would then go forward to completion. 

If the matter were urgent, or the vendor from any cause needed 
assurance that payment was secure, the whole matter could be 
arranged by cable or wireless through the Representative Bank. 
For example, a cable could run ;-

Milanbic. Apicodoce I 250412 Tinali. 
or apacodoce 20 

Me. 2546.5 debit. 
. Signed with Code word. 

This would be decoded to-
Milanbie ... Milan, Bank of Intemational Credit. 
Apicodoce ... Advise and pay immediately on receipt of a 

complete set of documents of even value. 
or 

Ap4ICOdoce 20. • .. Advise and pay 20 days after receipt of a 
complete set of documents of even value . 

o 
412 

TinaH 
Me. 2546.5 
Debit 

... Code number of licensed agents of Representa-
tive Bank as specified on Stationery . 

... Division mark. 

... Code number of local Banker. 

... Registered Il3.II1e and address of payee. 
... lire 64,235-4625. 
... We acknowledge liability for this amount. 

Signed Code word. 
Both credit and debtor can then sleep easily, the latter knowing 

that the whole matter is settled, and that he will not be debited 

• Seep. I~/. 
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with the amount by his Bankers until payment is actually made, 
and that within a few days of such payment a full set of documents 
carefully scrutinised, will be handed to him. and the goods which 
they control be landed at the docks. 

There will be no need to maintain an • Export Credits' or 
• Bad Debts Insurance Department: but the country which 
controls the goods will pay their value approximately on their 
arrival at port, and any accommodation required by the importer 
will be furnished by local Bankers-co-operating, if necessary 
with foreign financiers. • 

To ask traders to insure against Bad Debts with a Government 
Department is to invite them to rash and hazardous speculation 
at the public risk.· . 

, < ,. 



CHAPTER X 

THE AUSTlUAN LOAN (1922) • 

.. If the present faulty system is mON profitable to a fiuaDcier thaD a 
_ perfect system would be. and if that financier valu .. his few remaining 
years of profits more highly than he would value the honour of making a 
contribution to the life of the world by helping to erect a better system. 
then there is no way of preventing a clash of interests. . .. Wby should 
finance fear? The world will stiJI be here. Men will do busin ... with one 
another. • •. Nothing is going to depart save the knots and tangles ...• 
Banks will no longer be the masters of industry. they will be the servants 
of industry. Business will control money instead of money controlling 
busiu ... :·-HENRY FORD. My Li/.lJIJtl Work. 

THE issue of the Austrian Loan of 1922 was remarkable for 
two circumstances. The first-It was issued "Pursuant to a 
resolution of the League of Nations"; the second, it recognised 
the fact that the exchange value of a National Currency abroad 
was no true index to the Nation's Credit. 

That the League should interest itself directly in International . 
finance, though surprising, was undoubtedly a step in the right 
direction, seeing that it is the first International Body COD

stitutionally established. The admission that the exchange 
vaJue of its currency is no true index of a National Credit gives 
ground for hoping that a truer test of value may, under the 
League's auspices, be finaIly assw-ed. 

In The Times of July nth, 1923, there appeared an article 
from a Geneva Correspondent on .. The Aims and Objects of 
the League of Nations," which contained the following :-" The 
League exists to promote agreements not to impose settlements," 
and .. The Austrian Scheme was ready nine months before the 
League was asked to take Austria in hand." 

The former of these statements s;Jggests the twofold query
If the League has DO executive powers and acts by suggestion only, 

.,.& 
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what greater force do its resolutions possess than that of a public 
meeting? and-Whence did it derive the authority to appoint 
trustees Ill" to enter into engagements to see that the tenDs of this 
Loan were duly met? Was the League in a position to give any 
assurance as to the future of a dismembered Austria bereft of 
her richest provinces and of her outlet to the sea ? 

The main point, however, is this. What powers have been 
oonfened upon the League which authorise its lldive inter
vention in the issue of an Intematiooal Loan? It is evident 
the League would not inCQr such a responsibility on its own 
initiative, therefore, enabw;g powers most exist.. If, then, 
as the Geneva Correspondent tells us, .. the League's object is 
to serve the world,» cannot these same powers enable it to 
promote such modifications of the existing system of Inter
national Exchange, as will ensure the abolition of a variable 
medium with all its attendant ills? Why rest content to deal 
with the results of the evil pieoemea1-as they afiect individual 
nations, when by one comprehensive measure thel' can remove 
the source of the evil, quicken reconstruction and the revival 
ofoommerce, and mete out just and equal measure to all theworld? 

If the League's intervention is justified on behalf of one, 
surely it is more than justified if exercised for the benefit of all. 
Such interVention need involve, and should involve no inter
ference with the governing or financial policy of any Nation, 
save where these threaten the world's peace or bar the free 
exchange of the world's productions. Nor need it can for, or 
occasion, the intervention of any other Nation between the 
beneficiary and the-i.eague. 

The second point is the recognition of the truth herein urged 
that to base a Nation's credit on the foreign exchange value of 
its currency, designed for domestic use only, is inational and 
wholly unsound. The intrinsic ciedit of a Nation is the product 
of two factors--m.tural gifts and national character. The latter 
detenuines the readiness with which nationals adapt the former 
to their own uses, or render them mobile for purposes of exchange. 
It also begets the thrift to which national savings and their 
appropriate use are primarily due. . , 

Under the existing system the exchange value of a CUrrency 
is little influenced by consideration of these factors, but is 
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based simply on variations in the exchange medium, due to 
influences which have no concern with the purpose for which 
currency is designed. With a constant medium secured on a 
firm basis, these variationlf-impossible to the currency function
ing in its legitimate sphere-could and should be rendered im
possible. The fact that a National Currency can be so manip
ulated and affected by outside influences as to falsify its true 
value, and, by so doing, be made to hamper the free course of the 
world's industrial energy, is a most potent argument against its 
continued use for international purposes in its present form. That 
the retention of this faulty system should be loudly and per
sistently advocated when once its baneful effects have been 
realised, would be unthinkable, were it not daily in evidence. 

The issue of the Austrian Loan recognises the falsity of the 
exchange as an index of National Credit by accepting as guarantors 
for some seven-tenths of the total amount three nations whose 
currencies even now, November 25th, 1925, stand at a very 
considerable discount. These are France, whose franc stands at 
791%, Italy whose lira is at a discount of 79.1%, and Czecho
Slovakia whose krone stands at a discount of no less than 85.3%. 
If these three countries are accepted as efficient guarantors for 
691% of the Austrian Loan, it must be that the League of Nations 
recognises that the Exchange is no true index of National Credit. 
It is but a step onward to the provision of a remedy, for the 
recognition of an evil should lead to a removal of the cause. 

Had we to-day to seek a medium of exchange, would any 
independent committee select a medium which can be so affected 
by extraneous influences, and, as recent events prove, so manip
ulated by any combine-financial, Commercial or speculative
as to defeat the very purpose for which it was designed, and reduce 
millions of the world's workers to idleness and dependence? 
It must, in justice to the League, be said that they were fettered 
in their action by existing conditions. 

Despite the difficulty of reconciling the League's action in 
the matter of this Loan with the statements of the Geneva 
Correspondent, the issue of an International Loan under the 
direct supervision of the League marked a forward step in 
financial reconstruction. No great progress. however, will 
result from the League's recognition and control, unless the 
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terms .and conditions imposed show less signs of financial domina· 
tion. For these, the League, as Trustees for both parties
lenders and borrowers-cannot disclaim responsibility. 

Direct interference in the financial concerns of an individual 
Nation is a grave error in policy for such a body as the League 
of Nations, and is little calculated to forward its rafsoto d' etr_ 
the promotion and conservation of world peace. If the League 
decides, as a new departure in its activities, to promote a Loan 
by one or more Nations to another, the Council are bound in 
common justice to assure"· themselves on two points-that 
there is ample security for the lenders without involving other 
Nations as guarantors, and that the terms imposed on the 
borrowers-especial1y in view of present needs--are the most 
lenient possible conSistent with the security offered. Only 
by so doing can it justify its claim to act as the friend of all 
concerned. If under existing conditions such assurance is 
impossible, it should be the aim of the League to inaugurate such 
conditions as will render financial equity possible of 2clrlevement 
by all, and on every occasion. 

A true International Credit has here been devised with a view 
to benefit not one only, but every Nation; and caPable of being 
issued in a manner and on terms conditioned to the present 
needs of industrial exchange. Snch a Loan need involve,· and 
should involve, no responsibility of any Nation to another, or 
on another's behalf, should permit of no intervention between the' 
beneficiary and the authority of issue, and should embody 
conditions constituting an efficient guarantee for the due fulfil
ment of all obligations. 

In the proposals already detailed the basis of issue to in·' 
dividual Nations, the initial and subsequent payments, the mode 

. of raising such payments, the contribution to the Guarantee 
Fund are identical in all cases. The whole issue is based on an 
aggregation of National Credits, each pledged by National 
decree, and substantiated by a Gold Fund jointly contributed 
as an evidence of each Nation's good faith in the fulfilment of 
its obligations, while the administration is vested in aJ1. Inter
national Currency Board representing and acting for the'I4ague. 
Failing the due discharge of its obligations by any Nation, this 
Board has power first to suspend for a term and, finally, to cancel 

" 
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the credit issued to the defaulting Nation. As the cancellation 
is to involve the forfeiture of all sums already paid thereon, the 
grant of credit carnes its own guarantee for earnest endeavour, 
and its own penalty in the event of failure, because the avoidance 
of such failure is solely within the National controL There 
would be no need to implicate as guarantors other Nations, 
whose resources are aIready strained by efforts to readjnst their 
own financial obligations. 

The first essential of a National CurrencY is that it shall stand 
alone. It needs strong foundations but no buttresses for its 
support. The first requisite for an International Credit is stable 
independence. Both alike demand that they shall be exempt 
from outside interference, and be variable only by the con
stitutional authority vested with their issue and control. 

Comment has already been made on "The Memorandum on 
Debts and Reparations" presented on June JI'd, I9I9, »y the 
delegates from the Uuited States to their colleagues on the Peace 
Commission at Versailles. Section 6 of the Memorandum 
runs thus :-" 6. It is further to be observed that what the 
world requires, and requires immediately, is a new basis of 
Credit." 

There are at present no International assets which alone can 
furnish the basis for an International Credit, which is what is 
really needed, but the want can be readily supplied by a com
bination of National Credits contributed by all participants 
two raill to the amount of Credit issued to each. 

The source of existing troubles is to be found in the attempt. 
to make National Currencies function beyond their sphere; 
and, as the stability of a National Currency depends on the 
statute of legal tender, there exists no means for ensuring stability 
in any medium employed abroad. Hence a circulating medium 
expressed in terms of a National Currency readily lends itself 
to financial manipulation, and forces upon the currency a function 
for which it is neither designed nor adapted. Any new basis of 
credit, therefore, if furnished by a combination of Nationai 
Credits, which is the only basis possible, must have no direct 
connection with, nor be expressed in terms of, any National 
Currency, if connection with the domestic concerns of other 
Nations is to be avoided. 
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lt is impossible to believe that any such interference was 
contemplated at the time of the League's inception. If so, it was 
a grave error of judgment; for, while it can achieve no purpose 
which could not as readily and efficiently be attained by other 
means, it introduces that germ of irritati9ll which too often 
begets ill-feeling ending in open rupture. If such interference 
by the League was countenanced, one cannot wonder that the 
United States heId-and still holds aloof. A direct agreement 
between a League of Nations and an individual Nation is an 
anomaly. An agreement' between all Nations for definite 
action by the League as their joint Trustee is something totally 
difierent, even though the League be the primary influence 
and the most active agent in promoting it. To prepare a scheme 
of financial help, on tel1llS by no means liberal, and to urge it on 
an individual Nation difiers widely from the .inauguration of a 
New System of financial exchange by means of a stable medium, 
the use of which is offered to all its members on identical terms. 
Such a system can be inaugurated, if the wiU be there, without 
other interference on the part of the League than to enforce 
due observance of tel1llS previously agreed-such, interference 
having been authorised by all parties to tile agreement for their 
mutual protection. 

It will demonstrate the advantage of the proposed scheme to 
compare the cpst and yield to Austria of the Loan of 1922, and 
those of an issue of like amount in International Credit. The 
figures in the case of the Loan are put in the most favourable 
light compatible with the known facts. The terms of issue 
to the contracting Nations were not stated, but it will be evident 
that if British Banks could offer it for public subscription at 
80 per cent., the contract price must have been considerably 
below that figure to cover the cost of underwriting, Bank re
muneration, and other expenses incidental to an issue. 

The total issue of the Loan was-by resolution of the League 
of Nations-limited to 650,000,000 Austrian Gold Crowns, say, 
l27,OOO,OOO. Of this total lI4,ooo,ooo was placed in England 
in 6% Bonds at 80%, yielding lXI,Zoo,OOO; $z5,ooo,oQO in the 
United States in 7% Bonds at go, yielding $22,500,0:00, say, 
{.4,5oo,ooo, and $13,000,000 in American dollars in Austria in 
7% Bonds at 93, yielding, say, {.2,418,OOO. Issues of various 
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amounts have been made in Sweden. Holland. Switzerland. and 
France. 

On the basis of the three issues given in detail the average yield 
was 84% or. putting costs. on a most conservative basis. at 5%. 
not more than 79%. or £21.330.000 nett-,iliowing a deficit of 
21%. or £5.670.000 in yield. and an average interest of. say. 61%. 
This is a conservative estimate. since if British Banks could offer 
the loan at 80%. the contract price must have been nearer 70% 
than 80%. 

The cost may be summarised as follows. The Loan falJs due 
for repayment in 20 years. To repay a loan at 61% by 20 instal
ments to cover principal and interest. requires an annual appro
priation of £9 os. lid. %. so that to repay £27.000.000 at the same 
interest. and in the same period will require annually £2.'UI.5OO. 

The following therefore represents the total cost-

£ 
Loss on yield. taken at 21% of £Z7.OOO.OOO 5.670.000 
Repayment by zo instalments of £Z.431.5OO p.a. 48.630.000 

Total •.• £54.300.000 

In z921 Austria·s imports approximated. at current exchange. 
£6z.ooo.oooin value. and to raise £ZA31.5OO by an ad rxJq,em duty 
on this total would require an impost of just on 4 per cenI. per 
anum. 

Under the proposed method of allotment. a grant of Inter
national Credit would represent ~ of £62.000.000 = .... ~ say 
£16.533.000. For convenience of comparison. we will assume 
an allotment of £z7.000.000 to have been made. Under the terms 
of issue the credit is to circu1ate ab initio at its face value. so that 
the grant will yield £z7.000.000 net. 

The initial payment of thirteen per cent. will require 0.510.000. 
and assuming this to be borrowed in full from the Loan Fund. 
the total cost to Austria-including repayment of the Loan with 
interest at 4%-wouid have been 

£ 
a. Initial payment as above ... 3.510•000• 

, • (a) beiDg covered by (e) Is omitted !rom the total. 
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b. Fourteen instalments of 3% or £8xo,000 per 
annmn (inclnding 5% for costs) ••• u,340,OOG 

Co Repayment of (a) with 4% interest by I4 
annual instalments of £33z,280 p.a. 4,65x,920 

Annual charge for I4 year&-ix,142,280. Total 
Cost ••• • •• £x5,99x,920 

To raise £1,142,280 by an ad fJIIlorem duty on £62,000,000 would 
require an impost of x.8.t24 %, say 1.85 per cent. 

It is more than probable that part of the Loan was earmarked 
for the payment of International Debts, and that the yield to 
Austria in Credit available for her own requirements was even less 
than the normal grant of permanent International Credit to which 
she would have been entitled under the scheme. 

Special features of the Loan considered. 
I. The Times Correspondent, referred to above, teIls us that 

the Austrian Scheme was prepared 9 months before the League's 
intervention was tlSW. It should, therefore, qave been a weIl
considered measure framed in the joint interest of borrowers and 
lenders. It is a fair assumption that the Scheme was the best 
its framers could achieve under existing conditions of finance, 
which enable a loan to be in part floated in any CountIy in a 
c:mrency other than its own. It would really seem that the 
circolating medium, as now employed, can do anything and 
everything, except to function as designed and furnish a stable 
medium for the equitable exchange of commodities. .' 

2. No less than eleven countries, including Austria, are 
jointly concerned in the issue either as subscribers or guarantors •. 
Of these there are no less than five whose Currency stood-and 
still stands--at a discount to the sovereign, which was then 
itself at a discount to the American dollar and other units. 

With an International Credit, also controned and administered 
by the League of Nations' nominees, Austria would have retained, 
as she should have done, entire control of her domestic finance
no restrictions being pIaced upon her than those imposed uniformly 
on all participants. '. . 

The sole parties to the arrangement would have been Austria 
and the Authority of Issue. Austria would have had the option 
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to accept or refuse a grant of Credit offered to all Members of 
the League on identical terms, and acceptance of the grant 
entailed nothing more than the imposition of a special duty of, 
say, 2% on her imports for 14 years. So long as she fulfilled 
this obligation she would have been mistress of her own finance, 
unless the League should have thought it desirable to summon a 
Conference to discuss the principles on which an equitable 
settlement of State international obligations could be formulated. 
Once sever National currencies from International complications 
and their adjustment becomes a simple task. It needs but the 
issue of a medium slightly in excess of domestic requirements, and 
the caIIing in of la, zo, 50 or 500 of the inBated Currency for each 
unit of the new issue to reduce the circulation to the total desired. 
Seeing that the purchasing power of the new issue would be equal 
to that of the old, the reduction in quantity would affect all 
Nationals in a measure proportionate to their holding and none 
would suffer by the reduction. With their international exchange 
rendered constant and their National Currency restricted to 
National requirements, the adjustment of International liabilities 
between State and State should present no insuperable 
difficulty. 

The first step must be to funiish an equitable basis of inter
national exchange, to set the wheels of production going and so 
wideii the sphere of employment. 

3. It will be noted that in both cases the sums due on the 
Loan are paid to officials of the League of Nations and in both 
cases levied by duties. The duties in the one case are imposed 
for 20 years, in the othe!: for 14 only; but the two levies differ 
widely in character. 

In the one case they are raised under compulsion to discharge 
obligations for a loan on terms of usury, in the other to provide 
funds by instalments for permanent investment in a form of 
credit available in every market at a constant value-participa
tion in which is entirely at individual option, the conditions 
imposed by participation being the same for all. The imposition 
in the one case faIls on the general income of the State; in the 
other it is specific and leaves the General Revenue free to meet 
obligations incurred on Capital Account whether to foreign 
Governments or to Nationals, and, above all, immune from the 
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CIlDS1:raining impulse towards inflation exercised by a Currency 
responsive to a depreciated exchange. 

+ On a conservative estimate the. cost of the Loan to Austria 
wou1d be no less than £38,000,000 in excess of that which would 
have been entailed by a grant of International Credit of equal 
amount: but while in the former case the Credit is variable in 
value, in the latter it woU1d be constant. When it is remembered 
that a ~ must be repaid, and that the only method of doing so 
is by taxing productive energy, either.in the form of commodities 
or services, the loss to AtJstria will be the more readily appre
hended. 

Productive energy to the value of £38,000,000 sacrificed, 
to secure a loan producing at most £21,500,000 is more than 
wasteful-it is crimina1. The waste of war akme can vie with 
this response of the League to a Nation's appeal for financial help. 

5. The prospectus puts the annual appropriation for the 
servke of the Loan at Kr. 67,000,000 gold for a period of zo years. 
This represents the ~vaIent of 10.3 per cent. on'the total issue, 
or 121 per cent. on the net yield as estimated above. The cost of 
the International Credit represents 4.23, say 41 per cent. for 14 
years only. 

One cannot but feel that the League officials favoured the 
lenders for usury rather than the boITOWeI'S for productive 
purposes. If the security offered did not, in their opinion, 
justify an issue of the Loan on easier terms, they should have 
required the provision of such security and, having obtained it, 
should have issued the Loan on more equitable terms. If this 
was impossible with the existing machinery, it is time the machin
ery was reconstructed, and control. of currency everywhere 
restored to those from whom it has been wrested. 

6. One fact should not be overlooked. The yield of the Loan. 
was available-end, may be, was earmarked-for a settlement of 
certain debts, whereas the International Credit is to be restricted 
to c:ommercial uses only. 

The object of this arrangement is to revive protluction and 
exchange, by rendering them independent of financial control, 
and thus placing it within the power of each Nation \.Q provide, 
by industry, for the settlement of National obligations in any 
manner agreed. 
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Such a settlement might wen be carried out on an International 
basis and on identical lines, but that is a matter outside the 
scope of this work. 

A copy of The Daily, Mail of Saturday, April 15th, 1926, has 
just come to hand with the enquiry-How would the new pro
posals solve the present difiicalty with the French franc ? 

The answer is-They would not only solve it with ease, but 
wonld remove all possibility of a recurrence, once an International 
. Credit measured by an independent unit were agreed, and gold 
devaluated. 

The article marked referred to a Contribution by The Continm
taJ Daily Mail, to a voluntary Fund in course of subscription to 
prevent further depreciation of the franc. It professed to report 
remarks on the situation by Mazsbal Joffre to the effect_u I 
want everybody to remember that we are fighting for the financial 
salvation of France." 

This remark, if genuine, calls for comment. Why should 
Britain and others be called upon to pass round the hat, when the 
exercise by all Nations of common sense and the adoption of 
practical methods can not only at once remedy the evil but 
prevent the possibility of its recurrence? The Council of the 
League of Nations has only to move in the matter of an Inter
national Credit on the lines here stated, and the present plague of 
financial ague would be stayed. 

The report not only furnishes an opportunity for illustrating 
the action of the proposals and the immediate benefits accruing 
from their adoption, but demonstrates the urgent need for them. 
From the only data available to the author at the moment, the 
imports of France for the 3 years 1922, -3 and -4 averaged 
approximately---ilt the fluctuating rates of exchange-some 
[675,000,000 per annum and four-fifteenths of this total would 
entitle her to a grant in International Credit of Me. xSo,ooo,ooo, 
on payment of the gold content measured by weight of [23AOO,OOO 
and giving an undertaking to impose for 14 years a special duty 
on imports sufficient to raise an annual instalment of £5,400,000, 
all payable in pure gold measured by weight. This annual 
instalment would represent an • IIIl fHIl<w_ duty on imports of 
say 8x centimes per 100 francs. 
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The gold held by the BalIk of France, as shown by the report 
for the week ending April I5th, IC}26, amounted to francs 
s.S4B.3S0,ooo 01", say Me. 220,000,000, so that, by transferring 
to the Internatiooal Currency Board rather more than one-tenlh 
of its existing gold stocks and giving the required undertaking. 
every aedit instrument drawn in terms of the French corrency 
would become payable by the medium of the InternatiooaJ 

Credit at the fixed parity of 25.225 francs. H then the day'll 
exchange be altered from a variable Ll5 francs· to a stable 25.225 
francs, the holder of the Instrument suffers no Joss, no matter 
in what currency the instrument be drawn, nOl" can the exchange 
vaIne be raised save by International agreement. Thus the 
Internatiooal exchange vaIne of the franc would be established 
at the fixed parity .. 

The domestic parity, being stabilised by the law of legal tender 
will at once revert to its statutory vaIne when the in1luence of 
International variation has been removed. 

It may be asked-How is the in1lated currency to be reduced to 
normal requirements ? 

It will be noted that after payment of the :13% instalment due 
on International Credit Account, France will still hold some 
4,g60,ooo,ooo francs in gold and with that as guarantee, c:ou1d at 
once proceed to deal with the depr8:iated purchasing power of her 
paper currency. Acmrding to the returns of the Bank of France, 
issued OIl April 15th, IC}26, the paper notes in circulation amounted 
to francs SZ.ISJ.44Ii,ooo, of which total francs 38,219,]26,000 
were set 011 as advances to the State and other public bodies. 
The Joan to the State, exceeding francs 35,000,000,000, doubtless 
represented Bank aedit pledged to support the in1Iated issue, 
and woold be wiped' out by the withdrawal of the currency, 

·which woold thereby be reduced to, say, francs I7,ooo,ooo,ooo, 
which as shown below, woold probably represent the normal 
requirements of domestic exchange. This assumption, however, 
is rendered doubtful by the fact that the Issue and Banking 
departments are conjoined in a single statement. Take, then, 
another test. 
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The exchange value of this paper stOod at i45 francs instead 
of 25.225 francs nominal. This represents a payment of 100 for 
each 17i francs,-a discount of 82i per cent., and a loss in domestic 
purchasing power of say 70 per cent., since the purchasing power 
of a depreciated currency is generally greater at home than abroad. 
Putting the domestic purchasing power of the franc at 70, the 
liability of the State in respect of its domestic circu1ation j, 
increased from 25 to 70 or from 5 to 14, seeing that it has to 
pledge the National Credit for 14 francs where 5, under normal 
conditions, should suffice. 

By issuing a new form of currency note in exchange for the old 
at the rate of 5 for 14, the domestic circu1ation would at once be 
reduced to normal requirements, the purchasing power would be 
made to conform to statutory value-without possibility of 
future disturbances from outside sources, and, after earmarking 
2,475,000,000. francs of the existing gold stocks to meet all 
demands on International Credit account, there would remain 
3,100,000,000 francs in gold, as a guarantee for the domestic 
circulation. Putting this at 19,000,000,000 francs we have a 
ratio of gold to paper of 31 to 190, or 16.51% against the II.21% 
there shown, and that after providing a stable medium of Inter
national Exchange to the extent of Mc.lSo,ooo,ooo. Moreover, 
the liability of the State to the Bank as its agents of issue in 
respect of the inflated currency_hich, apparently, is included 
in the accounts as • advances to the State '-would be at once 
reduced by nine-fourteenths of the total, from francs 
35,150,000,000 to francs 12,550,000,000, and this could be cIeared 
by the gradual retirement of any eurrency found still to be in 
excess of normal demands, or retired' by the purchase of gold as 
shown below. 

In actual practice the ratio of gold to paper would be much 
higher, seeing that the initial payment to the International 
Currency Board will denude the gold stocks by 585,000 000 
francs only, leaving some 4,960,000,000 francs uncharged. The 
14 yearly instalments of 135.000,000 francs would be purchased 
from these stocks by National Currency taken in payment of the 
special duty on imports. This would only be restored to circu1a
tion by the surrender of other forms of national obligation, and 
to that extent the currency notes would circulate on 
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securities directly pledging the National Credit, and not on 
gold. 

As a gold guarantee is wholly unnecessary for a cunency 
based on the assessable value of all property held by Nationals. 
the whole of the gold stocks not eannarked for payments to the 
International Credit should at once be at the service of the State 
for the adjustment of War Debts and other external obligations. 



CHAPTER XI 

A REsl1J(t 

.. I do 1Iot hesitate to say that the greatest aiDgle evil of our times 
. is the iDStability of our mODetary Bmt as a measure of real Yalue." 

SIR JOSIAH STAIIP, The Chris';"" Elhi< IU .... &01I0IIJi< Ftlelor. 

IN the opening chapter it was established beyond dispute that 
money, in whatever form it circulates, is but representative value. 
Unless, therefore, the commodity exists, the value of the repre
sentative medium is ' nil' since, unaided, it possesses no power 
to call its asset into being. If commodities are not available, 
the currency medium, though it be assessed at an arbitrary 
valuation, is at best potential only. There can be no rellection 
in a mirror unless a body be presented before its surface, neither 
can there be representative value unless the commodity, wherein 
the intrinsic value is inherent, be available. Credit must be 
based on assets, and the exchange medium expressing a credit 
in visible form, must derive its intrinsic value from that asset 
which it represents. Currency value, therefore, must derivoe 
from commodities, and will always be regulated in purchasing 
power by the current price of that commodity which is the 
subject of tbe exchange. 

All commodities and services have an intrinsic value, but it 
can only be realised when exchange is possible, i.e., when & 

market can be found. Although this intrinsic value may be 
constant-being regulated by its fitness for the purpose designed, 
its exchange value may vary in degr-reing subject in every 
market to the economic laws of supply and demand. 

In barter, the direct exchange of goods for goods, no occasion 
for a representative medium arose. The subjects of exchange 
were in evidence, and each was vaIned by its owner, in terms of 
the other, on the basis of its respective fitness for the purpose 
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required. As commerce extended in volume and area a medium 
of some kind became imperative. 

Historical evidence goes to show that the first material medium 
was com_ commodity essential to the maintenance of life. 
The com was collected by Governments in payment of taxes, 
conveyed to and stored at the centre of Government, and thence 
issued in return for services of defence or National development 
rendered to the State. This was, in reality, a modified form of 
barter-the exchange of goods for service. 

The discovery of metals lind their adaptation to the require
ments of industry introduced a more compact medium, thll 
exchange value of which derived from its utility. This at once 
offered facilities for the extension of trade over· a wider area, 
the less bulky and more durable medium being transportable 
to a greater distance, and, as the range of commerce widened, 
copper superseded com, It will be noted that its value as a 
medium still derived from its intrinsic value as a commodity, 
and was proportionate t!) its fitness for the purpbse required. 
Exchange was still barter-1:O!Jds being exchanged for goods 
or service, and the value in the case both of com and copper was 
inherent in the subjects of exchange. Both were media, in that 
they were transferable prior to consumption or use, but per $6 

both constituted intrinsic rather than representative value. 
Later, the discovery of silver and then of gold, led to further 

extension in the area and range of commerce, the increase in 
value due to their rarity leading to a reduction in weight to repre
sent the like value. Each in turn was adopted as the Standard, 
a fixed weight of the metal constituting the • unit ' or measure 
of value. Thus in early times we find the same term denoting 
both the unit of weight and that of value; teste, the • shekel • 
of Syria, the '/IS' of ancient Rome and the British • pound.' 
Masses of metal. however, though identical in weight, might 
be made to vary greatly in fineness and, consequently, in value 
by the admixture of alloy. To remedy this defect, coinage was 
introduced, the weight and fineness of the 'unit' coin being 
regulated by statute, and the effigy of the ruler or insignia of 
the State stamped thereon to legalise its circulation. 'Jhis did 
not imply that the material itself possessed a fixed value, but that 
it contained a definite weight of metal of a given fineness, and so 
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represented such weight in commodities as the unit coin, divided 
by the current price of the commodity forming the subject of 
exchange, would permit. Thus the medium became repre
sentative. 

It is not necessary to a right understanding of the origin 
and function of currency to trace the various changes in value 
of National coinages through the course of centuries; it will 
suffice to say that in more recent centuries they have been 
largely due to an alteration in the Standard metaJ from silver 
to gold, or the adoption of bimetallism, and the attempts to 
reconcile the value of standard coins to the ever-varying ratio 
in the value of the two metals. This book is a review of facts as 
they are to-day, in an honest endeavour to extract therefrom 
the causes of our present monetary troubles, and further to 
obtain reliable data on which to build a sound system of reform 
at once remedial of existing ills and preventive of others in the 
future. One fact is patent. At no time prior to I844 was an 
arbitrary value assigned to the exchange medium other than 
that which it acquired as representative of commodities. The 
idea of so doing would seem to have originated in the desire to 
avoid the frequent changes in 'unit' value referred to above, 
and to confirm Britain's suprfmacy in commerce; but the idea 
was erroneous and has)ed to disastrou~ results. By valuating 
gold-by assigning a fixed value to it as metal-we create an 
exchange medium independent of Government control, and facil
itate the transfer of National assets beyond the reach of the 
Government within whose bounds and under whose protection 
they have been acquired. ' 

The initial error lay in regarding money value and not com
modity value as the prime factor in exchange, though it is the 
latter on which production and exchange alike depend. The 
authors of the Bank Charter Act mistook the reflection for the 
object reflected. 

No matter what its material, the value of a monetary medium 
derives from the National Credit, a portion of which is thereby 
made visible to facilitate the daily exchange of goods and services. 
Every coin or currency note as trnIy denotes a pledging of the 
National Credit for a definite purpose, as an Exchequer Bond, 
a certificate for ConsoIs, War Loan or any other form of National 
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borrowing. The purpose of the issues may and do differ, but by 
cmrency issues Government undertake the twofold responsibility 
-to maintain the medium at a constant value in every National 
market and to issue a sufficient amount to meet all needs of its 
Nationals. Unfortunately they have not yet undertaken the 
responsibility of ensuring the provision of due supplies of Natic:mal 
necessaries which the issue of representative value should imply, 
nor the prevention of higher prices by the needless intervention of 
unnecessary middlemen, who exact a profit without adequate 
service rendered. The Act'fof legal tender makes it a full set-off 
at its face value for any goods or services on offer within National 
bounds, and Government officials iu-e bound to accept it at the 
same value in discharge of any and all financial obligations to 
the State. Moreover, the system of Banking, as at present 
practiced, ensures the restriction of circulation to domestic 
requirements. 

The form of tender makes no difference whatever, provided it 
be that sanctioned by Parliament for the time being. Here, in 
England, during the last· fifteen years, we have had experience 
of two distinct forms of currency-the gold sovereign eked out 
by Bank of England ~otes--and the Currency Notes. We are 
shortly to Ilave the two combined, for the transfer of the issue 
of Currency Notes hom the Treasury to the Bank of England, 
there to figure under the pseudo-protection of the Gold Reserve 
will re-introduce a demi-semi Gold Standard. The change in 
form of the medium has made no difference whatever. to the 
wealth of the holder nor to the purchasing power of the • unit: 
which, be it remembered, is always the unit of value divided by 
the current price of the commodities on sale. The man who in 
1913 changed a £5 Bank of England note into 5 sovereigns or 4 
sovereigns and £1 in silver, neither added to his wealth nor 
increased the purchasing power of his holding; nor was he one 
penny the poorer in wealth or purchasing power when, late in 
1914, he surrendered the same amount in gold for five Currency 
Notes. Bank notes, gold sovereigns, silver coins and Currency 
Notes were alike a full set off for their face value in commodities 
at current prices. One and all were alike based on the :National 
Credit, but while in the Currency Note the credit circulates as a 
direct obligation of the State, it did so indirectly in the gold 
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sovereign, having been previously pledged to purchase the gold 
for coinage in circulation, and the securities establishing that 
pledge, or others outstanding, had been deposited with the Bank 
of England in exchange for the gold when coined, though the gold 
has been proved to furnish a medium no more sound and efficient 
than the Currency Note. 
, It may be urged that such a line of reasoning overlooks the 

need to protect British credit abroad. In what way? There 
is no National Currency which is legal tender abroad, and for 
credit instruments issued on individual or corporate initiative, 
on an unknown credit, and without restriction as to amount, 
the State is in no way responsible, unless and until they are 
presented for payment in cash in the country of issue. When 
this occurs the Government is bound to provide the Banker 
with the equivalent in National currency, in exchange for secur
ities, and there its responsibility begins and ends. 

Have any readers ever troubled to think what would be the 
state of commerce if there were no such thing as a gold Standard, 
had the value of gold continued to consist in its commodity 
equivalent? Having no intrinsic value as money, holders abroad 
would have been compelled to return it for its value in com
modities, exchange it, or use it for other purposes. This was its 
mode of operation prior to 1!44, and it follows-the larger the 
requirements of a Nation from others, the larger would and 
must be the demands on its productive energies to redeem its 
currency held abroad. And the greater the sum so held, the 
larger would have been the demand for goods to redeem it, 
since it was not currency where held and practically valueless 
as a commercial instrument unIess redeemed. The assignment 
of a stable metal value to gold made it pre-eminently the instru
ment of finance, and facilitated its absorption and use for other 
purposes than those designed. So rapidly was usury-the em
ployment of money-capital as a commodity for gain-deveIoped, 
that gradually the function of money as designed was superseded 
by its use for finance, and, possessing a value P6 $I, it was 
manipulated to promote "buIl" or "bear" tactics as various 
financial combines sought to control the markets. Its redemp
tion by commodities, therefore, became a secondary considera
tion; and, personal gain being the prime object, the effecf on 
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production and employment was disregarded. By restoring 
currency credit to its original purpose and confining it thereto, the 
only way to regain International Credit will be by the purchase of 
goods directly from those into whose custody it has passed or 
indirectly through others. This consideration furnishes aJ1 

additional ground for difierentiating the notes issued to individual 
nations-for circnlation between Treasm'yand Treasury until the 
gold guarantee is completed, and the regular publication of their 
holdings by the several Treasnries. It will give an indication 
to all of the trend of trade and its variations. The fifteen years' 
probation afforded by the building up of the Gold guarantee, 
prolonged if necessary, shouJd furnish opportunity for each 
Nation to adjust its International trade with others so that 
balances sha1l mutUally approximate. Once the guarantee is 
completed, the Credit will be identical for every Nation. Then, 
skill, intelligence' and industry will come into their own, and 
quality in material and workmanship, coupled wi~ superiority 
in design and efficiency, .should hold their place against cheap 
power and labour and lower cost of production. The aim of 
competition will be to produce commodities of the highest 
intrinsic value-best fitted for use or consumption, which win 
command a larger return in the commodities which the producing 
nation requires, and not a quick return in mere money vaJue. 

The return of securities pledged to purchase gold in payment 
for the same gold when minted does not square the account. 
The total of gold in circulation as coin and that held in reserve 
by the Bank of England represents so much National Capital 
needlessly tied up to confirm the National Credit, which all the 
gold in the world at its monetary estimate could not represent 
in value, and which can as readily and efficiently circnlate by a 
paper medium as by gold. The equity of exchange is as fully 
protected by the one medium as by the other, since both forms 
are legal tender for the same value in commodities, . and what 
• A ' accepts from • B ' all others must in turn accept from him 
at its fare value. It is evident, therefore, that while the material 
of the credit medium is of infinitesimal importance, within 
National bounds, it becomes a matter of the gravest tQncem 
when instruments of private credit expressed in terms of NatioVal 
currency are compelled to function outside their legitimate sphere • .. 
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Under stress of circwnstances rather than from design, Great 
Britain in 1914 adopted a form of currency the most perfect 
possible for a well ordered State, and the projected transfer of 
the Currency Note Issue from the Treasury to the Bank of 
England, that it may shelter under the scanty dimensions of the 
old lady's modem palJium of gold, and so re-establish a fictitious 
gold standar4, is a step purely retrogressive. Once again the 
old shackles are to be rivetted on the limbs of production and 
exchange, and humanity brought into helotry to pelf. 

How little need exists for this gold reserve, even for private 
credit circulating abroad is shown by the reports of the Bankers' 
Clearing House for 1924 and 19~, the former of which states 
that a total of £40,000,000,000 yearly in paper credits issued 
privately by individuals and corporations was there adjusted 
without recourse to the N ationaI Currency. Not that such settIe
ment savours of the marvellous, inasmuch as every cheque, 
draft, or bill there handled represents a form of Bank Credit, 
and special Credit accounts are maintained at the Bank of 
England by each and all of the Clearing Banks solely for the 
adjustment of daily balances at the London Clearing House. 
None the less, a Gold Reserve is an essential feature in the 
circulation of private credit instruments abroad, seeing that they 
contain no single characteristic of a sound money, and gold is the 
sole medium of value internationally recognised. As has been 
stated, the essentials of a sound money are three ;-

It must be issued by Constitutional Authority; 

It must command its face value constant in every mart ; 

The face value must be variable only by the Authority 
of Issue. 

There is a limitation attaching to the first essential-the 
issue should be made on approved security and within specified 
limit as to amount. 

These three essentials involve a fourth, that the circulation 
must be confined within those bounds which restrict the operation 
of National law. The State speaks by law, and law has limita
tions, both to its application and its effect. Tbe circulation of 
a currency depending on the statute of IegaI tender is con
sequently confined to national bounds. 
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In contrast to these essentials of a sound currency, the Credit' 
instruments by which foreign trade is transacted are issued 
privately, without restrictions as to amount, and on a security 
absolutely unknown, while its face value is not constant but can 
be made 10 vary widely by the manipulation of irresponsible 
combines, unauthorised by and even unknown to those who issue 
them. How widely recent experience 'has taught us. In· file 
issue of these credit instruments the State has but the remotest 
concern. It is for their support alone that stores of gold must 
necessarily be maintaineli at the National Bank of Issue, but 
only where a Gold Standard obtains, since they are always payable 
in the National Cw:rency. What proportion of' the huge sum 
of £40,000,000,000 represents financial and commercial payments 
respectively, it is impossible to determine; but in the present 
condition of International trade one may safely affirm that at 
least go per cent. of the gold movements are occasioned by 
finance. 

Now that the whole c;urrency of the Nation, including Cw:rency 
Notes, is to be transferred to the Issue Department of the Bank 
of Eugland, this gold will appear as the joint cover not only for 
the £40,000,000,000 cleared as credit instruments, but for the 
£z,soo,ooo,ooo representing the annual turnover of £300,000,000 
in Cw:rency Notes employed for the requirements of domestic 
exchange and the settlement of bets. For this huge circula
tion of Credit the present stocks of gold amounting to, say, 
£z60,ooo,ooo furnish a working cover of .38SS-less than .4 
or two-fifths of one per cent. Regarding the matter from the 
opposite viewpoint, and assuming that Credit functions at the 
same velocity as currency, this £4Z,SOo,ooo.ooo turnover repre.' 
sents an available Credit currency of £8.300.000,000, for wbich 
the gold stores provide the liberal protection of less than z per 
cent. If mutual confidence exists between individuals of 
different Nationalities in such degree that they can honour 
private credits circulating on less, than z per cent. cover in 
gold. there can be no possible objection to the circulation of a 
public International credit possessing all the essentials of a sound 
money wbich the other lacks and based on a guarantee of. say, 
50 per cent. in gold. It demands from Governmen" but a 
twenty-fifth part of that confidence wbich already obtains 
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between their Nationals, coupled with the desire and the will 
to achieve better things. To secure this is the task of the peoples, 
and to promote this should be a prime aim of every Government 
and of the League of Nations. 

It has been shown that instability in a medium renders it 
inequitable and therefore unsound. Yet we find writers on 
.. Exchange .. extolling the fact even in verse-

• That a rise in rates is for as. 
And a fall the other way.' 

This is perfectly true as far as finance is concerned, but in 
commerce the'influence of the movement is out of all proportion 
to the fact. There a rise in foreign exchange rates renders 
quoted prices for goods higher in comparison with those of 
COlDltries where the exchange is on a par with, or still below 
that of the prospective buyers. Thus the vendor COlDltry is 
compeIIed to lower its prices, lest wou1d-be buyers transfer 
their enquiries elsewhere. With a stable exchange disturbances \ 
to trade from this cause would be impossible, and a stab1e medium 
can only be achieved with gold deva1uated, and measured by 
an independent unit. In domestic exchange neither buyer nor 
sel1er looks for extra advantage from the medium employed. 
Why, then should we do so when tr.uIing abroad 1 Gold can 
as readily and as e1Iiciently functiOD by weight, as by value, 
whether it be to guarantee an International Credit or Bank 
and private credits circulating beyond Government control. 
With gold devaluated these must of necessity be refened back 
to the commodity values CIII which they are based. The recent 
development of • wire1ess' places the most distant centres of 
trade in touch with one another in a few hours, so that, in cases 
of emergency monetary communication could be made direct 
through the Representative Bank. The draft, when issued to 
the debtor by his Banker, could be handed in by him against an 
ackoowledgment in duplicate, at the Representative Bank, 
where, by a special service and code, the Representative Bank 
of the m40sse could be instructed to notify his 10cal Banker
named on the endursement-to pay against receipt of a complete 
set of documents the sum named m the draft, which they already 
control, and to forward the documents to them, and they, OD 

receipt of the same, would credit the IocaI Bank through their 
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liOOJSed agents, with the Sum paid. The documents would be 
forwarded by the one Representative Bank to the other, and 
delivered to the buyer against the duplicate of the Bank's 
acknowledgments for the draft .• 

To dwell further on the proposals themselves and their working 
is unnecessary. Enough has been already written to demon
strate both the need for them and their efficiency In supplying 
that need. It Will be well, however, to draw attention-I, to 
their adherenoe to fundamental principles; z, to the absence 
of an interfereolle by th~ League of Nations with the domestic 
amoems of any individual Nation; and 3, to the limited c:banges 
effected in the structure, measurement and mode of operation 
in the existing system, other than the removal of the faulty 
and more complicated parts of the machine and the introduction 
of substitutes at once more durable in material, more simple in 
structure, and more direct and efficient in operation. 

I. It is a fundamental principle of Government that the 
Control of National Assets vests in the body Politic, or sud!. 
of its units as are entitled to the suffrage. This is generally 
expressed by the dictum-' No taxation without representation,' 
the people's will being supposed~d it is pure supposition 
under the present structure of Parliament-to be expressed 
througi! their representatives. Sinlle the powers to be granted 
to the International Credit Board and an details regulating 
the structure, basis and working of the Credit must be submitted 
to and approved by National Parliaments before the Board is 
instituted, this principle will not only be recognised but .ts 
requirements will be duly met. 

The principle of equity will be secured by the identity of an 
conditions imposed on those participating, as well as in the 
functioning of the medium both between nations and their 
nationals. 

The principles of mutual co-operation and the comity of 
nations are met by provision made to enable those who need to 
borrow on easy terms the gold required for their initial payments 
to the Board. leaving fu~.payments to be raised in an uniform 
manner by an participants, and so entailing an ideo~ burden 

• For further details, see p. 144. 
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on an Nationals the' world over. Such a loan should not, and 
must not, be regarded as a matter of usury, but as a simple 
recognition of the economic truth governing an forms of organised 
Iife-aid rightly given is help received. To aid a Nation in 
the development of its productive effort must help to swell the 
·volume of international trade, since every producer tends to 
become a vendor of some international requirement and goodg 

. must be paid for in goods. 
2. The International Credit Board will have no executive 

powers other than those previously approved by the participating 
Nations in their mutual interest. The grant of credit will be 
.made on an identical basis to each participant, subject to an 
agreement between the Board and such Nation. The terms of 
these agreements will be the same for an, the conditions imposed 
will be identical, their observance will be soleIy within the power 
and under the control of the contracting Nation, and the penalty 
for failure will be the same for an and exacted without fear or 
favour; It will be a two-party agreement needing no guarantor, 
and the one obligation universally required demands no Con
stitutional powers beyond those which a stable Government 
should already possess. The International Credit Board will 
possess no power outside the credit unless it be deemed advisable 
that an international loans should be arranged through them 
under the protection afforded by the Credit. 

3. The system is to be on the same lines as that now in vogue
a credit circulating by draft~, and in the absence of International 
assets, the reserve or guarantee on which the credit is to function 
will consist of goJd-...the sole monetary medium now inter· 
nationally recognised as possessing value. The changes are in 
the unit of measurement and in the mode of operation. 

A distinct form of credit should have its own unit of m~ 
ment, independent of an national units-that it may be immune 
from National complications-and yet possessing a clearly 
defined ratio to each. The unit is to be a weight of pure gold. 
without any reference to an arbitrariIy ascribed value other 

. than that necessary to assist in determining the weight. It 
represents that weight of pure gold which a test, averaged over 
:;0 years, has shown to be the equivalent measured by British 
prices of a fixed weight of wheat-an essential commodity. 
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which furnished the first • standard ' and first • unit ' of inter
state exchange. The unit being determined by weight, gold as a 
metal may be devaluated, and, the statutory price of &js. xxid-. 
per ounce being annulled, will become a perfectly free market. 
This will at once end the domination of finance over production 
and exchange. 

The new unit should be imperative for all international 
monetary transactions, whether in the sphere of conunerce or 
finance, thus rendering all loans repayable at unit value. 
I The Credit of a Natiod always far exceeding its gold stures 
in value, the latter are rendered. unnecessary for a domestic 
cmrency circulating as a credit. It is, therefore,proposed that 
the Stores now held by individual Treasuries as National 
Trustees, should be pooled pro raJa to the grant of Credit, and 
placed in the custody of the International Credit Board to 
be stored at centrahepositories appointed by the Council of the 
League. 

Currency being origiJ)ally designed to facilitate the exchange 
of commodities, it is proposed to restore it to its original province 
and restrict the use of the Credit to commercial purposes. 
F'mance will be in no way hampered by so doing. It will 
continue to use its present medium-Bank credit, but will be 
required to find its own gold stores. It is no part of a Goyem
ment's duty to provide for the transport to foreign shores of 
National Capital on which it has a prior lien. The State will 
thus resume its legitimate control over all forms of currency, 
national and international, which constitute a charge, on the 
National Credit, and should find it an easy matter to regulate 
the export of capital should the need arise. . 

Efforts are urgently demanded and must be forthcoming 
to restrict the speculation in produce and goods, and to provide 
a ready and constant supply of credit for all domestic needs. 
To the promotion of both these ends the new system lends 
itself. To the first, by requiring a declaration of the goods in 
payment for which the draft is issued. To the second by insisting 
that payment shall be made simultaneously with the transfer 
of goods on which the credit is based. The first of tbt:se places 
it within the power of Government to licence the importation 
of essential food stuffs and raw material, and to restrict importa-
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tion thereof to licence-holders. The second, by restricting the 
period for the use of Bank Credit for commercial purposes 
abroad, tends to ensure a constant supply for the support of home 
industries, together with a more or less uniform charge for accom
modation, thereby aiding producers to calculate in advance their 
probable outlay on a contract. 

The pure gold content of the sovereign being 113.0015 grains 
that of Igs. xr.5Sd. will be ~~ •• :. x J:I3.0015 grs., a deficiency 
of .. ~:oo or ':00 ths. This represents a deficit of .2II/I78 of a 
grain in every sovereign. The loss on £1,000,000 would, therefore. 
be 2J:I,/I78 grs., say, £1,870 or .187 per cent. This would go 
through the Representative Bank to the Treasury, and may be 
regarded as a contribution towards the expense of providing 
a stable medium for a minority benefit, and would correspond 
to a Bank charge for a draft. It cannot affect the existiug 
parities to the Mundie, for these all being based on the sovereign 
must share in the loss or gain in adjusting that unit to the Mundie. 
Thus all governments will benefit alike, and direct users of the 
credit alone will contnoute to the cost of its operation, which 
is equitable. The new unit, therefore, will be the weight of pure 
gold, which has proved by experience the monetary equiva1ent 
of 240 Ibs. of wheat averaged over 50 years, and not the same 
weight of gold assessed at an arbitrary value. 

The changes in the method of operation are slight but very 
marked in their effect. The medium will be a draft obtained 
through a licensed Banker on the basis of certain information 
asked for in the uiterests of trade, and of the whole community. 
The draft will be made payable to the person and at the Bank 
named in the endorsement thereon, and, being an official receipt 
for value already paid to the account of the International Credit 
Board, may at once be credited to the holder's account in native 
currency. Being limited in operation to a definite transaction 
there can be no intermediate manipulation, and being confined 
to commercial usage the requirements of finance cannot 
affect it. , 

It is matter for regret that the idea of attaching an arbitrary 
value to the material of the medium shou1d have originated 
with Great Britain, though it is patent that it was an honest 
attempt to establish a fixed parity between the National cur-
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rencies circulating internationally inc:ommerci.a1 exchange. 
The error lay in regarding money-value as the prime factOI' 
in exchange and not oommodity Value, on which money-value 
in prochiction and exchange alike depend. It is the oommodity
value which must stand fust on every and all occasions, becaDse 
money is, as it bas ever been, merely an instrument for facilitating 
the exchange of oommodities at their inherent values at the 
current price. It results from this-the only rational and legit
imate point of view-that the prime consideration in the function
ing of a mooetary medium is equity. Equity in the medium 
can only be secured by its stability as money. Instability, 
therefore, must be a barrier to equitable exchange, since it 
involves an advantage to one party to the exchange at the 
cost of the other. The same argument applies to the medium 
in operation. If it does not function uniformly, if its operation 
can be swayed at will to promote the interests of one party 
against those of the other, e.g., the interests of finance against 
those of commerce, it stands condemned. The maintenance of 
such a system is opposed not only to the best standards of 
commercial life, but violates the dictates of justice and every 
demand of human brotherhood. 

From an instrument of exchange, provided freely by the 
Banks who regard it as their stock in trade, it is transformed 
into a oommodity to be bought and sold, and is so unfettered 
in its use and lends itself so readily to manipulation that it now 
completely dominates every phase of human activity. It 
constitutes the standard by which position-political, social, 
industrial and, at times, even reIigiollS--"is adjudged. The 
perversion of view for which its influence is responsible is the 
cause of wars, raoe-antagonism, class-hatred. and industrial 
strikes, to say nothing of party politics and general mis-govern
ment. It is not, and never will be. a higher money return for 
labour, which will induce and foster a higher and more intellectual 
standard of National life. An increase in the remuneration of 
labour without a corresponding increase in the volume or quality 
of the products must involve an increase in th~ cost of production, 
and a higher price for commodities with an addition~ profit 
on the excess. Thus the main portion of the increase in wages . 
will be needed to pay for the same necessaries and comforts as 
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were obtainable at the old rate. and will leave littIe or nothing 
for the provision of greater comforts and more rational recreation. 
For the means to achieve a higher level we mnst secure a general 
increase in productive activity-to whicb end a constant medium 
of excbange cannot fail to contribute. There needs greater care 
in directing production to commodities best suited for the needs 
and comforts of life; more direct control by the State over 
National resources, and the just distribution of their yield, not 
on an equality basis but, as it is in the body physical, in due 
proportion to the work done and the needs created by the 
expenditure of energy. This does not necessarily support the 
existing differentiation between grades of work of similar 
cbaracter. The test of all labour value is its fitness to secure 
the end required and its efficiency in functioning. From the 
point of view of health, the work of the scavenger, though 
Unskilled, is as essential-and may be more so-to the health 
of the community, as that of the highly skilled physician and 
surgeon. Indeed, from one point of view it is superior, since 
• prevention is better than cure.' Here, again, the money test 
fails. 

These are no new theories of the author, but the simple and 
logical deductions from the operations of the natural laws whicb 
govern organic life, and are demonstrated for us daily in our own 
bodies. Not till we adopt a saner, a more rational, a more 
divine view of corporate life, its duties and responsibilities, of 
the interpendence of nationals and nations, of the need for 
one definite aim-the common weal, and of one united method 
for achieving it-obedience to divine law, will any real improve
ment in the standard of national life in its every phase be possible. 
So long as money is the .. be all .. and .. end all" of human 
existence, and the getting it the goal of human endeavour, so 
long will life's standards be of the earth earthy. and its principles 
vi action those of the beasts that raven and destroy. It has 
taken centuries for Governments to realise that men and women. 
DOt their possessions, constitnte the integral parts of the nation. 
It will take decades yet for these men and women to learn the 
duties and privileges which the.possession of the suffrage demands 
and imparts. Still longer and sterner wiD be the period required 
to enforce the lesson, that command of self alone begets power 
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to control aright the actions of the State, and that the light 
COlitrol of those actions means the best for every unit of the 
community, 01II5elves included. Then the common need will 
come before the personal, and joint action for the common good 
must result in the betterment of the individual. 

This is no digression, bnt a tracing out of the principle that 
the character of work is of more importance than the monetary 
reward which it brings. because it tends to the production of 
the best, which always possesses the greatest intrinsic worth.· 
The one seeks to promote 'the growth of a leaf, the other to 
develop and beautify the tree. The former is essential to the 
latter, bnt it does not stand alone. The one begins and ends 
with the individual life, while the reciprocal action of the other 
is perpetuated in the corporate life of the Nation, and is shared 
by every national present and to come. It was a sorry day 
for production, exchange and labour when Trade Unions diverted 
their attention from the quality of the work done. to equality 
in the wage earned. A full living wage is every man's due, but 
efforts to secure it should not disregard the higher essentials, 
the quality of the work done and its influence on the character 
of the doer. An increase in the reward of labour may result 
in a minimum of benefit to the individual worker, but an increase 
in output and, above an, in quality of the work done, cannot fail 
to benefit the whole community in life and character. 

Had those responsible for the Act of 1844 had a tnier concep
tion of the requirements and influence of international commerce, 
had they rea1ised that goods must be paid for by goods, that 
every vendor was a potential buyer and every buyer a potential 
vendor, and that a free international exchange was a dominating 
factor in productive activity at home, they would not have 
preferred national gain from financial operations for the benefit 
of the few, to the more solid and substantial claims of inter
national commerce and the industrial benefits thereby secured 
for the whole. Much less would they have ignored, as they did, 
the true origin and function of credit, and the limitations attaching 
to the cireulation abroad of private credit, at an arbitrary value, 
in lieu of an amalgamation of National credits cireulating inter
nationally as legal tender, by general consent. Grant that 
the action was prompted by the desire to employ the national 
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savings profitably in developing extraneous tesources. This 
must not override the fact that the first use of such saYings 
,should be the betterment of national life at home. fur the develop
ment of national life cannot fail to beget fresh needs. caIIing fur 
fresh outlay. Then by loan of the surplus on easy terms to fureign 
Governments. that their nationals in tum may develop national 
resources to the betterment of their condition and the ultimate 
enrichment. in the truest sense. of the whole world. The higher 
and better the development of alI nations. the higher will be 
the standard of national life., and the higher the world standard 
the higher will be the standard of production. the more unifonD 
the cost. and the more uniform and consequently more equitable 
the basis of value on which goods are produred and exchanged. 

In justice to the would-be reformers of I/!44. one must admit 
that the error was prompted by a desire to establish British 
supremacy in commerce by control of the commercial mediUlll, 
At best. it was a grave error of judgment. and speculators and 
financiers have not been slow to avail themse1ves of the opportun
ity. It is not exaggeration to say that during the yea.nl 19I9 
to 19Z1 there was Iarger business done in Londori and elsewhere 
in the manipulation of exchanges. and the purchase and sale of 
currencies. than in the exchange of commodities. It is not too 
late to reconstruct the machine on a new model. with sounder 
foundations. more dmable material. and Jess cumbrous gearing. 
and so to improve its working that it shalI resuIt in gain not so 
much to individuals as to the whole community; not to one 
aation only. but to the whole World. 
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recoguizes that J!xchange is lIOindOll toNatinual Credit 
! -- two remarkable cin:umstaIu:ea 
~ - two points raised by • 

apecial features considered • 
Balance of TracIe • 
_ Cbarter Act. 111# : 

~ -- attemPt toacbi_ theimpalllible 
c:haoged c:ooceptinu of mODe}' 

deprived Governments ofcummcyccmtrol 
deotroyecla free market ill fIOld 
due to mistaken Idees • 
eflectofc:haoge 
partially rost.ore4 
ouspended from 1914-1925 

_Credit: 
anomaIi .. of _ abroad • 

defined 
Government uotrespcmslbleforiasue 
inIItnmleutslact theeolOlltialaofeouudcummcy 
issue uncontrolled 
Its demand on gold 
DBtIouaIIyeouud. in~UIIOOIIDd 
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_Credit: 
110 uationalliability for 
objections to .... as foreign_ 

I rOBS 

payable in gold cmIywbere gold standard obtains. • 
protection given to instzuments as cin:ulation. IlOt to the 

30 
38.59 
43." 

Bank 
quasi-curreucycmly • 
ratio of gold reserve to cin:ulatlon 
should be protected by the _ • 

State must share responaibility in tim .. of m ... 
use as CUlTfScy abroad fIlWlJrti",. • 

BalIk"",: 
buy currenci .. with National Debt 
fiduciaries between the Governmenl:aocI the public 
give services in respect ofcummcy 
high character as aclasa 
must keep asoeta liqaid 
public servants • 
ahcmld protect their owu credit in circulation • 

Bankers' C1eariDg House • 
business effected without aid of currency 
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28 
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zea&OD8 forthla 34 
financial aocI COJIIJIIeIclal cImriDgs iudistiugujabab 34 
ratio of gold to tumover ,I 
report for 1924 • 33 
totaiaunaaicImriDgs • 33 

BauidDg 24 
alic:eDSedindustry 24 
causesof_laUure. Sa 
description of • 24J 
holdiDgof_determiDed 30.32 
interest on capital might be limited 24 
reason for inc:reaaiDg Ii""""" fee • 24 

Barter • 1.75.16% 
BettiDgtends to Inflate currency 67.70 
BirmiDgham.GeorgeR: AW_.;'H_1II'7 54 
British • Staoclald • : 

- defined by Bank Charter Act 
-- silver aI time of Conquest 

British • Uoft • : 
- defined 
-_of 

Centlal Repositories.GoId Guanutee Faad 
- ..-Ifor • 

Cheques: 
1!ankem' cIevice for 1imitiDg_ 
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Ch~es: 
cleazaDce need DOtcallfor""""""" 
Governments not rospoosible for • 
DOtcummcy 
protectioo limited toNatioDal bounds 
use abroad does DOt involve the National Credit 

CireuIatioD. Ioteroatioaal : 
needs rectifu:ation 

-- oormaIIy cIepeods on trade 
- origin and degeIopmeot 

Cin:uIatiDD, NatioDa\ : 
- regulated by domestk demands 

Coinage Acts , 
Coinage. origin and developmeot of • 
Commerce: 

alODeccmcemed withcurreocy 
- earliest system of 
-- outcome of surPlus production 

Commereial and fiDaDcialceotre DOtideDticai terms 
Commercial baIaoce cleared by commodities 
-- centre defined 

Commodity Values : 
defiDed 

-- prime factor ine>rchaDge 
-- real basis of cmreDCy va1ues. 

Comp\eDties of Excbaoge 
Conference on Cummcy DOt to be coDlined to linaDciera 
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log 
Coostaocy In medium does DOt imply CODStaDt value in com-

modities 
Coostaocy in value does DOt m ..... CODStaDcy in quantity 
Coostaot price less important tbaD aCODStaDt IlDit 
Control of cummcyvests in ParliameDt 
ConvenJicm of German Mark Loan • 
CorD and copper earliest credit media 
Credit: 

apart &om commodities DOD-ezisteDt 
c:Iassified • 
definition of 
development of • 
must be based 00_ 
value inllueoced by economic conditions 

Credit for goods reodeIed UIlIIeCeIISUY 
• how supplied 

Credit-media : 
\leu King's effigy or oatiooal emblem 
CODStaDcy ...... tial to equity 
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Credit-media : 
CODStancy ill. does DOtimply CODStancy In YII!"e of Boocto . 
control abroad mast be centralised 
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earliest 
el!ects of iDstabillty In 
importaaoeto labour • 
intrinsic Yll!ae depeads on commoditi ... 
material does not afiect value 
monetary val"e fixed by Statat. • 
payable In currency only 
origin of • 
supplied free of charge by Bank ..... 

Currency: 
a device to facilitate omchange 
based on National Credit 
. Bank of England gold not • 
circulation depends on trade activity 
concerns commodities only • 
confined to National bounds 
coutrolof. a Parliamentary trust • 
control of. cannot be devolved 
credit made visible 
eredit basis preferable to gold for 
development of 
enables worlrers to conoentrateel!ort 
essentials of a sound • 
earliest forms of 
form and material do DOt affect value 
freed from exchange variatious Inactions as designed 
full discharge ofllabilities to the State 
fnactionof 
fanctiODS five timeo yesrly • 
generic name for all eredit-media • 
howdfstribnted by BaDb 
howissued 
howpurchased byBaDb 
Inllation and deflation of 
issue entails no iDc:reaae of National iDdehtedneao 
issue differs from aNational Loaa 
issue of forged notes and falee colD 
issue originally a Royal prerogative 
material importaat when used vlW.ui ... 
monetary value mast be coastant • 
mysteries non-aistent 
pan:haaiDg power not Inlluenced by material of mediem 
quantity of gold used for 
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rendered coustant by statute 17 
BhouJd bel:lansfelableCCll1C1lmllltlywithgoods 142 
IIQIIn:eofpreseutclifliculties. 19 
lIOIIl<eohaiae. 14 
State'sobligatioBinROpeCtof 31/.165.166 
Statotory _ always coustant as the equivalent of COIIl-

modityval .... 
tendem:yto .... purec:ndit-~ 
Use beyond Nati<mal bounds ..u. ....... 
_ in beign oountly potential ODly • 

CommcyNot<S: 
-- adinoctltypot:h<cation'ofNati<malCftdit 

adVllDtages 0V1!I" gold • 
as 80IUId lepl-tender as gold 
averagecin:uJatioo of • 
due to f<m:e of (:Ucumstanceo 
equitable. 80IUId and ocieotilic 
restricted in amount. unrestricted in asaets 
DOtadvemetotlade • 
objectioosstated and aoswered • 
_or of issue to Bank of England retrognoosive' 

D.u" Mail. TAo. and the French frBDc 
• Dear • and • cheap' money iDc:orrec:t terms 
Douglas. Mr. J. Monteith. GoJ4 """ sa_ C ........ cy 
Duty on Imports: 

MPIllorMl 
applicatioBiIlustzated. 
damtioB of 1evy 
eflec:tof • 
formula foI estimating 
identical foI aIlnatioDa 
DOtstrictlytuatiOD • 
objec:tof • 

Elec:to", personally rospoDBibIe for NatiODal well-being • 
Essentials of a 80IUId c:mrency • 
Exc:hangeofcommoclitiesfolC1llleDC}' 
Escllang&~ : 

always represeot commoclityvalue 
cin:ulatioB depeods OIl 0DIIlIIU!rCial activity 
isoDed on privateiDitiative _ 
many forms of beign 
not an ind"" of Nati<mal Cftdit 
DOt zequiled in barter • 
origiDof • 
S_ not nopoosible foI 
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E>:c:h&ngo VariatiODS : 
causesof • 
effect of-c:omparod with cummcy 
how enginoerocI • 
largelyduetofa1l1t,f' UDit'. 
wholly unnecoosary. , 

Fiduciary. use of Term 
-- issues 

Financoconcerned with capital o1l1y 
-- largely adverse tc commerce 
-- sho1l1d provideita OWD gold reoerve 

Financial Complications: 
- originof • 
-- CommitteeoftheLeogueofNatiom 

Financial Turnover: 

,-tBI 
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54,82 
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1" 
l' 
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.59,150 
• 64,113 

19,110 
41 

-- no data for cIistinguishiDg from commercial tnrnovor 34 
33 

13,24.56 ,75.17. 124,140 
34 

.40/.106 

-- volume of annual 
Ford, Mr. Henry 
Foreign Exchange • 

how conducted 
-- instability approved by economist. 
-- State in no way responsible for instruments of 

Forgery: 
-- effectoonNatiODa1Credit • 
- guarded against by new propoeals . 

Fonb1l1a for Determining: 
-- creditpaymento 
'-- loan payments • 

, -- theamoUDtofduty 
German Cnrreney: 

inflation of 

Gold: 

inflation of..-prime movors in 
reformof • 

.. coin orreoorve ties up NatiODa1Capital 
canses of transfer 
c:irculateocommercialIywith baIancooftrade 
c:ircuIateo as easily by weight .. by value 
does not improve purchasing power 
effecto of an arbitrary value • 
effecto of devaluation • 
firotintroducedaocoinageintoEngIaad. 
holding of gold in U.S.A. 

--I howGovornmenta uquirelt 
monotisation at _ value an error 
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mtioof-toBritishcredittumover 169 
uaehssaw forariB • 5,69 
wodd'sstoreofgold • .51/,135 
wodd'. store of gold DOt equa\ to British Natioual Credit 

Gold Guan.ntee FmuI: 
basis of levy for • 
ceotIal!epOSitories for 
c:cmsideratioDs noguIatiDg a . 
demaDdonworJd'sstocb • 
guarantee of good faith 
_ forthooe neecJiDlrhelp for 

modeoffoImatioD 
objectiona_ • 
object of • 
payment fD< gold 
period a\Iowed for foxmation 
mtio of gold to credit • 
stoIBgeof • 

Gold Loan FmuI: 
cost to boIowem 
dUIation of 1 ...... fton1. 
foImula for determining gn,nts from 
modeofrepaymeot • 
objectof • 
obligations iDcDIIed by bonoweIs 
risk to 1enden1.il 
ouapeos;on poweno in lieu of guaraotors • 
working of 

Gold Points: 
defined 

-- DOt alwayo opexative • 
-- theoIetU:ally IeBtrlet exchange variatiODS 

Gold RMerve : 
a charge on prodnctive energy 
false iDdeI: to Natiooal Credit 

-- lockiDg op of National Capital 
-- notcummcy \ 
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Gold Standard: 
defined 
e1Iectsof 
entails neecll ... cost on the Exchequer 
locks up National Capital 
not UDiversal 

Government, The: 
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7. 06.42.60 
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11,19,42 
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hound to provide currency for domestic needs only • • 42. 166 
hound to shoulder risks of trading on Bank Credit 30 
hound to accept currency atfac. value 16, 
executive trustees of National Credit 16. lOS 
iDsuranceofexportcredits • 1<401 
no responsibility for Bank or Private Credit abroad. 37. 'II. 166 
not hound to provide for export of capital 44. 64. 173 
responsibility for currency twofold 3'. 7S. 16, 
no responsibility for monetary instruments clrculatins 

abroad 37.41,166 
Higher Standard of Living, ...."tials to 175/ 

productinn, ...."tialato 130,131,175/ 
Imports: 
-- basis of grant of International Credit 
-- basis of duty for Gold Goarantee Fund 

Inflation : 
cauaesof . 
defined 
due to breach oftrust • 
how remedied • 
readily reduced under new system 
real and appa:rent 

Influence of finance on commerce 
Instability. its e1Iectaillustrated 
-- opposed to equity 

Insurance: 
of export credits by Government criticieecl 

-- of export credits superftuoua under new system 
-- present anomall .. of • 
-- shonld be e1Iectedlocally by purchaser • 

International Credit : 
aheence of an 
adheree to fundamental principles 
administration of 
aftecta all producerB and worlrera • 
an amalgamation of Nlltional Credits 
8SIIeIIIII1entofgrants 
authority of iosue 
basis of 
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~Credit: 
_taof 
cIUelIy.......".-...... 
c:in:aIatiIlIl spemed up 
OOIIditioasidenticall« all • 
c:oaditimlop1'OCelleDt to agrant 
CODSideratiOIISin1IueociDg tberatioof gold tocndit. 
ellectoa employmeut 
eIIect ... OODtrolof_ 
eataiIs uoiDtedermcewith Natioual FiDaace • 
...... tialsp1'OCelleDtto~_of 
_of ,. 
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103 
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III 
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ISS 

171. 112 
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golduuelatimto In gold __ required no 

grantll1l11iform • 104 
guarautee 10< • - 36. 63. I<nl 
guarauteec:oaq>leted--wi be ideaticaI • 167 
imDImIefromootBideiD1humces sboaId faDct:Km fneIy 137 
iDvolv"'_chaDgesillmetbocl • IS7. 174 
modeofcin:ulatim1intematioDa11,. • 96. 103 
_ofc:in:ulatioD_,. 114.96.103 
modeofcin:ulatim1iDdmduaU,. • .97. 103 
aatioDaI baIaDceo to bepabliahed • • 97. 119 
_I« . 46.60. 8c}1 
......,.;_ DO chaDges ill aatioDaI '1II:8IIdanIII' 01 

• 'llDita ' 46, 114. lq. 126 
objectioDsforestalled • 117/ 
opiDimuI of Americau delegates.... • 47.83 
paymeats I« . 8c}. ISO 

powemoftrosteesof • 981 
priDciplm identical with Book Credit 107 
propcM&Isl«estabJisIDDg • IOSI/ 

p1UICtaaI paymeatsill 00Dtr0l of all partk:ipaolB ISO 

roguIatioDs governing parity 113 
requiremmta_ • 9B 
nstonsGovemmentcoatrolofcnditabroad. • ISS. 173 
oecarity1o< 871 
oImpJicityofworkiDg • Issl 
... _1« . 88 
1UBpeIISioD8IId........uatiDD 105 
DDit of • 62. 911 
uaereatrictecl to commerce • 100.110 
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International Credit Draft: 
erasure of endorsement retiree 

-- erasure of drawer's signature annuls 
-- obtainable from licenced bankers only 

In_tional Credit Notes : 
-- circulate between Treasuries only. 
-- object of • 
-- object of temporary cIi1Ierentiation 

In_tional Currency non-existent 
International Currency Board : 

duties as trustees 
e1!ectof national CODSeIlt to 
formation of 
may act as International C1eariDg House 
powersof. 
powers of strictly limited 

In_tional Excbang.: 
-'- anomalies of 

complexities of • 
coDBtant medium alone equitable • 
e1!ected eole1y on Bank aud private credit 
present functioning of 

International • Unit' : 
defined 

-- imperative both for finance and commerce 
-- eeldom nced changing • 

Keyn .. , Mr. J.M.: A T'ad""M~ R./"",,, fa11acieoin. 
coofuseo Capital and Corrency 

-- disciple of Prof. Irving Fisher 
-- logical deduction from IUs contention 
-- mistaken ideas of value 

King's _/",,": 
-- dennteoieouebyConstitutionaiAutbority 

League of Natioua: 
articlein Tu Timu from Geaevaeorrespondeut 
duties .. Trustees of an In_tional Credit 
intenrention in National:finance a mistake 
powers of initiative 
powers of activeintervention 
prestige conferred .. Truat_ 

Legal Tender: 
_blished by statute 
form immaterial if Parliament sanction • 
law o~ueecIa nooompn1aion 
Acta. 
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" ~yVoyagesmayrequiredeferredpaymento 

-- mode of pmvidiDg m., • • :-
-_ prelimiDaries in dealing with 

Letters of Cmlit 
J4cKemI&. Rt. Hon. RegiDald. speech at Midland Bauk MeetiDg 
Measurement ofeurrencyvalue demands a constant • unit' . 

....... 
145 
143 
J45 
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intermsofquantityabourd 
Metala chosen asc:urrency-mediam.,eonvenieru:e oftraDsport 
Methods of II88e8SiDg property values • 
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Misapprehensions as to Cammcy 
MonotaryCredit. actual ratio of currency gold to • 
M~: 
-- early history of . 

Mouetisation of Gold: 

Money: 

adveme to trade 
devaluation imperative 
ill results of 
made to increase P!ices 
omitted from new system 
one clisturhiDg elemoutin present Cummcy system • 

basis of 
huyiDg and oelling Of money deprecated 
cannot vary within National bounda 
, dear • aud ' cheap 'Impossible terms 
defined ' 
issue oI-dilf .... from National Loau 
issue of--ou<:e Royal prerogative • 
pricecurreutregolates exchange value of 
IUpply 0ltC00de demand 
value always constant 

Monopolies of production practically Impossible 
Mundie: 

Defined • 
How determined 
not influenoed by ehauges in domestic corrency 
suggested title for International Unit 
Yalueof 

National Assets: 
~ defined 
-- owuersbip of 

National Credit: 
an amalgamation of private credits 
basis of all monetary credit • 
collllideration of. 
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National Credit: 
gold stocks a false ind"" to 

-- people constitutional trustees of 
-- sounder security for currency than gold • 
-- trust delegated to Parliament 

National Currencies: 
_of. 
cannot function beyond National bounda 
circulation abroad ulwtJuires 
fiJst essential of 
increase of-not necessarily inflation 
need DO gold reserve • 
no change required by International Credit 
value abroad potential only. 
value Jul in absence of commodities 

National Savings: 
-- how acquired 
-- premier use of 
-- State's reopOll8ibllty for 

National • Uuit: a weight of metal till 111# 
functions of a 
must be constant 
need nOt be changed by International Credit 
DOt always identical with Exchange Uuit 

New System of Exchange: 
-- afiorda opportunity to skill and qDality in production 
-- cash value of drsft constant 

• One Deal, One Draft ' : 
advantages of • 

-- precludes interim dealings in media 
-- requirescashpayments 

Palgrave, Sir R. H. Inglis: rfoe Ban" Acl,.,,4 B_" Rau 
Paper Currency : 

based directly on National Credit • 
ca11s forellicient administration • 
less costly than • gold standard' . 
necasitates no tying-up of National Capital 
objections t:o--.nswered 
proved as ellicient as gold • 

Parities of Exchange: 
how detemIined at pr-..t , 

-- how determined under new system .~ 
-- variable 001, by authority , 

Parliament: 
trustees of National Credit • 
caD1Iot delegate powers 
responsibility of, forpastsavings _ 
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, Sovereign. The : , 
acquires monetary value from NatiODal Crodit 
e1Iects of makiDg it the DDit of reference 
gold conteut of , 
DOt a measure of quantity purchased , 
the National' unit ' or measure of value 
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